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Cold Wave

Read By More

Warning Tonight;

Than 90,000

Chance of Snow

People Every Day

tAEETS WITH CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS

Nixon Hopes toWinOver Democrats

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon, coming out of his
first news conference with high
marks, launched a major effort
today to win friends in the Democratic-controlled Congress.
Most of today's schedule was
devoted to meetings with Capitol Hill leaders, ranging from a
sunup breakfast with Republicans, to lunch at the House with
members of both parties and an
afternoon session at the White
House with congressional Democrats.

ply a personal touch as boss of
the federal bureaucracy and
press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said before the chief executive is through he will have visited most if not all of the major
departments.
After a lunch at the Senate
Wednesday, for instance, Nixon
will visit the State Department.
Later in the week he plans a repeat of his Monday visit to the
Pentagon.
Nixon's maiden news conference as President Monday drew
high praise from Senate MajoriNixon also is planning to ap- ty Leader Mike Mansfield and

Senate Democratic Whip Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts.
"He did very well," said Kennedy.
Mansfield said he was favorably impressed with the "tone,
the tenor, the frankness" of responses by the President who
marked almost exactly one
week in office when he went before live radio and television in
the East Room of the White
House.
That was the general impression, too, of the more than 450
newsmen who
attended—a

record for first news conferences by newly elected presidents. Even John F. Kennedy,
who was the first to open his
news conferences to live television coverage, drew fewer-418
—at his maiden appearance
'
Jan. 25, 1961.

Standing before a simple,
chest-high microphone, without
the lecturn favored by bis predecessors and speaking without
notes, Nixon quietly overcame
slight initial nervousness.
With one hand jammed in a
pocket, the other waving for

emphasis, the President said
the Paris peace talks were "off
to a good start" and that the
United States planned what he
called new tactics there.
"We believe that those tactics
may be more successful than
the tactics of the past," the
President said without further
elaboration.
He also indicated a possible
move away from the Johnson
administration's approach to
Arab-Israeli tensions which
were based on letting the two
sides work out their differences
with some kind of United Na-

tions mediation.
Perhaps most startling of tht
presidential pronouncements—
if the word can be applied to
the low-key 28-minute session
that produced no real bombshells—was the emergence of
what appeared to be a new Nixon theory of U.S. military
strength.
"I think (sufficiency' is a better term, actually, than either
'superiority' or 'parity,*" Nixon
said in what appeared to bt
some second thoughts about his
campaign charges the United
States faced a security gap.

NORTH PREPARING DIPLOMATIC RETREAT?

Expect pifficultMoments at Talk

PARIS (AP) - U.S. and
South Vietnamese officials anticipate three developments
from North Vietnam and the
Viet Cong in connection with the
Paris peace talks.
If they are right, then the
Americans and their South Vietnamese allies can expect some
difficult moments on the battlefield and at the conference table. But they believe North Vietnam may also be preparing a
diplomatic retreat.

sessment of the intentions of the
North Vietnamese aiid the National Liberation Front.
1. Hanoi and the Viet Cong
will try to inflict some form of
military embarrassment on the
U.S. and South Vietnamese
forces in Vietnam while the negotiations continue In Paris.
There are signs of such preparations in the field, but the
sources do not anticipate that
the blow will be as heavy as last
year's Tet offensive. They believe the attack will be aimed
The U.S. and South Viet- primarily at increasing the
namese sources give this as- American public's distaste for

JUNIOR Gl . . . A Gl makes friends with a 12ryear-old
Vietnamese lad by letting him try on some of his gear for
size during a break in an operation near the provincial
capital of Tan An in South Vietnam. The youngster seems
• bit overwhelmed by the weight of the steel helmet,
black vest, bayonet and M-16 rifle. The troops were part
of a 9th Infantry Division sweep through an area of the
Mekong Delta. (AP Photofax)

South Vietnam
Rangers Report
Killing 320

National Plane
Flown to Cuba
MIAMI <AP —Two men, one
brandishing a -38 revolver and
the other armed with a bomb,
hijacked a National Airlines jet
over the Florida Everglades today and forced the pilot to fly to
Cuba, ? ? " • ".
It was the second act of aerial
piracy on National in five days.
A Key West to New York flight
was commandeered and taken
to Havana Friday by a knifewielding man who saidhe was a
U.S. Navy deserter.
At 9:10 a.m. EST, the pilot of
NAL flight 64, bound from New
Orleans to Miami with 25 passengers and seven, crewmen
aboard, radioed the Miami control tower? "Please be advised

we are going to Havana."
The plane was southeast of
Tampa when the two men
forced themselves into the cockpit. The pilot reported one of
them brandished some type of a
bomb. The other held a pistol at
the pilot's head.
It was the Sth commercial airliner hijacked to Cuba this year.
Humors that Cuban Prime
Minister Fidel Castro was sentencing the hijackers to five
years in prisou obviously was
failing to stem the tide of plane
thefts, as U.S. officials had
hoped.
The plane hijacked! today
started its trip from Los Angeles and stopped at Houston en
route to New Orleans.

QUESTIONED... .Frank
Shakespeare Jr., nominated
by President Nixon to be
director of the U.S. Information Agency, answers
questions before the Senate
Armed Services Committee.
The senators questioned him
on his fitness to hold the
post. (AP Photofax)

IN IRAQ

Israel: Another Group
Of Jews Is Threatened

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel told U.N. SecretaryGeneral U Thant Monday another group of Jews is threatened
with execution in Iraq. Israel's
ambassador to the United Nations, , Joel Barromi, conveyed
the information, and Thant said
he would look into the report
immediately.
After the Iraqi government
announced that nine Iraqi Jews
and five other Iraqis were
hanged Monday for spying for
Israel, Iraqi Information Minister Abdullah El Samarrai told a
news conference in Baghdad
that 65 other persons would be
brought to trial soon on charges
of spying for Israel and plotting
against the Iraqi government.
Barromi in his warning to Thant
possibly was referring to members of this group. .

Israel denied that those executed Monday were spying for
her and said their only crime
was being Jewish. Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban in a
statement to Thant said the
Baghdad government "has per.
fietrated an act of barbarity
which exceeds even what the
world has come to expect from
a country in which violence and
murder have become almost
commonplace."
Thant expressed foar that the
executions would upset U.N. efforts to achieve peace in the
Middle East. The Iraqi delegation to the United Nations at
once complained that Thant was
mixing in something that was
"entirely an internal affair of
Iraq."
The U.S. government and
American Jewish lenders also
condemned Iraq's action. Secretary of State William P. Rogers
Bald the mass public executions
wero "repugnant to the coniclence of the world" and "a
matter of deep concern'' to tho

U.S. government. But Rogers
noted that because the United
States has no diplomatic representative in Baghdad, he could
not comment "on the facts surrounding the trials."
Former Ambassador and Supreme ' Court Justice Arthur
Goldberg, the president of the

Oh, Hi Dm
Some kids never notice
that Pop's home from the
office unless he walks between them and the TV set
. . . Give a woman an inch
— and she'U make her husband go on a diet, too . . .
A lawyer, says the cynic,
is a man who represents
your interests, so you'll get
everything that's coming to
him .
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4A)

American Jewish Committee,
expressed "shock and outrage"
and urged the United States and
the United Nations to "join with
us in condemning what has oci
curred." '
Iq London, an editorial in the
Guardian labeled the executions
"barbaric" and observed:"This
medieval spectacle can only do
harm to the prospects of a Middle Eastern settlement."
President Nixon, at his news
conference fri Washington^ Monday, proposed that missile re**
duction talks with the Soviet Union, be linked to discussions of
the Middle Bast crisis and other
political issues.
"What I want to do," he said ,
"is to see to it that we have
strategic arms talks ln a way
and at a time that will promote;
if possible, progress on outetanding political problems at
the same time."

the war.
2. Hanoi and the Liberation
Front will use the Paris talks as
a forum to enhance the NLF's
status and its claim to be the legitimate power in South Vietnam.
This will be the kind of "verbal
attacks on the Saigon regime
that were delivered by the
Front during last Saturday's
opening session of the full-dress
talks. One ranking official said
he expected "the other side's
propaganda broadsides to play
a prominent role in the negotiations for some time."

3. Meanwhile, North Vietnam
may begin preparing its own
people for an agreement which
falls short of the victory promised for so long by the communist leaders.

South Vietnamese officials put
more emphasis on this than the
Americans do. The men from
Saigon point out what they consider to be a significant change
in the terminology used by Hanoi's negotiators.
One source said that when the
preliminary talks between the
United States and North Viet-

nam began last May, North
Vietnamese delegate Xuan Thuy
referred to the Saigon regime as
the "nguy quyen," the Vietnamese expression for "enemy
power."
After President Johnson's
bombing halt last Nov. 1, Thuy
called the Saigon regime "nha
cam quyen," or the "administration."
At last Saturday's session
Thuy referred to his Vietnamese
opponents as "chinh quyen," an
expression meaning the South
Vietnamese "state," the informant said.

Nixon Describes Style:
Methodical, Cautious

to the White House. It
WASHINGTON (ff) — Mecharacterized his campaign
thodical
and
cautious,
PresSAIGON (AP) - South Vietfor the Republican presiident Nixon is determined
namese headquarters said to- to make his an orderly
dential nomination, and his
autumn race against the
day a crack battalion ol govern- White House, a place
Democrats.
where
p
o
1
i
c
y
emerges
ment .rangers backed by U.S.
Now in office, Nixon made
planes and artillery killed 320 through a chain of command, not "off the cuff
clear he intends to operate
North Vietnamese in a bloody responses."
the same way. "I do not
battle Saturday and Sunday 18
believe, for example, that
The President described
policy should be made, and
miles from the Laotian border. the Nixon style at his first
particularly foreign policy
news
conference
Monday:
A spokesman said tha U.S.
should be made, by off the
<'I suppose the nation
bombers and artillery account- wonders
cuff responses in press
what a President
conferences, or any other
ed for 200 of the enemy dead. does in his first week and
kind
of conferences," he
where
is
all
the
action
that
He saldl 51 rangers were woundsaid. "I think it should be
ed in the engagement 25 miles we have talked about. We
made in an orderly way. "
northwest of Pleiku city, in the have done a great deal,
But if there was caution
in
getting
the
particularly
central highlands.
in the Nixon approach,
machinery of government
there was also a signal
U.S. officers said the commuset up which will allow us
that the new President will
nist command has pulled thou- to move in an orderly way
swiftly put his stamp upon
sands of troops into border on major problems."
the national government.
That ' ordered, studied
areas, apparently waiting to see
"I have scrupulously folwhat happens at the Paris method of operation is, after all the way Nixon got
lowed the line that we have
peace talks.
The ranger battalion was reported still sweeping the area
today and U.S. B52 bombers unleashed 600 tons of bombs Monday night and today on enemy
troop concentrations.
The South Vietnamese reported another battle four miles
from the Cambodian border and
54 miles northwest of Saigon
early today in which about 400
North Vietnamese troops assaulted the night bivouac positions of a government paratrooper battalion.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: AP
By dawa the enemy had been
Political Writer Jack Be!J
beaten back after a U.S. flarehas covered presidential afship illuminated their positions
fairs for the -past quarterfor a bail of fire from U.S. helicent wt/. In the following
copter gunships. , A spokesman
story Bell gives his impressaid' 23 enemy , bodies were
sions of opening presidential
found. Two South Vietnamese
news conferences from HarGOOD WORD . . , Albert
were killed and several¦ wound•
ry Truman's first encoimt-er
ed, v
Armendariz Jr., University
with newsmen in April 19*15
-. Military spokesmen said toof Texas second-year law
to
President Nixon 's naday that American combat student, talks with a friend
tionally teleuised and broaddeaths have passed 31,000 and on the telephone after Fedcast session with reporters
could exceed the Korean War's eral District Judge Jack Roon Monday.) '
toll by May 13, tho first anniberts ruled in favor of tha
versary of the Paris peace
youth who sought an inBy JACK BELL
talks.
AP Political Writer
Communiques for the past junction against his inducWASHINGTON (AP ) - When
week have listed 28 Americans tion into the service until
killed in action, raising the Viet- the end of the current school President Nixon's first news
year. (AP Photofax)
conference since entering tho
nam war's toll to 31,010.

one President at a time,"
Nixonv said, recalling a
standard phrase from his
campaign days. And now
Is Nrxon's time.
Thus, the President said,
he withdrew all pending appointments left behind by
former President Lyndon
B. Johnson so that the new
leadership can d e c i d e
whether the men involved
"would serve the Interests
of the nation according to
the guidelines that the new
administration
was to lay
¦
down." _ '
So, too, with Johnson decisions in policy and government operations, in any
area "that may have been
questioned . . .
"This administration win
re-examine all past decisions."

•

Some other ideas:

Build a double-door cockpit

entrance, trap the hijacker between them and fill the space
with gas. Or shoot would-be hijackers with a tranquilizer gun
—that's the way TV, thugs are
handled.
Day after day, proposed cures
for the problem flood the Federal Aviation Administration,
which says it In in danger of
being swamped by the mail.
Suggestions from aerospace
engineers, scientists and others
are sent to the FAA's engineering division for careful analysis.

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Cold wave warning tonight.
Variable cloudiness tonight and
Wednesday with chance of light
snow Wednesday. Low tonight
zero to 5 below; high Wednesday near 10.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for tht
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 31; minimum, 28;
noon, 81; precipitation, 18.

Presidents Change,
Not the Problems
White House was over, one participant was overheard to say of
Monday's 28-minute session:
"When you've seen one presidential press conference, you've
seen them all."
Not exactly true, of course,
The man, the questions and answers are different. But somehow the basic problems seem
the same since Harry Truman
stood behind his Oval Room
desk on April 17, 1945 to face the
press for his first news conference.
Tho presidential window on
the world had no television eye
then. The chief executive could
bo quoted directly only with his

ic

•

***

Everyone Has Solution to Hijackings

WASHINGTON (AP) ~ The
American citizen, .aroused by
the increasing number of airline
hijackings, has come up with
several cures--some serious, ¦>' '
some frivolous and most pretty
unusual.
?
One of tlie strangest suggestions called for installinga trapdoor in the cockpit. Once a
would-be hijacker entered, tho
pilot could op«n the trap and
send the hapless air pirate
plummeting to his death.

MT. MORRIS, Pa. (AP)-Radio contact with seven men
feared trapped deep in a burning coal mine was established
today and mine officials said
the crew was making its way to
safety;
They were among nearly 100
men working in Humphrey No.
7 mine early today when fira
erupted near the mine's main
portal. All but the seven
reached safety soon after the
fire was discovered at 6:55 a.m.
Officials of Consolidation Coal
Co., the parent firm cf Christopher Coal Co. which operates
the mine, said radio contact was
established with the remaining
crew. The men had reached
fresh air, the officials said, and
were making their way toward
the surface.
The mine sprawls under tha
West Virginia-Peniisylvania line
south of here and most of its operations are governed by 'tht
West Virginia Department of
Mines.
It is about 20 miles northeast
of Mannington, W.Va., where 7»
miners died in a series of fire*
and explosions that ripped
through another Consolidationowned mine last Nov. 20.

MXON 'BETTER THAN AVERAGE'

How About Trap Door? No? Tranquilizer Gun

•**

Seven Miners
Making Way
To Safety

Manufacturers of devices that
might control tlie problem are
invited in to give demonstrations, and their products receivt
close study.
"Mayors, bank presidents,
civic club members, teachers,
whole classrooms of students
write In," says Al Butler, assistant chief of tho air carrier research branch of the FAA's
Flight Standards Service.
"We read them all, and ncknowlcdgee very one. Some we
can answer only wilh a card. "
Others get letters pointing out

that hijacking is a crime punishable by death.
But the FAA thinks violence
of any sort should bo avoided
because of tho danger of a catastrophe that might endanger
oil the passengers on a plane.
Letters stream in from prison
guards, jail inmates and relatives of prisoners, often suggesting metal-detection devices such
as prisons use. Tho trouble is,
the FAA responds, that there's
no way so far to tell a pistol
from a cigarette lighter or belt

buckle.
Nor would metal detectors
give a warning of a plastic explosive or a bottle of nitroglycerin, tho FAA points out.
Another popular solution is for
the U.S. to provide free transportation for anyone who wants
to* go to Cuba, where most hijacked plnncs are taken.
And then there's tho ultimate
solution: "Hnvo tho Cuban national nnthctn. played over tho
public address system of tha
nirllner just before takeoff. Arrest anyone who stands up."

specific permission.
The omnipresent TV camera
is new end the ground rules differ but the window still opens
out on war, just as lt did then.
Standing before a lone microphone, flanked on each side by
portraits of Georgo and Martha
Washington caught in the glart
of TV lights, Nixon spoke without notes.
He dispensed with the oftenemployed opening statement
which in the case of Dwight D.
Eisenhower ran for a solid 21
minutes.
Nixon's debut was a generally
solemn affair. It was relieved
only by a somewhat worn presldential joke about turning on
the White House lights.
There was none of the blustering of Truman or of tho coffet
chat atmosphere of Johnson's
unscheduled first news meeting
Dec. 7, ,1903 with 23 White Houst
regulars around his desk.
There was no attempt to
match tho Kennedy wit. Thert
was clear avoidance of Eisenhower's tortured syntax.
For ono who has seen five
presidents steel their nerves
against tho presumed dragons
of tho press for tho first time,
Nixon gets better than an average grade.
Despite a tell-tale line of
white tenseness across his upper lip nnd a hit of nervous
throat clearing, tho new Republican president handled himself
easily and confidently.
Generally, ho spoko to tht
point, displaying fundamental
knowledge of the problems
pressing upon him.

Anfiericans-Theyre Always Ready With Helping Hand

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
America, said President Nixon in bis inaugural address, has
''legions of the concerned and
committed" who by "smallsplendid efforts" can "build a
great cathedral of the spirit."
How busy were these legions
during inauguration weefe?
An AP survey turned up a fine
crop of small, splendid efforts.
As usual, they didn't make the
headlines. English playwright
Phillip Masstnger said in 1630
what remains eminently true today : "HI news, madam, are
swallow-winged, but what's
good walkson crutches."
Some of the good things that
happened in America in the seven days following the President's speech :
In Portland, Ore., Yoke Leim,

6, hospitalized with terminal
leukemia, asked for some cotton
candy. Her father , Yoe T. Liem,
remembered that the concession
stand at the zoo makes the confection and offered to buy all it
had on hand.
Instead, Ken Lewis of the zoo
'staff took the machine to the
hospital, set it up in Yoke's
ward, and spun out free candy
for all of the 20 little patients allowed to eat it .
In Sioux Falls, S.D., the family of 18-year-old Karen Parker
needed $35,000 to pay for transplantation ot a kidney from her
father.
Signs reading "Care for Karen " went up all over town. By
the end of the week $27,320 in
donations had been received.
In Little Rock , Ark., $35,000
was required -to finance a kid*

HARRIS SURVEY

Contradiction
On Aids ior
Urban Centers

ney transplant for Mrs. Brenda
Sbuffield Andry, 19.
Members of the Arkansas
State Legislature agreed to kick
in a day's pay apiece. By
week's end there was $28,000 in
the kitty with more still corning
in.
"What can we say for something this wonderful?" asked
Brenda 's father , A. J. Shuffleld.
In Philadelphia, Peter Jaskel,
19-year-old Villanova University
freshman , plunged into the Delaware River in near freezing
weather to rescue a driver
whose car skidded down an embankment.
"There was nothing else I
could do under the circumstances," declared Jeskel.
Ih Washington , the Rev. Henry Breul set up a "Parents of

Hippies" association at St.
Thomas Episcopal church to
provide condolence, guidance
and counsel for mothers and fathers whose kids have turned
themselves on and their elders
off.
One graying mother whose
son is lost among the flower
children reported: "I found out
I wasn't alone and that life goes
on. "
In Circleville, Ohio, wives of
ham radio operators formed the
"Roundtown Citizen Band Club"
and announced they would help
with communications problems
during emergencies.
In St. Louis, a campaign to
help Mrs. Bernadean Edwards,
bedridden mother of seven,
brought an initial outpouring of
$325 in cash, donations of cloth-

the cities, we
will have a
racial explosion on our
68
hands. ?.
Cities are full Of
crime and corruption and
people who
want a handout. ......... 61
Slum areas of
cities should
be torn down
and new communities should
be built for
those people in
the suburbs. .50
It is just about
impossible to
control air pollution in the
cities. .... .... 39
Even if the poor
are given clean,
new homes,
they will make
them dirty. . .38
Big cities are
unmanageable
and money
spent in them
is wasted. ... .28
During rush hours,
cities should
ban private automobiles. .. .? 17

Sufficiency' Key
To Winning Friends?

By LOUIS HARRIS
Sixty percent of the American people say they feel a sense
of urgency about the plight of the cities and favor decisive
action to solve racial and housing problems in the urban centers.
Most think the federal government should continue or increase
expenditures on behalf of cities. However, if asked to pay higher
taxes to see the lot of the cities improved , the public is unwilling, by 69 to 25 percent, to put more of its money behind its
stated convictions.
Here are highlights from a of inaction is reflected in the
special Harris Survey measur- 68-to-19 percent view that "if we
ing public opinion about the neglect the cities, we will have
¦cities: '
a racial explosion on our
—A massive 92 percent of hands." While it is recognized
all Americans recognize that that major racial problems are
cities are "the center of busi- concentrated in the cities, the
ness, communications, and the public feels that cities are imin their own
arts and must be made better portant Xto' x save
..
right.
places to work and live in."
— Contraiy to the popular be- Yet when asked directly
lief that welfare payments re- about paying higher taxes to inceive no public support, people crease financial support for the
reject the proposition that cities, the American people re*'money spent on welfare ln cit- fuse to go along, by better than
ies is just wasted and doesn't 2 to l. A cross section of 1455
really help anyone," by 65 to adults was recently asked by
the Harris Survey: "Would you
25 percent,
be willing to pay higher taxes
—Also rejected by the pub- to see more money go to help
lic, by 63 to 28 percent, is the the cities or not?"
familiar statement that "big cit- Only 25 percent answered in
ies are unmanageable and mon- me affirmative; 69 percent were
ey spent oh them is wasted." opposed and 6 percent were not
—The American people agree sure. Significantly, a majority
that "slums in citrs should be of even big-city residents, 63
wiped out so people there can percent, said they would not
live decently, by 83 to 11 per- pay higher taxes to see their
cent. The public disagrees with own urban areas assisted. Tne
Jg
the claim that "even if the poor substance of the plight of citfl
are given clean, new homes, ies mighfcbe widely recognized
1
1
they will male them dirty, by and even a cause for concern,
49 to 38 percent. By almost the but paying extra taxes to see
fl
same division, 50 to 38 percent, progress made is not part of tomost Americans support the day 's public
|
|
j
mandate.
¦
idea that "slum areas of cities The extent to which peofl
should be torn down and new ple will go is a greater comcommunities built for those peo- mitment of federal funds for the
_ \_
ple in the suburbs." All in all, cities — but within the present
Bl
these figures suggest a substan- limits of total government ex__m
HB
tial public mandate for an all- penditures. This implies that
Hal
cut attack on slum housing the price set by the public
in the cities.
might be a cutback in other
—The public rejects the pro- non-urban programs. The cross
position that "giving money to section was asked:
HB
n
9
the cities is just another way "Do you feel the federal govH9
of giving money to Negroes," by ernment should give more monM
HI
74 to 18 percent. The popular ey to help the cities, less monjudgm ent on the consequences ey? or about the same as it
has?"
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WASHINGTON (AP) _ President Nixon's preference for the
term "sufficiency " rather than
"superiority" as his standard
for U.S. military power may be
an attempt to improve the climate for U.S.-Soviet arms control talks.
But it is likely to provoke debate over what constitutes "sufficiency."
At his first news conference
Monday, Nixon appeared to
ease the hard stand he took during his campaign last fall.
Without abandoning superiority as a goal the President said
"I think 'sufficiency' is a better
term ."
Pentagon officials said the
Russians have been implying
publicly that U.S. emphasis on
nuclear superiority makes it difficult for them to negotiate cn
arms control.
Nixon may have had this in
mind when he told reporters :
"When we talk about super!
ority, that may have a detri

ing and household appliances
and 40 books of trading stamps.
Mrs. Edwards said she would
share the donations with Mrs.
Shirley Bates, whose husband
was shot dead Jan. 16, leaving
her with nine children.
A year ago Mrs. Bates herself
extended a band in need when
she collected donations for a
neighbor family whose house
caught fire. The father of the
neighbor family, Forrest Wagner , is the man charged with
shooting Mrs. Bates' husband,
Robert.
In New Lenox, 111., tbe 557 students of Roman Catholic Providence High School did not despair when its closing seemed
imminent because of a budget
deficit? They announced they
had raised $30,000 in cash

Alarm System
Goes Unheard,
Woman Burned

NEWBERRY, S.C. (AP) .pledges and were confident they "It hurt my fingers to work Eighty-six-year-old Mrs. Louisa
could keep Providence open for the dial but I would he a poor
at least the next three years.
citizen if I didn't," said Olsen. S. Pitts lived alone and was reIs it true that Americans turn Tbe police captured both men. cuperating from a broken foot.
their backs on acs of crime be- Hagerstown, Md.: Arthur H. So she and a neighboring farmcause they do not want to be- Katz trailed a suspect from tbe er rigged up a system that
come involved?
scene of a bank robbery, alert- would ring a bell at his home if
Not all Americans—
ed a police dispatcher with his
At Albuquerque, N. Mex.: J. car telephone, later announced she needed help.
V. Williams saw two thieves he would donate part of his $2,- The bell rang Monday night
putting his neighbor's television 500 reward for the man's arrest when her home 10 miles east of
set in the trunk of their car. He to a police fraternal organiza- Newberry caught fire. But be
prevented their escape by block- tion.
was working in bis livestock
ing a driveway with his truck "Do not awake me when you barn and didn't hear it immediand cowed them with a pistol have good news to communi- ately.
until police came.
cate; with that there is no hur- By the time he reached her
San Diego, Calif.: Hans Alder- ry," Napoleon Bonaparte once home and kicked in the door, he
shof witnessed a bank robbery, told bis secretary. "But when was met by flames, and she was
took down the license number of you bring bad news, rouse me fatally burned.
the getaway car, later spotted it instantly."
Rural fire departments resparked at a motel he manages Well, everybody knows what ponded, but the small fram-s
and called police, who arrested happened to Napoleon.
home was destroyed.
a man and woman, recovered
$3,700.
Salt Lake City : William Olsen, 63, whose bands are crippled by rheumatism, painfully
dialed police when he saw two
men breaking into a furniture
store near his home.

I——-i

JANUARY
HEARING AID

1 Sears
'
'

mental effect on the other side(meariing the Russians) in putting it in an inferior position
and, therefore, giving great impetus to its own arms race,"
Nixon said.
The new President expressed
his administration's goal this
way:
"Our objective is to be sure
that the United States has sufficient military power to defend |.In the Rollingstone Area 9
our interests and to maintain _ \x ' Call Roy or Tom
the commitments which this administration determines are in
the interest of the United States
around the world."
This had a decidedly less strident tone than Nixon's campaign
statement that "we must maintain our military strength ?at a
level so that we can talk equally
with them, and I would hope
from a superior standpoint."
Nixon wag consistent at his
M Plumbing I
HO
CX Ifl & Heating i
news conference with his past
¦
Phona (SM2J7— If no answtr
positions in rejecting parity becall M9-W21
I
tween the United States and
Russia in nuclear weapons.
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SALE!

J

SAVE $20 ? ; SAVE $40?
on Sears
on Sears Custom
ALUIn-the-Ear
Hearing Aids

ALL-in-the Ear
Hearing Aids

Richard Broberg, Consultant
Will be at Searc—Winona
On Thursday, January 30th— 1 to 5 p.m.
Next Visit Will Be Thursday, February 6th
--.-- . . - i m s i . m .mmmm. COME in ... or CALL
wm \*r *
FREE HEARING TEST
Home Appointment

'¦
BHOP AT SEARS I Q^ owl 1¦.' ¦ ¦'
AND SAVE
OCalS
57-59 E. Third sf.
f GASS, BOEBVOC AND cow Winona , Minn.
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dry
a new '69gas dryer.
j
For breath-taking performance,for real operating economy,You can't beat the
completely new line-up of gas clothesdryers for 1969. Permanent press fabrlca practtcally Irort
themselves. Yourentire wash comes out with fewer wrinkles. That means Jess Ironing. And wheri
ft comes to economy, a gas dryer Is in a class by itself. Test dry one of the new '69's at your gas company
or gas appliance dealer's. Performance and economy are f
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Not
More Less Same Sure
re % %
%
Total Nation 34 13 43 10
Live in:
Cities
46
9 35 10
Suburbs .. 39 15 37
9
Towns .. .. 28 14 46 12
Rural
areas ... 21 17 55
7
CITY PROBLEMS
Dis- Not
Agree agree Sure

%
Cities are center of business,
communications, and arts
and must be
made bette r
places to work
and live in . .. 92
Slums in cities
should be wiped out so people there can
live decentl y. .83
America cannot
survive unless
the problems
of (he cities arc
worked out. ..73
If we neglect

We'll provide yon with
the soundest protection
tailored to fit
your specific needs.
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Study Ordered
Of Park Land
Sale Proposal

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW . . . Standing taller than the telephone pole (right) on an 18-foot snowbank along CSA 109
about seven miles south of Lewiston, Avery Heublein, left,

Theft Charge
Hearing Delayed

A preliminary hearing on a
theft charge against Eugene
Strong, 18, 958 W. 2nd St., was
scheduled for 9:30 a.m. Feb. 7
by Municipal Judge John D. McGill this morning.
Strong is charged with the
theft of four tires from Nelson Tire Service, Highway 61
west, - during the period Jan.

s-7-v "vv ,

***S**a^JW*"$S&3£&WS«»«W«Sa(^^

and his cousin, David Heublein, 20, son of Mr. and YMrs,
Henry Heublein, observe the snow-logged countryside.
(Daily News photo)

LIKE BACKING UP A MILE
.
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Life on a Single-Lane Road
LEWISTON, Minn. —
"You never know? what
you're going to see driving
by here these days," said
Mrs? Henry Heublein, who
lives" about seven miles
south of Lewiston.
She was referring to the
various types of heavy
equipment that have been
used to plow CSA 109. Rural

Dennis A. Challeen represented the defendant in his court
appearance, although Stephan
J. Delano was appointed by the
District Court to serve as defense counsel. Challeen, with
whom Delano Is associated in
law practice, told the court that
Delano was out of the city this
morning.
Strong1 was released to the What's now become a familiar
weather theme around here was
custody bf his parents.
repeated today in the forecast
for the Winona area: Snow ending, much colder, more snow.
Scow that began falling early
Monday evening and continued
intermittently during the night
HOKAH, Minn. (Special) — — at times with a mixture of
The Hokah Chiefettes, only some light freezing rain — had
color -guard unit in Houston accumulated to a depth of 1.2
County, are beginning their 1969 inches by 7 a.m. today.
practice sessions under the
leadership of Bud Craig, with IT HAD tapered off to a few
Cindy Geiwitz as color ser- flakes during the early morning
and was to end with skies which
geant.
Hokah's good will ambassa- were overcast in the early hours
dors are practicing Tuesdays giving way to variable cloudithrough Wednesfrom 6:30 to 8 p.m. Interested ness tonight
*rls, from 8 to 18, have been day. . . • • ' '
gvited to join, including girls Temperatures, meanwhile,
had held steady from Monday
from out-of-town.
Last year they made numer- afternoon until this morning,
ous in-town and out:of-town ap- dropping only one degree from
Monday's high of 27, but much
pearances.

residents living off the road
were plowed out Sunday
noon after being snowbound
sihee Thursday night. However the county road has
only one lane of traffic for
more than five miles.
"It's a draw as to which
driver will go ahead and
which one will back up
when they meet," said Mrs.

The Bad News
Snow , Colder

Hokah Chiefettes
Begin Practices

Notes Contradict Report

colder weather was due to move
into the area today.
It was 31 at noon today and
the mercury was expected to
slip to readings between zero
and 5 below tonight. Wednesday's high will be 10 and
temperatures should remain
well below normal Thursday.

THE CHANCE of some more
light snow is in prospect for
the area again by late Wednesday and may continue into
Thursday.
The newest snow cover brings
to 13.3 inches total snowfall for
this month.
Added to December's record
snowfall of 35.15 inches, this
pushes total snowfall for this
winter to 48.4 inches with an
official on-the-ground measure- Recommended approval of
ment of 19 inches recorded to- the plat of a 29-lot subdivision,
Pleasant Valley Terrace No. 3,
day.
was voted unanimously Monday evening by the City Planning Commission. The commission's meeting had been
laid over from last Thursday
because of bad weather.
By direct implication the
commission also approved annexing the area to the city
since it now lies in Winona
Township, at the city's easterly limits. It is south of and
bordering old Highway 61 and
is east of and bordering CSAH
37, also known as Pleasant
Valley Road.
parochial schools will probably
get worse, not better, as teach- FIVE LOTS at the south end
ers' salaries will continue to cf the subdivision were not inincrease in the public system. cluded in the petition. The reaI believe the role of private son, explained William C. Chris**
schools is en important one but tensen, developer, is that they
I would be less than realistic already have been sold and are
not to expect a further decline supplied individually with wain the ratio of students enroll- ter and sewage facilities.
ed in our private schools in AH lots covered by the petithis state.
tion for plat approval would be
WITH THE high cost of edu- served by extensions of city
cation our people generally will water and sewer lines, Chrisnot support two or more sys- tensen said. These improvetems — distinct and separate ments would be assessable
— each going its own way and against benefitted parcels. The
financed by taxation. When a additional five lots may be
parochial school is unable to brought into tho city nt their
maintain a high degree of ex- owners' request , he said, but
cellence in its program it ought he was not in a position to
to be fair to its students and speak for those owners.
turn over the task of educa- Asked for an evaluation, City
tion to the public system. By Manager Carroll J. Fry redoing so emphasis could be plied that "it is very Important
placed on religious education to annex such tracts, both for
or other areas that are not planning control and for exincluded in public school pro- pansion of tho city's tax base."
grams.
He added that there will be
"To pursue a realistic goal no extension of city utilities to
you ought to seek a program properties beyond cily limits.
6f time-sharing with the public
system. Even the sharing of
IN ORDER to Institute annexfacilities is a reasonable goal. ation said Christensen, the
But the prospect of direct sup- landowner must petition for it.
port by government of private The township and state Municischools on a dollars per student pal Commission must be notified
basis will face continued diffi- and will have 30 days in which
culties.
to file protests, ho said, be"I URGE your continued fore city acceptance could
efforts in the strengthening, of take effect.
the private schools In new and In effect , thc planning cominnovative ways. E-tlucatlon ef- mission ia giving approval
forts should not be competition both to a preliminary and a
for dollars, rather cooperation final plat at once, ebserved
Charles E. Dillerud, city planfor excellence.
"Tho best education for all ning coordinator. Ho said tho
Minnesota children must be the plot data are fully assembled
goal we seek ; let us be first nnd that the layout thus consticoncerned with tho child , not tutes a completed version.
There were no objections to
tho system.''

Goetz s Views on
Schools Expanded
A study of the notes on the
address of Lt. Gov. James B.
Goetz to a convention in St.
Paul Saturday of Citizens for
Educational Freedom indicates
the Winona Dally News was in
error in reporting Goetz as having stated the role of the private school "is not an important one."
His notes for the speech to
educators, clergy and parents
attending the annual convenvention. show Goetz says at
one point, "I believe the role
of private schools is an important one but I would be less
than realistic not to expect a
further decline in the ratio ot
students enrolled in our private
schools ih this state."
THE REPORT of Goeli* remarks was based on information provided by participants
in the convention.
His office said this morning
that at certain points in the
speech, Goetz had extended his
remarks. These nre not included in the notes.
The first half of Goetz* prepared address was devoted to
a consideration of tho status of
education in Minnesota, an
evaluation of school dropout
rates, teacher-pupil ratios and
the impact of population and
income factors on school programs.
Turning to specific data on
educational costs and public
and private school enrollments,
Goetz said :
"ENROLLMENT, however,
in public schools hoa increased
by 33 percent in the past 10
years The peak enrollment will
be reached in the 106O-7O year
In 1063-64 Minnesota 's annual
txpenditura per public school

pupil was $509. "Wisconsin's was
$498, Iowa, $-456, Nebraska,
$385, Illinois $479, North Dakota $420 And ' South Dakota
$420.

"in 1966-67 the Minnesota
figure was approximately $700
per pupil. It is now much
higher. To add still more pressure to our educational problem, we have been experiencing since 1963 a steady decline
in private school enrollment
while public school enrollment
is up. Private enrollment has
dropped 20 percent in 5 years.
"Presently we have less than
16 percent of our elementary
and secondary students being
tducated in nonpublic schools.
Because this results in an immediate, sometimes intolerable
burden on the taxpayer, who
must provide many more public
facilities, teachers and administrators, Gov. LeVander has
recommended in his recent
message to the legislature the
establishment of a study to determine the impact the decline
of private schools will have
on the taxpayer and to recommend alternate courses for
state action.
"SCHOOL aids were greatly increased at the last session,
both dollars and also the percent of the state share. This
session will provide an additional increase in dollars in
state aid. A crisis in education
is present to an even greater
extent in private parochial
schools! With the number of
teachers of religious orders
rapidly diminishing, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to attract and obtain an adequate supply of teachers .
''The economic pressures on

Heublein. "Sometimesy a
motorist has to back up
more than a mile."
She added that the snowy
situation could be "kind of
funny" if it weren't so serious .
"It's bad enough how but
what will happen when
spring comes?" she asked.
"There's no place for the
water to go when all the
snow melts."
Equipment used to open
the road included a fiveyard front-end loader, threeyard front-e n d loader,
four-wheel drive truck,
large snow-plow, motor
grader, small side-wing
truck and dozer.
Francis Benedett, Winona
County highway maintenance superintendent, said
that it took two front-end
loaders 10 hours Sunday to
go four miles.

Pleasant Valley
Area Backed
For Annexation

Proposed sale of a portion
of Bluffside Park to private
developers was turned over to
a committee of the City Planning Commission at the commission's meeting Monday evening.
The commission had been
asked to study the possibility
of selling the hilltop areas north
of Wincrest Subdivision. John
Nankivil, officer of a development corporation with holdings
in the Wincrest area, said his
group would be interested in
the land "if the city wants to
sell it." He added that he had
no proposal to make at present, however.
?
THE AREA has great potential as a park and scenic picnic
ground s that would attract
many tourists, said Robert
Welch, director of city parks
and recreation . It is the only
city-owned land atop the bluffs,
said Welch, and with proper
development would far surpass
Garvin Heights as a recreation
and sightseeing area.
It also is the focus for several bluffside hiking trails. If
taken from the public sector,
the land's removal would leave
the trails with no objective, he
said. Loss of the land would
be a blow to the park system
of the future, Welch declared.
Welch's suggestions were supported by City Manager Carroll
J. Fry who added that the city
needs a coherent 20-year park
plan. This would be a good project for the planning commission, he said, and would give
the city a clear idea of-what
should be done with its land.
If his firm were to purchase
the land, Nankivil said, it would
be willing to accept some rather strict covenants in connection with development. He said
these would include a playground park, some public access and reservations for. hiking trails.

Winonan Dies
Of Injuries

Delmer Richard Senne, 27,
1441 Gilmore Ave, died at 8:30
p.m. Monday at Rochester
Methodist Hospital from injuries received in a two-car collision early Sunday morning a
mile west of St. Charles on
Highway 14.
Sonne's brother, Wayne, 25,
Janesville, Wis., a passenger in
the car, and the driver of the
other vehicle, Raymond T.

Molde, 21, StY Charles, are both
listed in satisfactory condition
in the hospital.

Deferment of
4th Street
Job Urged

DELMER Senne was placed
on the critical list from the City Planning Commission
time of his arrival at the hos- members voted Monday evening
pital with severe head injuries, to recommend postponement of
planned improvements
4th
internal injuries, a fractured Street, between Main and on
Frankleft leg and fractured ribs.
lin streets.
According to the Minnesota Commissioners took the action
Highway Patrol and Olmsted after hearing arguments for
County sheriff's office, the moving ahead with the project
vehicles collided head-on at 4 by City Engineer Robert Bollant
and for reconsideration by City
a.m. Sunday. The Senne vehicle Planning Coordinator Charles E
.
was eastbound and Molde was Dillerud.
driving west. Patrolmen said
BOLLAND showed a map in
the highway was clear and dry. which 4th Street made up one
Both vehicles were totally side of a traffic loop around tht
retailing section of downtown.
wrecked?
The law enforcement agencies Bollant's plans call for widening
would not reveal whether the street to standard 44-foot
Three accidents were investi- charges were pending as a re- width, using state-aid street congated by police Monday result- sult of tbe collision, but the struction funds. He noted the
funds are apportioned for the
ing in one minor personal injury and $1,050 property dam- Daily News did learn that blood purpose of creating a thoroughsamples were taken from both fare system. Winona now has
age.:
Vehicles driven by Wilbur A. drivers for ttie purpose of test- about 15 miles of streets eligible
for such aids, he said.
Bushman, 23, 127% Winona St., ing for alcohol content.
Bollant pointed to establishand Gerald L. Monson, 21, Park
Plaza, collided at 10 a.m. at SENNE had been a field re- ment of three new parking lots
West Howard and Vila streets. presentative of the Winona on 4th Street and the planned
Monson complained of bruises branch of the American Auto- and the planned closing of porbut was not hospitalized.
mobile Association since last tions of 3rd Street as reasons
September. Prior to that time for increasing 4th Street traffic
ACCORDING to police, Bush- he was employed by the Feder- capacity.
man was go|ng south on Vila al Bakery about one year. He The engineer said he was
and Monson east on Howard was married and the father of aware that the General NeighStreet. Damage was estimated two small children.
borhood Renewal Plan called
at -$200 to the front of Biish- Olson Funeral Home, Fair- for closing 4th Street between
man's 1963 model sedan. Mon- mont, Minn., is handling fu- Walnut and Franklin streets.
son's vehicle was described only neral arrangements.
This plan also eliminates Market
as a Vets Cab and received $300
Street, between 3rd and 5th
damage to the left side.
streets, and thus creates i <1<
At 4:55 p.m., vehicles driven
block super block.
by Stephen D. Andring, 19, WiWITH THIS in mind, said Bolnona Rt. 1, and Robert G. Mclant, he had talked with B. B.
Gill, 117 E. King St., collided
Chapman, who drew the downat West 4th and Main streets.
town plan for the city. ChapAndring was going east on 4th
man
had assured him that th*
Street and making a left turn * Meeting in a reconvened sesonto Main and McGill was driv- sion Monday night, the City plan was flexible, Bollant recalled, and he therefore went
ing west on 4th.
Council disposed of several rouPolice estimated damage at tine matters in addition to maj- ahead with street improvement
$200 to the front of Andring's or items held over from last planning. He also said he should
have consulted the planning
THE** COMMISSION also vo- 1962 model sedan and $10O to week. "
commission before proceeding.
the
left
front
of
McGill'i
vehA 3.2 beer license was issued Projections i n d i c a t e that
ted to recommend vacation of
al-block extension of East 25tb icle, a 1963 model station wag- to Jule Whetstone^ 255 Jefferson streets on the proposed downSt., who has leased the bar at town loop will have traffic rates
Street, extending south from on? '
Sanborn Street. Both abutting EARLIER, at 4:18 p.m., cars 229 E. 3rd St., formerly operat- of more than 12,000 vehicles a
landowners, Waynco Inc., and driven by Mrs? Merlin P. El- ed by Mrs. Dorothy MaliszeWski. day, Bollant said. This volum*
Peerless Chain Co., are in linghuysen, 625 Walnut St., and The council isof traffic automatically implies
agreement on the vacation, ac- Jeannine M Gielow, 945 43rd sued t h e li- j
4-lane streets, he said, and the
cording to Charles E. Dillerud, Ave., Goodview, collided at cense on the
city may also be forced to conCifV
*
planning coordinator. The vaca- North Service Drive and West basis of a favsider a system of 1-way streets.
tion previously had been ap- King Street. Mrs. Ellinghuysen orable investi- C+ *iMn/>\\
If 4th Street "was closed, traffic
proved by- city officials but was crossing north Service gation report l ^ouncir
would be shifted to Sth Street
concurrence could not be gotten Drive from Highway 61 and the submitted by
< and thereby routed through resi.
from a previous landowner , Gielow vehicle was going south* i Police Chief James McCabe. dential areas, Bollant said.
Bravo Foods.
Formerly known as Dorothy's
east on the service drive.
Also approved was vacation Estimated damage was $150 Bar, the establishment has been DEFENDING the original
of a short stub of King Street to the left rear of the Elling- renamed "Hillbilly Heaven," GNRP concept, Dillerud said
where the street terminates in huysen vehicle, a 1965 model the council was informed by creation of the super block
would help compact the sprawla dead end at the Waynco pro- station wagon, and $100 to the City Clerk John Carter.
ing downtown retail district. It
perty line. As explained by right front of the Gielow car
city
by
claim
against
the
A
,
Richard Renk, Waynco attor- a 1966 model?
John Walchak, address not giv- would be developed for multiple
ney, the small plot of land
en, was referred to the city at- residences, town houses and the
would help square off the
torney. Walchak's complaint like.
company's property and assist
stated that he fell on a 2nd Putting this block in the way
in fulfilling its e x p a n s i o n
Street sidewalk, 100 feet east of core retail expansion would
plans.
of Johnson Street, in front of help make the downtown more
the old Uptown Hotel ? on Jan. pedestrian - oriented, Dillerud
8. He cited alleged negligence said, and reduce the importance
Fillmore Co. 4-H
by the city and its employes for of automobiles in getting from
PRESTON, Minn. - Gerald WHITEHALL, Wis? (Special) the slippery condition of the one place to another.Street is a
Dillerud said Sth
Dickson, safety education of- — Two accidents were report- walk. His complaint asked for
major
feeder for traffic origificer , Minnesota Highway Pa- ed in Trempealeau County by compensation for injuries and
trol, will speak on highway Sheriff Stanley Amundson.
possible permanent disability nating in the west parts of the
safety at the meeting of the Two cars collided at 1:20 a.m. but said the nature and extent city; 2nd Street serves similarly
Fillmore County 4-H Federation Sunday on Highway 121 about of damages are unknown at pre- for traffic from the east. These
factors seemed to indicate that
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Preston three miles west of Whitehall. sent.
Town Hall. Bristol Builders Ted Filla, 46, Arcadia Rt. 1, The council also listened brief- the two streets would form logiwill be in charge of recreation; was traveling west when an ly to the representative of an cal parts of a downtown loop,
Preston Hilltoppers, talent, and eastbound vehicle driven by engineering firm, Van Doren, he said.
Prebel Pioneers and Progres- Ronnie L. West, 18, Hixton Rt. Hazard, Stallings & Schnake, St.
CITY Malnager Carroll J. Fry
sive Planners, refreshments. 1 apparently went out of con- Paul who said his company is
,
,
agreed with Bollant on the need
¦
trol and struck the Filla car in interested in becoming the con- for greater traffic capacity but
SPRING GROVE MEETING
the westbound lane.
sultant for design of the city's asked the commission to conSPRING GROVE, Minn . (Spe- Bernice Filla and Adolph and proposed new sewage treatment sider a delay of from one to
cial) _ The Free Church Youth Julia Slaby, Arcadia, passen- plant.
three years on 4th Street. Other
Fellowship board of Calvary gers in Filla's vehicle, were Indevelopments will have appearEvangelical Free Church will jured slightly. Cynthia Fleisched, he said, and the needs can
meet Thursday at 8 p.m, at the man, Whitehall, passenger in CLEM BREEN ILL
be
more accurately gauged. The
(Special)
BufWis.
ALMA,
parsonage?
the West vehicle, received brui- falo County Deputy Sheriff 4th Street problem is not imthis interpretation from com- ses and contusions. They were Clem Breen became ill while at mediate, he told the commission,
treated at Tri-County Memorial work in the sheriff's office here and the available funds can be
mission members.
Friday and was taken to St. used as well elsewhere.
Commissioner Gordon Espy Hospital here.
asked whether there are many The accident was investigated Marys Hospital, Rochester, That "elsewhere" could be
restrictive covenants on the by Steve Hanson, county pa- where he was reported this Huff Street, suggested James
morning as very ill .
Schain, adding that he agreed
lots. Christensen answered that trolman.
with Fry's analysis.
a purchaser must build a house A three-car collision occurred
B
having at least 800 square feet at 2:30 p.m. Sunday on Highway was struck by the southbound
93 just north of Independence. auto driven by Nels A. Nyberg.
of area on one floor.
Whistling swans are monogaPresent for the meeting were Orion J. Olson, 70, Independ- 53, Mondovi.
mous and seem to mate for life.
commissioners Jerry Papen- ence Rt. 2, traveling south, hit Patrolman Maurice Scow , who
Adult whistling swans measfuss, II. F. Ries, Myron Find- the car owned by Leslie N. investigated, said the accident ure about four and a half feet
lay, Howard Keller, James Johnson, Mondovi , parked on was caused by slippery driv- from bill to tail , weigh about 15
Schain , Adolph Bremer and the west side of the highway. ing conditions. Thc vehicles pounds and have a seven-foot
Olson's car spun around and were slightly damaged.
Espy.
wingspan.

PoliceCheck
3 Accidents;
Minor Injury

Council Issues
Tavern License

———

3 Slightly Hurt
In Trem pealeau
Traffic Crashes

Snow Emergency Routes Set

Streets to be considered snow
emergency routes wero named
by the City Council in a special resolution Monday night.
About 25 miles of city streets
were put on the high-priority
list for snow clearance. They
include most major arterials,
bus routes and fire department
routes.

UNDER the ordinance passed
last week by the council, these
streets automatically are Eiibject to full clearance ahead of
other streets upon the formal
declaration by the city of a
A map showing the snow
emergency ronton will be
published Wednesday,
snow emergency. Car owners
have a minimum of six hours
after tho declaration in which
|o remove their vehicles from
tho emergency routes. Those not

removed are to be tagged and
towed at owners ' expense.
At the request of several residents of Wincrest, Conrad and
Wincrest drives were added to
the* emergency list. The council noted complaints that the
subdivision has only one access
road, Conrad Drive, making it
vital that this route be kept
open. On one particularly cold
day, a school bus could not
reach the area and discharged
its load of small children at the
county road, almost a mile
from their homes, according to
one member of the delegation.
Several fl-year-olds suffered
frostbite as they walked home,
she said.

PROPOSALS to include downtown areas in the snow route
system wore called needless
and Injurious to the whole concept by Councilman Barry Nelson. If too many streets are

added to the emergency system, the plan might break down
from the overload of work
placed on snow crews, he warned.
Council members voted to
designate a long list of streets
but indicated it would be subject to revision if it proves unworkable.

STREETS will lie Identified
by special signs, No additional
signs will be posted. The list
designated by council resolution
is as follows:
Third Street from Manknlo
to Huff;
Fifth from Johnson Street to
west city limits;
Broadway from Mankato Avenue to Junction Street ;
Kraemer Drive from Junction
to Poker Street;
Sarnia Street from Mankato
Avenue to Gilmore Avenue;
Gilmore Avenue from Sarni a
to Highway ex-

junction Street from Gilmore
Avenue to Sth Street;
Orrin Street from Gilmore
Avenue to Sth Street;
Pclzer Street from Sth to
Service Drive;
Cummings Street from 5(h to
Gilmore Avenue;
South Baker Street from Sth to
Gilmore Avenue;
Huff Street from 2nd to Highway 61;
Conrad Drive ;
Wincrest Drive;
Main Street from 2nd to Sar*.
nia Street ;
Franklin Street from 2nd to
Sarnia Street;
Laird Street from 2nd to
Broadway ;
Hamilton Street from 2nd to
Sarnia Street;
Mankato Avenue from 2nd to
Sarnia Street;
Sanborn Street from Mankato
Avcnuo to easterly end of Sanborn.

Proxmire Helping Operation
Work Goes on Inside
In Tri-County Council
Save Illinois
Park From Waler

Mainstream

By Ed Dodd
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WABASHA, Minn? — Winter
weather isn't curtailing Operation Mainstream project* of
the Goodhue-Rice-Wabaaha CitWASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. izens Action Council, Inc. :
William Proxmire, D-Wis., add- Enrollees are working on
ed his name Monday to a peti- projects at Wabasha and Lake
tion to save a wooded, Illinois City in Wabasha County.YWhen
park from water backed up be- the weather turns bad, site suhind a proposed flood control pervisors simply bring mainstream crews inside to work on
project.
The petition asks that ail of fix-up-paint-up proj ects. Last
Allertbn Part;, a 1,300-acre year Operation Mainstream
state-owned preserve between projects were shut down for
Decatur and Cbampaign-Urbana several months during the' 'win.? -" ?
on the Sangamon River, be ex- ter.,
cluded from any permanent or Most job site communities
temporary man-caused flooding. are providing inside work space
Proxmire promised to do as an in-kind contribution to
what he could. "But frankly, at operation mainstream. The prothis stage, it will be tough," he ject provides income and Work
experience for low-incomejpersaid.
In a Senate speech last July sons 22 years and older, but
Proxmire strongly opposed the nearly half the enrollees are
Army Corps of Engineers pro- senior citizens.
ject, which also would provide
sewage dilution for Decatur's Eau Galle Dinner
homes and industries.
A report on the Corps' restudy EAU GALLE, Wis. (Special)
of the entire project is expected — The Eau Galle Sportsman's
to be released in March.
Club will hold its annual Jack
Bruce Hannon of Urbana, 111., Harmon chicken dinner Sunday
a representative of the Commit- with serving from 4 to 8 p.m.
tee on Allerton Park , told Prox- Proceeds are pledged to conmire the group fears the Corps servation. This annual money
will "support its original plan raising project replaces the anfor fear of national opposition nual fishing contests which
to similar projects."
were held for 14 years.

mm*

Gina s Generous
With Her Loving

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — .Gina Lollobrigida was probably kidding me
when she pictured herself — since her divorce — as being
"very generous" with her love and planning to be single for
the rest of her life because "I am by nature unfaithful ."
My jaw kept popping open at Gina , in a leopard dress, sat
on a divan in her suite at the Waldorf Towers and said, "The
people who love only once are not very rich . . . I do not
believe in marriage . . . I think marriage should not be till
you are 80 . . . You can love many people in your life . . .
Wben I'm in love, I love everything about the man, the good
thing and the bad thing . . . I game . . . But Julie Newmar,
think perhaps I am a little too wearing a sheer caftan with an
outside bra and a bare midmuch woman."
riff , attracted almost as much
Gina has been called "hot- attention indoors (she had on
blooded" and "a man-cater " by too little to go outdoors). Tony
the European press, and she Leeds looked proud to be escortdisagrees with that.
ing her.
But she has been in love fre- John Davidson's hair down bequently since she and Dr. Mil- low his coat collar was longer
ko Skofic parted.
than his bride's (blonde Jac"I was too young to marry, " queline Miller) when he opened
Gina said. "The same thing at the Plaza Persian Room but
happened that happens to all it didn't reduce his; talent and
love. It ends, everything is fin- he was lustily cheered by Jim ished . . . Other women feel it ray Dean, Kare n Morrow, Nanbut don't have the guts to say cy Dussault, Howard Da Silva
it, I have the courage to start and others. Davidson told the
my life over . . YI am not a crowd, "My wife and I were
hipocrite."
married in old San Juan Dec. 29
with
her father standing beside
?BY COINCIDENCE this Is that huge
cannon."
about the kind of woman that
Gfcna plays in "Buona Sera , TOM JONES and Harvey
Mrs. Campbell." Maybe she Schmidt showed up at the Act
grabbed these ideas from the I party for their show "Celescript?
bration " looking like Blue
But she looked very grave. Cross ads — Jones' dislocated
When I asked her who she's arm in a sling, Schmidt's fracIn love with how, she answered, tured ankle in a cast . . . Sur"Very many. I told you, I am prise visitor to Arthur: Noel
Coward . . . Katharine Hepburn
very generousYV
jBonnie Bell, seeing an under- — an Oscar contender for
ground actress, said , "The way "Lion in Winter " — starts
she looks, she should stay un- B' way rehearsals for "Coco"
derground" . . . President Nix- in July . . . Louis Armstrong
on working at a Woodrow Wil- dined at Kippy 's before seeing
6031 desk that he likes, explain- "Great White Hope" — his first
ed, "I'm a Wilson fan ". restaurant visit since his illness.
(Thanks, Mr. President. Just Top songwriter Jimmy Webb,
about everybody is nowadays.) 22 ("Up, Up and Away"),
SMtch Henderson fell on the whose earnings are at the
ice at Rockefeller Plaza and hit million mark, had his allowance
his head, Vincent Sard! skidded raised by his business mgr. —
around frequently on his der- from $100 a week to $150 .
riere, and Steve Lawrence scor- LBJ asked cartoonist John Piered 3 goals that the All Stars otti for the originals of the LBJ
beat Nleuw Amsterdam in the cartoons of his that have apChild Study Celebrity Hockey peared in the N.Y. Post (for
Ends Tonlte
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MORE MONEYYNEEDED . . . The aboTe chart shows
the way expenses have run away from incom e for the Minnesota Game and Fish Division. An effort will be made in the

his library in Texas) . . . United Artists is following its
"Chitty Chitty Etc. " with a film
about a world of kids — with a
7-yr.-old president
Elke Sommer, whose husband
Dog and Deer
Joe Hyams makes his film debut in her movie "The Heroes," Calls from game wardens in
said, "Some actors make awful this area urge us to write somehusbands — but some husbands thing about the hazard to deer
of dogs running wild. In the past
make good actors".
TODAY'S B E S T LAUGH: week Jim Everson, Buffalo
Dialogue between a faded rock County has had several reports
singer and his mgr. : "It seems of packs of dogs chasing deer.
like only yesterday I was a big George Fort, Winona County
sheriff , tells of deputies taking
star " .v ."It was.V
WISH I'D SAID THAT: The a shot at dogs that were runway prices are rising, more ning down a deer.
marriages may end in bankThe law is rather clear on
ruptcy than in divorce.
Law enforceREMEMBERED Q U 0 T E; such , affairs.
officers
are given a
ment
"The shortest answer is to do free hand in shooting
such
it."
It is a violation of
EARL'S PEARLS: "Silver dogs.
game laws. Here is ?what
wedding? That's when a man Paul
Martz, chief warden
celebrates 25 years of working for Minnesota
, has to say
for the same boss."
about
it:
Jackie Vernon, back from
Washington , says the new catch- "Normally," s a i d Martz,
phrase there is , "Oh, well, no "deer have ho trouble outrunnews is Aghews." That's earl , ning the average house pet, but
brother.
¦
when the snow is as deep as it
mXis now and has a thick crust ,
tbe advantage is all with the
Crisis
Luxembourg
dog." He said the sharp hoofs
of the deer break through the
Ends in Coalition
crust while the dogs can run
LUXEMBOURG (AP) — A along on the surface of the
three-month-long crisis ended snow.
Monday with agreement be"We usually experience
tween Christian Democrats and
Liberals to form the next gov- our worst problems during
February and March, when
ernment;
Christian Democrat Pierre the dogs are gathered in
Werner will remain as premier packs or groups," said
in a team cf seven ministers, Martz.
three fewer fian in the resignUnder the state game and fish
ing Cabinet. The chairman of laws,
conservation officers are
the Liberal party, Gaston required
to shoot any dog seen
Thorn, will likely be foreign chasing deer.
Any citizen may
minister.
also shoot a dog seen in the
?¦
act of pursuing deer.
Silk comes from the filament
Martz cautioned , however,
a silkworm spins for its cocoon.

Voice of the Outdoors

.
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present legislative session, to increase hunting and fishing
license fees. Such a measure was killed two years ago
when a bounty on wolves and fox was added.

Challenge of
Grand Jury to
Reopen Trial

TUESDAY. JANUARY 26, 19(59
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now — o«t It with MERCHECK PLUSI Onco your Mercheck Plus account
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In Flllmwe, Houston, Olmitad, Wlnone,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
Trempealeau counties and armed forces
personnel In the continental United Stales,
or oventas with APO or FPO addresses:
1 year
SH.OO 3 months
(4.00
6 month!
$7 .50 1 month
tt.50
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Served 4:30 'Til 9 p.m.
- B «ked "Chlcken-AH"
with Mashed Potatoes.
Rich Gravy, Vegetable,
Cole Slaw, Dinner Rolls,
|
I and Beverage . . . THE
,ALL
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By mail it ilclty In advance) paper stopped on expiration date.

All other subscr iptions:
I year
$18.00 3 months
4 months
no.M 1 month
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up in the yard of the buildthat all dogs running free
¦ AND EVERY WEDNESDAY
... ' x :
U
ings at the Trempealeau
in the field or forest are
1 Delicious BAKED SHORT RIBS$fl85
B
Wildlife refuge on Satur- 7 H
n o t necessarily chasing
all you can eat for just
B
j
day seeking feed. Deer are
deer.
H
EVERY
THURSDAY
B
being fed regularly on the
"They may just be someH Try our famous ITALIAN MEAT
mmmm ' m
refuge.
body's pet out for a run in
H BALLS AND SPAGHETTI$$85
¦ ¦ ' ¦¦ M ¦¦¦' ;
the woods or even someH all you can eat ...........\............ |
jm .
A
boat
training
program
simione's valuable hound on a
¦
EVERY FRIDAY
fox or coyote hunt. No one lar to the gun training one for
¦
¦
I You'll enj oy mouth-watering WALLMm
should shoot a dog unless youths is being urged by some
^ v-¦M EYE PIKE—served 5 to 10 p.m.¦
l95
it is actually seen trying to legistors. There are too many
.—
$
^R all you can eat for just
I ; "H
run down a deer," he warn- boat cowboys and wild water
skiers.
?
ed.
H EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
0
__ _ _ M
Everybody
favorite!
.
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.
ROAST
.
.
Hal
's
Here and There
HA PRIME RIBS OF BEEF . . .
$ v|95 _M
Official attendance figures isHia real meal treat for only .........¦ ¦ ¦ _w_
mm
¦
¦
¦
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Warn
sued by the State Park Divi- ¦
sion shows that Whitewater
State Park was fifth in the
state w i t h 321,749 visitors.
Waino Kontola , Itasca State
Park, topped the list with 886,000 visitors. All others above
Whitewater were In the ?300,000
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Sirclass.
han Bishara Sirhan's murder
Wisconsin's open season trial resumes Wednesday with
for rabbits, squirrels and the defense's challenge of the
grand jury that indicted the 24raccoon closes Jan. 31.
year-old Jordanian on a charge
Wisconsin plans to build a of murdering Sen. Robert F.
million dollar coho hatch on the Kennedy.
shores of Lake Michigan to sup- Defense attorney Grant Coopply the demand for this new er is expected to introduce evisport fish on the Great Lakes. dence to support his contention
Snow sports have come that the crand jury is improperinto their own through this ly chosen and fails to represent
area. Ski clubs have air the a broad cross-section of Los Ansnow they require. Even the geles County residents.
The trial was recessed Friday
Hushford Club did not have
-x -x ?;
M 1$ Y
after a tentative jury of eight j.? Promise to haul snow this year.
SUPPER CUIB Y•
men and four women was cho.
M Foonfa ,n City _ Wlf .
Hardy fishermen, who sit in sen from 60 persons questioned v.; you won t leave M
¦
¦i'/.
Dining
Room
tur
,A
-.\
,\7
.
flag
heated cars and watch the
by attorneys and Superior Court
'\.
T.i-J hungry!
of tip-ups, have been catching Judge Herbert V. Walker.
' 'V<L '
L-".\
i*
some good northerns out of Sirhan is accused of snooting
Third Lake, Trempealeau, Wis. Kennedy in the Ambassador Ho***
tel last June 5 shortly after the
A herd of 36 deer came New York Democrat proclaimed
victory in California's presidential primary election.
It takes some 75,000 saffron
blossoms to yield a pound of
spice-beaiing stigmas, bringing
the wholesale price to about
$100 a pound and making saffron the most expensive spice.
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fl style.. ALL YOU CAN
fl EAT.

1 French F r i e s , Cole
fl Slaw, Dinner Rolls, and
fl Beverage. ALL YOU
¦
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Perrot Park
¦
Counts 204,001 ii
_m _ m JL ¦
i
> mv ^-L. mW ^wrs^srssmi :
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) ~ A total of 204,001 persons yisited Perrot State Park
at Trempealeau in 1968, according to Manager Gerald A. Hassler.
Approximately 9,800 camped
at the park. The campers used
101 units with electrical outlets,
showers and flush-type toilets,
and a new shelter building for
campers only.
This year improved swimming
facilities will be available, a
new picnic area and parking lot
will be ready for use adjacent
to the Indian Mounds. Plans are
being prepared for improved
hiking facilities.
Fees the' coming season at
Perrot Park will be $3, annual
sticker ; $1 daily sticker* and
$2.50 a mght for camping.

STRANDED . . . One way to "keep 'em
down on the farm " is to have the farm
blocked off by drifted snow like this farmyard near St. James, Minn. Last week's
snowstorm in the southwestern Minnesota

Amateur Radio Club
area cut off access to many rural homes
and stranded motorists. Most roads are now
open-, but many farms were still isolated
by drifting snow. (AP Photofax)

The Winona Amateur Badio
Club will meet Wednesday at 7
p.m. at the home of George
Boiler, 1312 Eandall St. The
public is invited to attend.

Proposed Bill to MINNESOTA NO PLAGE FOR HIM
*&

Limit Liability
On Credit Cards

WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation to set up standards for
the mailing of unsolicited credit
cards and limit consumer liability for lost or stolen credit cards
was introduced today by Sen;
William Proxmire, D-Wis.
The bill, which would take the
form of an amendment to the
Truth-In-Lending Act passed by
the 90th Congress, would require credit card issuers to
check on a consumer 's credit
worthiness before sending him a
card that he has not requested
in writing.
It would also impose a limit
of $50 on a cardholder 's liability
iri the event of unauthorized use
of this card.
¦

¦' "
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Buffalo Co. Democrats
ALMA, Wis. — A meeting of
Buffalo Cpunty Democratic
party members will be held at
the American Bank of Alma
Friday at 8:30 p.m.
"Gene With The Wind" has
been published in Braille and 20
•different languages.
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SPECIAL
Hj lj pyij STORE HOURS
WARD'S will close
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. and
Reopen Thursday at 12:00 Noon
NOTICE! MEDICAL ASSISTANCE CLIENTS
ARE WELCOME HERE.
WHY PAY MORE ?
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ministrative consultant for thc
Minnesota Department o£ Pub$4.79 VALUE
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lic Welfare Alan Mathison , will I
discuss tho need for a day activity center in Wabasha County
at a public meeting at the Millville school auditorium Wednesday at 8 p.m. The Wabasha
\0
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County Associati on for Betard*r I _s*^ #
ed Children is hosting the
Hli'
meeting.
nMll
Association officials will acquaint county residents with the
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need for further education of ;|
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menatlly retarded persons when
'
CHANTILLY
they no longer are eligible to
I
i
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I
ICC
^3^
attond special education classes
now in operation.
Others participating -will be
officials from the Minnesota Association for Ketarded children
and Dr. William Gicrde, Lake
City.
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were blocked Monday afternoon
and "both state and county snowplows had been pulled off the
roads due to near zero visibility.
Some farmers in the Fergus
Falls area reported they would
have to start dumping milk soon
because milk trucks had been
unable to reach the farms and
their storage tanks were full.
A road leading out of Wheaton
was covered solid for 2% miles
with, snow drifts 10 feet high.
In Willmar, weekend events
of the annual Operation Snowflake celebration had to be postponed because of the storm ac:
tivity.
An elderly couple from Ortonville were rescued by at train
after their car went in the ditch
Sunday Vk miles west of Kerkhoyen. Personnel on Great Northern Train No. 83 saw the car 's
lights blinking from the ditch
and picked up Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Williams, who are 79 and
82 years old.
Meanwhile. The Chicago &
North Western Railway's main
line between the Twin Cities
and Omaha, Neb., remained
blocked in southwestern. Minnesota Monday evening.
The line has been tied up
since the snowstorm moved into the state late Wednesday.
Seventy cars have been freed,
but a railroad spokesman said
the remaining 30 cars are "very
badly drifted in."
The Ted Fjestads lost a chicken house with 100 chickens for
three days on their farm near
Carlisle as the result of the
storm.
Mrs. Fjestad phoned for three
neighbor boys to help shovel out
the chickens, but the neighbor
boys couldn't get out of the
doors of their house.
Another neighbor came and
dug the boys out, and they were
still searching for the door to
the chicken house Saturday.
They found the roof of the building Friday and poured food for
the chickens through the vent.
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A Formidable Opponent
greatest fighter," the man said.
The former heavyweight
champion, then known as Cassius Clay, was traveling to
Tacoma, Wash., for a speaking
engagement? The car had Florida license plates, an uncommon
sight in Minnesota at this, time
of year?
"A nice farmer came by and
pulled me out of the ditch", Ali
said later at Fargo, N.D. "I was
trying to follow the yellow line,
but you couldn't tell the snow
from the road."
The boxer, his wife and chauffeur spent a few hours at a motel at Fargo, then boarded
a train for the West Coast, because the storm was just as bad
in eastern North Dakota.
When a newsman telephoned
him at the motel, the boxer
answered:
"Hello, the stranded ex-heavyweight champion of the world
speaking."
All roads out of Fergus Falls
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Muham

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A storm which stopped an undefeated ex-wprld heavyweight
boxing champion tightened its
hold on Minnesota today.
Travelers* warnings issued by
the Weather Bureau remained
in effect today, as up to four
inches of snow was expected
overnight.
High winds and snow moved
into parts of the state Monday,
prolonging the effects of the
severe snowstorm which hit the
state last week. Many roads in
west-central Minnesota were
blocked again because of the
snow and winds of 30 to 50
miles per hour.
A chauffeur-driven limousine
went into the ditch on Interstate
94 Monday, about 15 miles northwest of Fergus Falls.
The passenger in the big car
asked a wrecker operator if he
knew who he was.
"You should recognize me,
I'm Muhammed Ali, the world's
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A
tiny pocket alarm has gone on
sale at tho University of Pennsylvania bookstore following
several attacks and three unsolved slayings near the campus.
f,
The device , about the size of n [!
cigarette pack , produces a shrill
alarm when a pin is pulled. It
can bo iised aa a personal safety
device or installed in doors and
windows as a burglar alarm ,
said George Kidd Jr., thc
store's director.
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Many Planning
Results Disappointing
MINNESOTA legislators as usual ara
faWd Afith the difficulty of having to tackle a long list of matters demanding their
attention and acting on them — all in th©
short space oi 120 working days. Fortunately In some areas the groundwork has
heen laid to make the burden easier.
There are a number off legislative interim committees whose members have
taken the time during the last two years
to investigate -various areas in the realm of
public affairs. Their findings and recommendations will be of great value to the
hard-pressed lawmakers.
Beyond this, certain studies have been
allocated to outside agencies with the expectation that the data proyided would help
in laying down guidelines for legislative
action. The practice of farming put much
of the necessary investigative work has
been growing — not only in this state, but
across the entire nation. Results in many
instances have been disappointing.
A TYPICAL investigation is one lhat
covers the field of outdoor recreation in
Minnesota. It follows in the wake of a similar study made for the federal authorities
by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation .
The survey was undertaken by a firm
of Kansas City consultants. We understand
that the bill for it will come to $60,000.
This firm has turned out two bulky volumes covering in detail data on land and
facilities that are presently devoted to outdoor recreation together with potential additions to the list. They also contain opinion sampling purportedly pinpointing popular interest in various leisure time activities. Some conclusions are offered — based
on factors that are not readily discernible.
We hope that those who authorized the
study will be able to dig out enough useful
information from the report to justify the
expense. But we have our doubts. We are
~
afraid that the bulky publicationY like oth
ers before it, will speedily be relegated to
the files to gather dust.
SINCE SO MANY reports of this nature turn out to be of questionable value
one may wonder why so many official bodies — state and federal —so of ten go afield
for advice. Why have feasibility studies
been so popular of late?
Perhaps for psychological reasons.
Legislators tlese days are being subjected to powerful pressures from influential
groups seeking quick and positive action
in solving real or fancied problems. They
can. scarcely find time to zero in on these
many proposals. Yet they dare not offend
their constituents. Ordering a survey
from professional consultants can provide a perfect way out. It's a buck-pass*ing procedure that demonstrates interest
without involving commitment.
It is also aa expensive way of doing things. The desks of elected officials
are piled high with studies that have been
made. And most of them are not put to use.
For one thing so many are composed of
informational data that has already been
gathered by others.
TO GET MORE value out of studies
the people who intend to use them should
first analyze what specific items of material they need to round out their knowledge. On receipt of the desired information, the data would be closely scrutinized
and tentative conclusions reached. At this
point use could be made of outside experts
for counseling purposes. A review of procedures and a check of conclusions would
then insure sound policy formulation.
If public authorities could be persuaded
to work things out along this line in planning for the future they would be surer of
getting practical results. Right now planning in general has gotten a bad name because so much of it involves the production of inconsequential statistical data . If
this were eliminated real progress could
be made in constructive programming.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF
By the time census takers have been
on the job for two weeks, they 've learned
the tricks . Like the one who was trying to
pry some information out of Miss Tillie
Stumpf of Altoona. She bad given her
name willingly enough , but balked at telling her age . "Did the Hill girls next door
tell you how old they were?" she demanded . "No ," admitted the census taker .
"They wouldn 't." "Ho, ho," cackled Miss
Stumpf. "Then just you put down that I'm
the same age as they are." "Perfect ,"
nodded the census taker . "I'll enter you
as 'Tillie Stumpf , old as the Hills? "
¦
Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today,
and forever.—Hebrews 13;8.
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'MAYBE IT'S TIME WE TAUGHT HIM TO FEED HIMSELF!'

A WORD EDGEWISE

A xNew Policy
On Red China

No Different

By JOHN P. ROCHE
A number of resumes of the Johnson Administration have reiterated the cliche that
President Lyndon Johnson and Secretary of
State Dean Rusk shifted from John F? Kennedy's calm, prudent approach to the Cold War
to "messianic anti-communism" and "irresponsible globalism." Rusk has long been a particular target for his alleged refusal to recognize
that communism is ho longer "monolithic." Arthur Schlesinger Jr.? Richard Goodwin, and
John Kenneth Galbraith have had a grand time
delivering variations on this theme. Initially the
case is impressive until one realizes that they
are really citing one another.
Perhaps it is time to break out of this
conjurer's circle and look at the record. I hate
to bore readers with mere facts , but sometimes
myths become so well established that there is
no other way to cut through the mist. While it
is clear that Kennedy's rhetorical style was
vastly different from Johnson 's, I submit that
in substantive terras Johnson was no more, or
less, "messianic" or "globalistic" than his predecessor.
HRE, AS a first example , is President
Kennedy addressing the Secretary General of
NATO on April 3? 1961: "The years ahead will
demand of us all courage, sacrifice and the
will to seize every opportunity to secure and
to advance human liberty. In cooperation with
one another , and all those aroun d the globe who
believe in the freedom of man , we can and we
will succeed."
Later in the year, before the American Society of Newspapers Editors, the President, discussing the Bay of Pigs invasion , really turned
on. Stating flatly that the United States was prepared to act unilaterally if necessary to prevent "communist penetration " of the Western
Hemisphere, Kennedy continued : "Should that
time ever come, we do not intend to be lectured on "intervention " by those whose character was stamped for all time on the bloody
streets of Budapest!
The defeat of the anti-Castro invasion is
not the first time that communist tanks have
rolled over gallant men and women fighting to
redeem the independence of their homeland.
Nor is it by any means the final episode in
the eternal struggle of liberty against tyranny,
anywhere on? the face of the globe/ including
Cuba itseh;' ¦?. .It is clearer than ever that we
face a relentless struggle in every corner of
the globe that goes far beyond the clash of
armies or even nuclear armaments. "
On May 25, im, John Kennedy laid it on
the line to a joint session of Congress, "We
stand for freedom ," he said, and continued,
"That is our conviction for ourselves — that
is our onfy commitment to otlers. No friend ,
no neutral , and no adversary should think otherwise. We are not against any man — or any
nation — or any system — except as it is
hostile to freedom. f Nor am I here to present
a new military doctrine . .' .„ • ' I am here to
promote the freedom doctrine. "
WHETHER OR NOT one agrees with his
posture is irrelevant. The point is that the
scope of John Fitzgerald Kennedy's anti-communism was never surpassed by Lyndon Johnson for the simple reason that it was impossible to be more explicit in stating Our worldwide obligation to the cause of freedom. And
this was not a temporary aberration; in the
speech he never lived to give in Dallas , Kennedy wrote that we were the "watchmen on
the walls of world freedom."
I have not turned to the specific question
of Vietnam, but there I think one final quote
might be in order, On Oct. 26, 1961, Kennedy
wrote to President Ngo Dinh Diem congratulating him on the sixth anniversary of the Republic of Vietnam. Assuring Diem of American support against Hanoi , he concluded : "We
look forward in these perilous days to a future
Oct. 26, when Vietnam will again know freedom
and peace . . . I speak for the American people when I say that we are confident of the
success of the Vietnamese nation . . . that we
know that the future of the Vietnamese people is not communist slavery but the freedom
and prosperity which they have defended and
pursued throughout their his"tory."
I defy anyone to find anywhere in the Johnson canon statements of American purpose
more comprehensive than these, The question of
whether they were based on simplistic anticornmunistri or naive globalism will be explored
on another occasion.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .

. 1959

Louis Grablander was honored at a dinner
following his retirement as Winona County
highway department superintendent. He joined
the department in May 1922, as a laborer .
A banquet reflecting the customs of ancient
Rome will be the first major project of the
Winona chapter of the Junior Classical League
at (he Senior High School .

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1944

Mrs . Henry Korupp has been elected president of the American Society Ladies. Other officers are Mrs. John Schupp-el , vice president;
Mrs . Leo Hittner , secretary , and Mrs, Alfred
Witt , treasurer.
J. Roland Eddie has been advanced to general city sales manager in charge of all city
sales in the U.S. and Canada for the J . R.
Watkins Co.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 191 9

Recommended for the distinguished service
cross for bravery at the front , Pvt. Vincent D.
Bilicki , a member of Co. E. 18th Infantry, is
perhaps the first Winonan to gain this distinction .
Winona 's first "Honor Day " observance was
a great success. Hundreds of people gathered at
the armory. Chairman J. W. Lucas of the local
draft board was present.

Seyenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1894

Horace Case of Ft. Atkinson, Wis., is visiting Winonn , tho guest of Mr. and Mrs. P. S.
Kluge.
Day Officer Charles Shepard of the police
station came into possession of an 1856 25-cent
piece which he will treasure as a souvenir,
that being the year he first settled in Winona.

One Hundred Years A g o . . . 1869

Col. W. S. Johnson , at oiw time a resident
of Winona, and subsequently cno of the proprietors of the International Hotel at St. Pawl, hoa
in company wilh Mr. Harrison of Milwaukee,
Tuesday, January 28, 19C9 purchased the Park Place Hotel in St. Paul.

ON THE RIGHT

By WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, Jr?
These words are written before the Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutions releases its recommendations on
a new China policy, but it is safe to predict the thrust , of
those forthcoming recommendations — recognize Red China .
The background of the meeting being held at Santa Barbara is fascinating. Suppose that you were a prominent Japanese and you wanted, for whatever reason, to induce the
United States to alter its China policy. What would you do?
Whom would you consult? Your own government? The American ambassador? Congressional leaders? The White House?
— Walter Iippman ?
-—
——
No, for some reason, the
To Your Good Health prominent Japanese in question turned to the Center for
the Study of Democratic
Institutions which, obligingly,
suspended its work on a new
Constitution for the United
States (they call themselves,
over at the Center, the New
Founding Fathers, ho ho), in
order to play host to the Japanese at a conference for the
purpose of devising a "New
By &. C. THOSTESON , MD.
China Policy."
(Second in a series of
three articles)
INVITED TO participate at
Another of Miss M.B. 's the conference, and indicative
difficulties in losing weight of just how exploratory the
(see.her letter in yesterday's conference will be, are : Senacolumn) is that she has "an tor Mark Hatfield , the prouncontrollable appetite the gressive Republican; Senator
week before my menstrual John Sherman Cooper, the
periods. I gain anywhere from other progressive Republican;
3 to 7 pounds and then lose Senator Eugene McCarthy,
it. My mother says this hung- the most progressive Democrat; Senator Edward Kenneer is all in my head."
These few words point out dy, the second most progrestwo problems that affect sive Democrat : and , to keep
many folks who think they those contentious people from1
tearing at e a c l others
can't reduce.?
One is fluid retention. Most throats, Arthur Goldberg. Re'
women retain some water in presenting the Center for the
the system just before men- Study of Democratic Institustruation , then lose it. (If this tions we Save, of course, preis an extreme amount, a phy- eminently- Dr. Robert Hutchsician can prescribe effective ins and members of his staff ,
a typical specimen oi which
medication.)
But fluid retention — or is Professor Fred Warner
loss — is important in anoth- Neal, who a few years ago
er way. Some "crash diets- was associated with the Comprohibit salt or even (very mittee of Correspondents ,
unwisely) try to limit the which in seeking a new foramount of water a person eign policy for the United
States, recommended unilatdrinks.
Limiting salt reduces the eral disarmament.
amount of water the tissues
The Japanese visitors are
retain, and removing water an interesting lot; The most
can seem to shed quite a bit prominent member of the
of weight in a hurry. But delegation is Mr. Aiichiro
there soon comes a limit to Fujiyama, who until early in
the "drying out" process. Aft- 1968 was Minister of Foreign
er that , the same diet brings Affairs. Mr. Fujiyama resigna much slower loss of weight. ed his pest in order to camIt is important to under- paign for the leadership of the
stand this, because some Liberal-Democrat Party which
dieters at that point become had he won it, would have put
discouraged and insist, "Af- him automatically in line to
ter the first few days, I just become prime minister. Havcan't lose any more." They ing diligently campaigned for
can — but slower, and they office, he arrived at the conshould not give up at that vention whose 400 delegates
elected not Fujiyama , but
stage.
As to the "uncontrollabl e Sato. When the balloting was
appetite," there is no physio- announced , it transpired that
logical explanation for it — Fujiyama had got one (1)
which leaves what? A psycho- vote, that is to say his own.
logical one..
Some people wonder that he
It is human nature to react earned it
to emotional strees. The
Another member of the Jameans varies; Jitters, losing panese delegation is Mr.
one's temper, resorting to al- Tokuma Utsunomiya , of the
cohol, and many others. Some Association for the Promotion
people react to stress by eat- of International Trade, which
ing.
organization has as its single
¦ This is so well recognized noticeable objective
increasthat some experts who spe- ing trade with Red China.
cialize in severe obesity proIt all begins to sound like
blems insist that a patient on an operation ? does it not? But
a strict reducing regimen also hold, there is more to come.
have some psychiatric coun- The National Committee on
seling. This is to give him United States China Relations
some insight, some under- Inc ., whose 120 members instanding of the emotional clude four show-case conserquirks which lead him to eat vatives , all the rest of them
being gentlemen whose China
too much.
I'm not saying that every- policy varies from recognizeone who wants to reduce Red-China and pull out of Forneeds a psychiatrist. Far mosa , to a two-China policy
from it! But some do. And it (the extreme right wing).
is important also for folks to These folks are scheduling a
realize how much sheer habit conference of their ©wn on a
Is involved in obesity. It may new China policy for March
not be easy, but habits can be 20-21.
IF "LAW and order " Is a
changed and it is vital to do
code word for racism, I diso.
vulge the code word for
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I
let's - recognize - Red-China.
read in the paper that the
It appears in the statement of
only way to eat eggs is
the National Committee's inhard-boiled , but this is hard
vitation to the March Conferto believe. Which is the
ence , to wit, "The participants
best way and the healthiest?
will represent a spectrum of
— Mrs. L. M.
viewpoints on the various isI don't believe it either. I sues In-volved in our relationdo insist that any eggs I eat shi ps with China 's V00 milbe cooked or pasteurized (as lion people. " Anytime you
in egg nog) , but whether they see a reference anywhere to
nre hard-boiled or soft is all China 's having 700 million
the same to me. Other ways people, believe nie, that
of cooking, healthful enough, means we should recognize
Red China. Try it.
Involve added calorics. If
And who will be the prinweight is a problem , avoid
cipal
speaker at the March
fried, scrambled , omelets,
etc. And eggs Benedictine? conference? Senator Edward
Delicious — but , oh, the cal- Kennedy : — fresh from his
briefing In Santa Barbara. It
ories.
does appear as though SenaDear Dr. Thosteson: Is
tor Kennedy Is being prepared to take tho political leadit true or just a rumor that
ership in tho movement to
a woman who takes birth
control pills Is much more
change our China policy by
likely to have a deformed
repudiating our past policy.
One wishes that those gentleb aby? - W.
men, in advocating a now ChiSheer rumor.
na policy, would address
themselves to Mao* tse-Tung,
rather thnn to Robert HutchBy Parker and Hart
ins and Tedd y Kennedy.

Why. Weight
Fluctuates
Sharply

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Unpublished Report Shocking
Revelation of U S . Violence

By DREW PEARSON
and JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON — Probably
the most sobering document
President Nixon has found on
his desk is a "progress report" on violence in America,
depicting the country in the
grip of a fury that has erupted on the campuses and exploded in the ghettoes, that
stalks the streets and may
even lie in wait for himself
behind some dark window.
The unpublished report,
prepared by the National
Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence,
raises more questions than it
answers. But seven task
forces are still digging for the
root causes of some of the
most turbulent years in American history.

IN THE past five years,
the report points out:
1. 240 violent urban outbursts, involving 200,000 participants, have resulted in
nearly 8,000 injuries and 191
deaths, as well as hundreds
of millions of dollars in property damage; "
2. 370 civil rights demonstrations and 80 counterdemonstrations have occurred , involving more than a million
participants3. Hundreds of s t u d e n t
demonstrations "have resulted in seizure of university facilities, police intervention,
riot, property damage and
even death; "
4. Anti-war pretests "have
involved some 700,000 participants in cities and on campuses throughout the country."
The commission also cited
the soaring crime statistics,
particularly the homicide
rate, noting: "A dramatic
contrast may be made between Manhattan Island, with
a population of 1.7 million ,
which has more homicides
per year than all of England
and Wales with a population
of five million. And New
York's homicide rates are
by no means the highest
among American cities ."
Concludes the commission:
"The elimination of all violence in a free society is impossible. But the better control of illegitimate violence
in our democratic society is
an urgent imperative and one
within our means to accomplish."
Even before President Nixon was sworn in, he had decided to devote his first 10O
days to cooling the passions
that have inflamed the country. He will deliberately avoid
controversy and conflict. In
the language of the streets , he
has told Intimates he intends
to "cool It."
The magnitude of the headTHE WIZARD OF ID

ache Nixon has inherited is
summarized in the report on
violence which the commission submitted to President
Johnson Jan. 9, on tie eve of
his departure.
We have obtained a bootleg
copy of the report, which covers all forms of American
violence from political assassinations to highway accidents. Here are some highlights.

"THE commission has
heard testimony from student
protest leaders who defend
the legitimacy of violent lawbreaking, and who urge that
the Tightness of the ends they
seek and the 'illegitimacy' of
the present social order entitle them to oppose both prosecution and punishment. It
has also heard a distinguished academician say that
from the standpoint of the social ' order it is. unwise to
prosecute and punish every
act of civil disobedience."
— "Those who would violate valid laws to win rights
they are now denied must
stop to consider how those
can be preserved in a society
where their opponents are
free to follow the same
course. One must ask whether
any society can survive if its
members rely on genuine disobedienc e to law as a source
of political energy."
— "Those who believe in
the rule of law cannot rest
content with condemning those
whose conscience commands
them to defy the law. Law itself mast be responsible to
social change and to the correction of injustice. Our legal
system has not yet corrected
the injustices our society inflicts onuminortty groups . . .
if respect for law is to sustain the social order, we need
to sharpen the ability of the
law to clear the paths to
peaceful change."
— "In a democratic society where ultimate power resides in the people, access to
the mass media is essential
for groups desiring peaceful
social change. If important ,
discontented segments of our
society are denied the right
to be heard , subsequent resort
to violence by these groups
may perhaps be expected.
Moreover, if a high value
seems to be placed by the
media on conflict and drama ,
perhaps to attract tho large
audiences necessary to economic well-being, this may be
a positive Incentive for groups
to engage in violence. Violence itself may thus become a medium of communications, a means of access
to the market place of ideas."
— "THE KEY TO much of
the violence in our society
seems to lie with the young.

Our youth account for an
ever-increasing percentage of
the population. The thrust of
much of the group protest and
collective violence — on the
campus, in the ghettoes, in
the streets — is provided by
our young people. It may be
here, with tomorrow's generation, that much of the emphasis of onr studies and the
national response should lie."
—
¦ "The intricacies of crime
statistics have little meaning
for the average citizen
he appears less, impressed
with numbers and rates and
trends than with the fact that
there seem to be increasingly
large sections of his city
where he cannot walk safely
even in daylight, much less
at night, and that it is now
dangerous in many communities for bus drivers to carry
cash or for taxis to pick up
fares in certain parts of town
after dark . . . It has also
prompted many citizens to
arm themselves for self-protection."
— "Of the automobile accidents that account for 50,000 deaths each year an the
United States, there is evidence that a substantial number result from the psychological effects of alcohol upon
drivers, as well as from other factors in our culture and
in the psychology of driving
that promote an urge to violence."
The commission's starting
views on political assassinations will be covered in a future column.
¦
Refuses Raise
LAS VEGAS, N. M. Iffl Dr. Thomas C. Donnelly, president of New Mexico Highlands University, recently had
his contract renewed for two
years. But he declined a pay
increase with the new contract.'
John D. Robb of Albuquerque, president of the school's
board of regents , said , "We
intended to raise his salary ,
but he beat us to the punch.
"He told us that he didn't
want a raise this year. So his
salary stayed at $27,500 a
year.''
Robb said Dr. Donnelly felt
the extra money should "go
to other faculty members for
raises.
"In view of our tight budget," Itobb said , "lt was a
wonderful gesture by an outstanding man."
No Wonder
LARAMIE , Wyo. M - The
head soccer coach at the University of Wyoming is Ferouz
Eftekharzadch.
The boys call him "Coach."

Seagulls Off Course
PHOENIX , Ariz. Wl - A
flock of seagulls apparently
was "gulled" into mistaking
runways for water at Poenix
Sky Harbor Airport.
ConLrol tower officials said
the gulls, somewhat disturbed , circled the airport for
some time before flying off
to the north . An Apache Airlines pilot later reported encountering the gulls, chopping up several of thent . The
plane was not damaged.

Letters to the Editor
How Long O
Lord, How Long!
To the Editor:
Joseph Strub- Jr. in charge
of the Twin Cities Weather
Bureau, says "he is not yet
ready to predict a repeat of
the 1965 spring floods" —
but he adds, "we have a lot
of the ingredients present
that can cause one."
I might say — "How long
0 Lord; how long" must we
live with the constant threat
and worry of a disastrous or
expensive flood hanging over
our heads?"
This worry isn't something
that just happened four years
ago.
It is . very easy for a lot
of people to forget what happened a decade or two ago.
On April ,18; 1951 (that's
nearly 18 years ago) the river stage set a new all tame
record , when it crested at
17.4 feet.
On that dale our airport
was completely flooded, 44
city blocks including 27 industrial ones were flooded
from 1 to 6 feet. Libeia's
Store on West 5th Street
was delivering groceries out
of the back door in a boat.
The water from the river
was running across Broadway
at Olmstead Street and $100,COG had been spent fighting
the rising river.
So what happened? A lot of
people said p ermanent flood
control measures should be
started at once, but the experts said it may never mappen again for 50 years.
So what happened? One
year arid two days later on
April 21, 1952, the river
crested at 17.33 feet and the
city went through a period of
two weeks when the river averaged 10 feet higher than
Lake Winona and nearly everybody worried for fear they
would meet.
Part of the extra work and
trouble the city had at that
time was the early prediction
that the river would crest at
13.5 feet.
Then suddenly w i t h out
warning that prediction on

April 10, 1952, was raised to tle has been done in the last
16.5 feet, and two days later 18 years in the area that afon April 12, the day before fects our city's main business
Easter with a fresh foot of district and much of our insnow on the ground , the pre- dustrial areas — except a lot
diction was raised to 17 feet of petty, bickering on where a
with the possibility that it dike should be located and
might go to 18 or 19 feet.
what kind of a dike should
Well — then it seemed that be built.
all hell broke loose. Work to
Even some of the dikes that
control the river was increas- were built and could have
ed or added to in a dozen been used as permanent ones
places, and with a few excep- had to be removed to satisfy
tions what was done worked, some individuals.
but again over §100,000 was
Do you know what I think?
spent.
I think our new city managThe fact that the govern- er and the new City Council
ment repaid the city for most could go down by the river
of this expense both years and in 30 minutes decide
didn't lessen the worry and where the dike should be
work and bother that the city built, and then the city engiand our people were put to. neer with the possible help of
After that we had a peri- a good consultant could setod of about .3 years with only tle in 30 more minutes what
minor worry several times kind of a dike should be
until April 19, 1965, when the bunt
.
river broke the record again
So
what happens? Nothing.
and crested at 20.75 feet .
Well nothing much can hapWhat happened just before pen
until next spring, except
and after that date filled the
Winona Daily News for about some more planning like
had these last 18 years.
three weeks and would take we've
Then I suppose if and when
too much space to even slightthe river starts to rise next
ly repeat here?
But — on April 20, 1955, the spring everybody in this part
City Council voted itself au- of the county that owns a
thority to borrow up to $3 mil- truck will rush in and start
lion in emergency funds to hauling? dirt to build a nice
pay for the expense that had new dike in a hurry along the
river for about $10, $15 or $20
been or' would be incurred.
an
hour and the rest of us will
I don't remember what the
actual expense was — some- sit back and hope it works
where around $2 million and and worry for fear it won't.
Then after the river goes
1 seem to recall there was
about $250,000 that never was back down to normal next
spring, your inquiring reportrefunded.
So what happens? More er will ask "The Man on the
talk. Where will the river be Street" what he thought ahout
on April 15, 1969? More talk; the flood and they all will say
What should be done about "We should have permanent
It? More talk.
dikes along the river in front
In the last 1-3 years some of Winona — all the way" just
permanent dikes have been like they have been saying
finished and should woxk these last 18 years.*
good, but as the river is conLoyde E. Pfeiffer
tained into a narrower space
1673 Gilmore Ave.
by some of these dikes -or
Compliments Engineer
dams it just means the water
On Highway Decision
will have to rise higher and
what used to be a normal To the Editor:
high water in the river could
Myron Waldo, Winona Counvery easily bring on a flood ty highway engineer, is to be
condition anytime from now complimented for having recon. ¦:
ommended deletion of , the
As far as I know very lit- County 109 road project as

planned under the five-year
program. Here, along a
sparsely traveled four-mile
segment of road, located 17
miles from Winona, $172,000
was scheduled to be spent At
an average per mile cost of
$43,000, this compares to $1!*,000 per mile spent in 1968 on
heavily traveled Highway 14
between Stockton and Rochester.
The taxpayers of the City of
Winona, the Village of Goodview, and surrounding townships pay approximately 70
percent of all' county taxes. It
is refreshing to note that Mr.
Waldo has Shown concern for
these taxpayers through his
recognition that the tax dollar must be more wisely allocated.
Evan J. Henry
Rt. 1, Winona, Minn.

Heart Attack Strikes
Actress Thelma Ri tter
NEW YOEK (AP) - Veteran
character actress Thelma Ritter
was stricken by a heart attack
Monday .night at her home in
Forest Hills Garden ; Queens,
according to police?
Police said Thelma Hitter
Moran, 68, suffered the attack
at 5;15 p.m., and was taken to
Queens General Hospital, where
she was later reported to be in
critical condition.
¦
• '¦

FIRE NEAR DURAND
DURAND, Wis. (Special ) _
Durand Rural fire department
was called to a chimney fare in
the Dean Anderson home Ln Little Plum Valley Saturday at
8:05.:p.m. No damage resulted.
Firemen Robert Blair, John
Keith, Donald Biderback and
Jerry Bauer stayed on the scene
until 10:15 p.m. The Anderson
place is on Highway N in the
Town of Frankfort, 12 miles
south of Durand.
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Clearing the way for an earlystart on Levee Plaza construction this year, the City Council
Monday night ratified an agreement on project details with Winona Area Industrial Development Association.
Councilmen stopped short of
proposing an ordinance to prohibit overhanging signs in the
area. But in a
~~
following mo- |
m
tion they askCitV
ed the Winona .?'
Area Chamber /» _ , 1WW|,!
of Commerce l V.OUnCII _
to seek voluntary action by business concerns
in the downtown district . The
council's motion urges that
overhanging signs "be removed
or improved."
THE AGREEMENT permits
WAIDA — in behalf of the plaza
action committee—to construe!
street improvements on 3rd
Street, between Walnut Street

Dentist Blows Stack,
Woman Asks $10^50
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mary E. Curtis apparently isn't
having any more problems with
her dental bridge, but if she has
her way the solution will cost
her dentist $10,150. She filed a
suit for 'that , amount in court
Monday, asking the damages
from her dentist? She said hex
complaint that the bridge
caused discomfort caused the
dentist to throw it on the floor,
stamp on it, break it and declare: "The bridge is now fixed
so you won't have any more
trouble with it."

Council S&ts Up
Personnel System

City Council members voted
Monday night to recommend
passage of an ordinance setting
up a merit personnel system
for the city.
The council agreed to establish April 1, 1969, as the ordinance's effective date. This will
give the city manager and members of the
Merit Board I'- M ' v .
time to set
xCitV
*au y
up rules of
x . .y
employment. r
V.OtmCH
The rules will |
spell out details such as vacations, sick
No Monthly Payments Uhtfl
leave, hours of work and reNO MOMEY DOWN Ma y l, 1969 Ma Seaw Easy
quirements of employment for
various departments.
Payment
Plan
.v. v ; v
5.000
Bedro
PRESENTED by Dnane M.
BTU
om
j ^ ^ ^
M
Peterson and Robert .W. Meinhard, members of the 3-man
merit board, the ordinance specifies which emp loyes are covered by the merit system and
what procedures are to.be used
in hiring and firing.
According to the ordinance,
Compact, fig&twelgfit air conctitiones
III Pffltfrfp^lllViiii V'l^M^JBgiiiSBBiBfi
city manager, city attorney,
* CJtn
the
HBHB
easily b« mored from room !•
HI JSJSSSJIIH^IIBBB ^H W
members of boards and commissions and temporary or seasonal employes are excluded
from merit system coverage.
The manager, also is required
'
lOaOOO BTU Mnlti-Room
to establish a classification plan
S^^^^^^^
B
covering all employes on the
"classified" list. These are fulltime employes, including de¦
=
partment heads. The manager
• -WTjl«p«r-qnlete<K>lingle*n*ronelefp
_^^r|Jl^P *~^77Y V
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^
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also must set up rules covering
. '•* comfort -without bothersome noises
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\\
transfers, promotions, demotions, vacations, leaves, grievances and discipline.
Competitive' examinations are
15,000 BTCT Large-Capacity
to be conducted in order to fill
Hl-^ffl^l ^^^^^ B
city employment openings.
Each .appointment will be made
by the manager from the three
names standing highest on the
eo
Vn|l £$S§B
|| SilsSSS: wB@n&B ^SamWl * 5^"P 'n °i comfort without tire*.
eligibility list as certified by the
merit board.
^~"^
*¦ S3'
• 360 ° air-flow adjustment cools witli*
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J
DISMISSAL, suspension or demotion of a permanent employe
on the classified service list is
prohibited except for just cause.
An employe who is so dismissed, suspended or demoted may
appeal to the merit board within 15 days after receiving written notice.
For purposes of conducting
appeal hearings, the merit
board will have power to subpoena witnesses and relevant
records. Tho burden of proof
rests on Ike appointing authority in establishing justification
1 Money Back
for the action.
li SiliillssSslilliliiiiifea
If tho action Is reversed, tho
^
employe must be reinstated, removed from suspension and
given all hack pay due him.
The ordinance permits all parties to appeals to bo representSears* Itoehuck and Co.
j | ftl
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by, attorneys and requires
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that
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standard
rules of evidence
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Peterson said the rules will
I
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permit introduction of licarsay
evidence, however, and will allow enou gh latitude to permit
. BfflBHB|
.
Hone
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to defend themselves and to
E
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produce material that might not
Mail Above Coupon
be In the proscribed form.
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Either tho employe or the
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city may appeal a ruling ol
the merit board to district court.
THE ORDINANCE docs not
~]
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
I g-a
specify that employment shall
not bo conditioned on race but
^^¦'W'A aJ
docs stipulate that religious or
57 East 3rd St., Winona, Minn.
political convictions cannot be
considered in judgi ng eligibilJBEAHS, BOEBUCK AND CO.
phona 8-4371
ity. State fair employment practices statutes cover the racial
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Plaza Construction
Agreement Ratified

Man Tied to

Slow Death
Gets His Wish

six months. Some city improvements, including sidewalks
where necessary, will be installed in conjunction with the project. The city will pay expenses
of removing aad relocating traf- MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Ron
fic signals where necessary.
Fred erickson couldn't take the
One of the agreements unusual features is the provision slow death life tied to a kidney
that as much work as possible machine.
be done at night. This require- Last Wednesday the 33-yearment is designed to keep con- old blind, painridden diabetic
struction from interfering with signed a waiver removing himnormal daytime downtown busi- self from further treatment.
ness as little as possible.
He died Monday.
When the project is completed, title to all improvements, Only a week ago he told bit
fixtures and furnishings will be wife Karen, 24, that he was
turned over to the city and the "ready to die."
city will provide maintenance "I could put up with the blindness and even the pain but the
for the area.
futility—I mean being inactive
AFTER the unanimous vote and with no chance to do anyfor adoption of the agreement , thing—this is the worst of all,"
the sign question was raised by he said.
Councilman Barry Nelson who For nearly, three years, both
told colleagues that present Fredericksoa and his doctors
signs will not harmonize with knew the diabetic condition
the plaza's beautification theme. which caused his kidney condiNoting that the city current- tion would be fatal.
ly has two sign control ordi- Has life expectancy with maHope to Have
nances which conflict at some chine treatments might have
points, City Manager Carroll J. been a few weeks or months.
Treatment for
Fry said the city could ask voluntary control or could consider Last week he told Minneapolis
columnist Jim Klobuchar
Eye Hemorrhage an ordinance allowing signs to Star
be amortized before removal is he was "kind of excited."
"Some time ago I became
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (AP( required.
what
I think is a real Christian.
Mayor
Norman
E.
Indall
sup*
— Comedian Bob Hope will unI
now
really believe this is just
dergo treatment today for an ported the voluntary approach a beginning..."
with
a
comment
that
"mereye hemorrhage he suffered
chants and the city both have a Mrs. Frederickson is the only
Sunday right.
great
deal at stake and we immediate survivor.
It will be the third time in his
should
this out cooperalife that the 65-year-old comedi- tively."work
?
Ming means bright in Chinese.
an will undergo photocoagularecurring
tion treatent for the
eye ailment. He was reported
OPTOMETRIC OFFICES
resting comfortably in the Uni117 WEST THIRD STREET
versity of California Medical
WIN0N"A,
MINNESOTA 55987
where
he
was
taken
aftCenter
TELEPHONE 8-4648
er experiencing the hemorrhage.
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
A spokesman said Hope has
DR. M. L. DeBOLT
> a.m. through 5 p.m.
canceled all engagements for 10
-)R. R C. MCMAHON
Saturday B tO 12:30
days.
and a point midway between
Main and Center streets, and on
Center Street for a half-block on
either side ef 3rd Street. Plans
and specifications are being prepared by W. Smith' Architectural 8s Engineering Service.
Before construction begins,
the plaza group must deposit
$150,000 in a construction account, to be used for the project.
Of this, amount, $15,000 must be
retained as a contingency fund
to cover unforeseen extra expenses.
If bids for the construction go
beyond $135,000, plans and specifications will be revised to
bring the price down to this
ceiling. The council must approve the revisions before they
are put into effect.
Contractors must be bonded
and adequately insured and
must furnish evidence to the city
attorney.
WORK will begin? about May
I and must be finished within

0P70METBRTS

ST. CHARLES TRAVELER
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spenon-discrimination area, Peter- cial) — The Rev. James P.
son explained, and so were not Fasnacht, pastor of St. Charles
included. These statutes will CathoUc Church, and the Rt.
apply to city employment, he Rev. Msgr. Leo Neud-ecker of
said, as will those on veter- St. Bernard's Catholic Church,
ans' preference.
Stewartville, left today for a
The ordinance forbids city trip through the missions of
employes campaigning for or Mexico. They plan to return in
against any candidate for an mid-February.
elective office in city govern- A priest from the Immaculate
ment. It adds that a "private Heart of Mary Seminary, Wiexpression of a personal opin- nona, will conduct Sunday
ion as to merits or qualifica- Masses in St. Charles.
tions of a candidate shall not For sick calls persons are to
be deemed political activity." contact the Winona seminary.
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ALCW BOARD MEETINO
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — The general board meeting of the Montfovi Conference
American Lutheran Church
Women will be held Thursday

Chamber Orchestra
Here Wednesday
BAKER'S SHOES
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WOMEN'S SHOES

• Naturallters
• Mandarins
• Miracle Tread
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Some women seem to get younger all the time.

FIRST cellist Cynthia Britt
was assistant principal of the
Minnesota Symphony for 25
years. Ian Wilson plays oboe
and . left the first chair at the
London Philharmonia to join
the orchestra which also includes members from Hawaii ,
Kentucky, Boston and Canada.
The program:

Phone 7078

thought-provoking presentation
of new approaches which attempts to resolve some of the
issues involved in providing
quality education jn the modern world, the film illustrated
programs being tried in schools
"Today's child is tomorrow's throughout the country.
citizen; It Is the responsibility
of education to help him be a
good citizen. " 7
That was the foundation for
a panel discussion and film on
the topic, "Innovations in Education" at the dinner meeting
Monday' night of Iota Chapter, Mrs. Sherman Mitchelf was
installed as president of Church
Delta Kappa Gamma, in the Women United at the group's
guildhall, Central Methodist annual meeting Monday afternoon at the YWCA. Mrs. MitchChurch.
Participating in the program ell, a member of McKinley
Methodist Church,
were members of the research Mrs. Ray Taggart. succeeds
committee: Miss Kathryn Dun- Other officers installed were
lay, chairman, and the Misses Mrs. Walter Gilbertson, vice
Ruth Kottschade, Ruth Mary president; Mrs, Gary Matson,
Payne and Gladys Lapham of secretary; Mrs. Merrill HolHokah.
land, treasurer, and Mrs. ArMiss Lapham introduced the thur Milbrandt, historian. Mrs.
discussion, as developed in the Taggart was installing officer.
75th anniversary conference of Mrs. Glenn Quam led
the Association for Childhood tions. It was decided to devoproEducation, Washington, D.C. It vide a baby-sitting
for
centered around Dominique, a all future meetings service
which will
case history of a 5-year-old who begin at 1:30 p.m.
began school eagerly but eventually became, a hear failure ia It was announced that the
annual World Day of Prayer
school.
Among points made were will be held March 7 at 1:30
"There are too many Domi- p.m.
niques in primary school. How Mrs. Glen Fischer was chaircan we help them?" "We make man of the tea which followed
people what they are; we can the program and meeting?
make them mean, hostile and
discontented — or constructive, ST. CHARLES DANCE
creative, concerned and commit- ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — Job's Daughters will
ted."
Miss Dunlay introduced the sponsor a chaperoned dance
film, "Make a Mighty Reach," Saturday from 8:30 to 11:30
which concluded the program. A p.m. at the Catholic school hall.

CWU Installs
Mrs. Mitchell
As President
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I. Brandenburg Concerto . No.. I . .Bach
Allegro
Aftetuoso
Allegro
¦
? .¦
... .Oil
II. Matrix, III
(New York premiere)
.. Allegro
Andant*
Presto
INTERMISSION
IV. Symphonic Elerjy For
Strings
Krenek
V. Symphony . In G, No. 68 ...Haydn
(Sicber print)
Adagio - Allegro
Largo
Manual: Alle tritta
Alleoro con lolrlto

STARTS TOMORROW 9:00 SHARP!
One Great Wonderful Rack of DRESSES
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Scientists have kept the isolabrain of a rhesus monkey alive
for 18 hours.

Educators Hear
Discussion of
Helping Chi Id

%fef

?.Y

ies. Robert Koring Introduced
the new 'members.
¦¦
'
'¦

Tohelpprolong
^
V|
your SlenderYears ¥ ^Bi

tbe small orchestra."
Musicians have been assembled from Europe and the United States to form the 21-memher group.
The concertmaster is Henry
Gregorian, a native of Iran
who was a full scholarship student at Boston for all three musical degrees? The principal
second is Judith. Yanchus, who
returned to the United States
to play with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra after getting an
offer , irom the Ams.ter.dam
Concertgebouw.

"THE MUSIC for chamber
orchestra Is neither deleted
symphony orchestra literature
nor expanded chamber music," Sipe says. ''It includes
virtually every century, written by the old masters and our
contemporaries specifically for

& E
B?
***. "^,.'
$_W

ONE SELECT CROUP

Another in the series of lectures and concerts sponsored
by Winona's three colleges will
be presented Wednesday at
8:15 p.m. at thc Winona Senior
High School theater.
The public is invited to hear
a concert by the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra under tbe direction of Leonard Sipe. There
will be no admission charge.
Sipe, who came to St. Paul in
1959 to organize and direct the
orchestra, draws a sharp distinction between "chamber or**
che s t r a and
"chamber music." "There is
no doubt," be
says,
"t h a t
s o m e of the
gre a t e s t express i o n s of
musical composition are in the
chamber music
f i e l d . Yet it
takes years of
S|pe
study to grasp
some of this music.

at * Independence Lutheran —Forty-two new members were
Church with registration at S honored Sunday at Bethany
Lutheran Church here. A pota.m.
luck dinner was held followed
MEMBERS HONORED
by a program with Lowell Ter
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) Borch as master cf ceremon-
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Opera Dinner
Plans Heard by
Music Guild

Valparaiso Concert
Is 'Rich ly Varied'

Miss Joan Wera Becomes
Bride " of Philip Meboe

Plans for the annual opera
dinner to be held Feb. 8 in St.
Paul were announced by Mis. A Victorian styled bridal The bride is a graduate ef
Donald Burt when tho -Music gown of delustered satin was Cotter High School and attend*
Guild met at the home of Dr. chosen by Miss Joan Elizabeth ed Winona State College. She
is presently employed by Jefand Mrs. Roger Hartwich MonWera for her Jan. 18 marriage frey's Clothing Store, La
day evening.
Crosse, Meboe is a graduate of
Robert Herman, artistic ad- to Philip Ryan Meboe.
ministrator of the Metropolitan Ruffled French val lace trim- Viola High School and is curOpera, will be the guest speak- med the gown and bows and rently attending Western Wis*
er at the dinner. Reservations streamers accented the watteau consfn Technical Institute, La
should be made with Mrs. Burt. train. A cluster of satin cab- Crosse, where he also received
It was announced that .Radio bage roses secured the bridal an associate degree in computer
Station KWNO will present an veil of pure silk English illu- operations. He is employed at
hour program o£ classical mu- sion and she carried a bouquet the Hilton Pharmacy, La Crosse.
sic Sunday evenings at 8 p.m. of white carnations.
of the bride hosted
starting Feb. 2. Chairmen of The Rt. Rev. Msgr. John Paul a Co-workers
prenuptial
party
at the New
tiie program, Mrs. W. S. L. officiated at the nuptial cere, Villa.
Christensen and Mrs. Norma mony at St. Joseph the WorkBauer, have asked interested man Cathedral, La Crosse. The
Sarsons for program siigges- bride is the daughter of Mr. SE City League
ons.
and Mrs. John Wera, 759 E.
Sister M. Faber announced Howard St., and Meboe is the
plans for the Feb. 24 meeting at son of Mrs. Donald Getter, La Meets Thursday
the College of Saint Teresa. The Crosse, and the late Dr. Meboe. RUSHFORD,
Minn. *- Offl.
dinner meeting will feature Miss Barbara Wera, Winona, cers
will be elected and a reJames S. Lombard, Minneapo- sister of the bride, and Martin port from
the Southeastern Minlis, general manager of the "Up- E. Herbst, La Crosse, attended
Citizens Action Council
per Midwest Metropolitan Op- the couple. Miss Wera was at- nesota
will be beard at a meeting of
era committee, as guest speak- tired in a gown of ruby red the
Southeastern Minnesota
er. The event is open to the velvet trimmed in val lace at
of Municipalities at th#
public and reservations may be the neckline and sleeves. She League
view Country Club, Rushmade with Mrs; E. J. Boiler or wore a matching velvet ribbon Golf
Thursday night.
Mrs. Guy McLaughlin, co-chair- pompon hat and carried a Vic- ford,
The meeting was called by
men.
torian bouquet of white carnaC. Smith, league presRefreshments were served by tions and red sweetheart roses. Forrest
the Mmes. R. J. Harkesirider, Miss Randy Rian, La Crosse, ident. A president and vice presRay Block, Joseph T. Burke and was the bride's personal attend- ident for one-year terms, secretary-treasurer for two years
¦
Ed F. Kohner?
ant. ; ' •
and a trustee for three years
XX ' ¦
.x
Following a dinner at the Holi- will be elected.
day Inn, La CTosse, the newly- The director and members of
Winonans Attend weds
left on a honeymoon to the staff oi the citizens action
Hairdressers Meet northern Wisconsin and are now council
will discuss the prohome
available to communities
Mrs. Florence Thompson and Crosse.at 218 S. 24th St., La grams
in this area.
Sister M. Pietro attended a
board of directors meeting of
the Minnesota State HairdressTWO WEEK'S SPECIAL
ers and Cosmetologists Association Monday at Minneapolis.
Mrs. Thompson is the piesiReg. $15 Select Prescription
dent of Winona Affiliate 16, of
ihe Minnesota State HairdressINCLUDES SHAMPOO, ¦$¦'1 i^OO
\kfm\ta
ers Association.
' ? Y.|v
YTtfVe
SET & STYLING
Those attending the meeting
^(Jv.
Were introduced to the newest
spring hair styles recently released. Plans were also made
for the national beauty salon
_ ^__
L/ Oreal L Cosmetics . ¦ ' "Jt _t ^
week to he observed Feb. 9 to
^WL
15. ?
HalrSar Typ*.

By WALTER R. HINDS
The Valparaiso University Choir; Valparaiso, Ind.,
presented a richly varied program of unhackneyed chor«
al music Monday night in the junior high school auditorium.
The 66 choir members were handsome in their
brown velvet robes and were unfailingly attentive to the
exacting demands of L. L. Fleming's most articulate
conducting. There was not a carelessly shaped phrase
all evening, nor o^e poorly
planned climax.
tic passages. The staccato pasFleming was constantly sages and octave skips in Baradjusting the balance or tok's "Shepherds' Christmas
the dynamic level of his group,. Songs" were particularly well
No rhythm was too complicated,
no dynamic shading boo sensi- handled by the choir.
tive for his masterful conduct- THE POLYPHONIC "Amen" . HEALTH CAREER DAYS . . . Check- Jr., co-chairman, health careers committee
ing technique.
off the Brahms "Motet" (Op. ,74 , ing the schedule for the Health Career of the hospital auxiliary. Carroll and Mrs.
FLEMING'S exciting dynamic N"o. 2) was sung with both clari- Days program this week at Winona jun- Rowan are among health field professionals
from left, who will outline career opportunities in
control was revealed in the first ty and admirable fullness of ior and senior high, schools are,director
of panel discussions moderated by committee
personnel
Thomas
Fillenworth,
number on the program, "Ex- tone. (Unfortunately, the last Community Memorial Hospital; George Car- members. Fillenworth has been hospital coultate Deo" by Alesgandro syllable was pronounced "min" roll, chief pharmacist at the hospital; Mrs. ordinator for the event, sponsored by the
Scarlatti. With this number the by some of the male singers.)
striking new work James Rowan, assistant professor of nursing, auxiliary. (Daily News photo)
stage was set for an important onThethemost
program was "Ein College of Saint Teresa, and Mrs. Fred Naas
evening of choral singing.
Mensch" by Siegfried Reda.
The blend of voices Fleming Its sounds v/exe a bit contempoachieved was commendable; no rary without approaching caco- KrUse-Skadsem
single voice cut through tbe phony. The use of a bass pedal
rich, homogenous sound of the tone in the last phrases was Isluptials Sa id
various sections of the choir memorable. "0 Be Joyful Att
Caledonia
regardless of the dynamic lev- Ye Lands", by Gretchaninoff,
el at which they might be sing- was notable as a vehicle to dis- ^
ing. The pianissimos were play the low basses, but was CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) The second annual Health Ca- Panelists will cover job asstrikingly blended and balanced. also an impressive number —St. John's Evangelical Luther- reer Days will be sponsored by pects such as description of du¦an Church was the scene of
However, the soft tones were throughout.
ties, potentials, demand and sal¦
the Jan. 18 marriage of Miss the Winona Community Memo- ary levels, educational requireoften rather vibratoless and
Cheryl Kruse, daughter of Mr. rial Hospital Auxiliary on Wed- ments, schools offering training
dismal and sounded more
and Mrs. Arthur Kruse, Cale- nesday, Thursday and Friday and training costs.
sepulchral than ethereal. The Catholic Societies
donia, and De Wayne Skadsem, at Winona schools in cooperaquality
was
genchoir's tonal
Set Installation
son of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben tion with the school guidance de- HOSPITAL tours with emerally dark and made the manphasis on various employes* reaging of clear consonants too St. Joseph's and St. Eliza- Skadsem, Anchorage, Alaska. partments and the hospital.
sponsibilities will be provided
cumbersome.
beth's Catholic Aid socleiiies of The Rev,; Cyrill Serwe receiv- Planned to acquaint young for students ai a later date.
St. Joseph's ed the couple's marriage prom- people with the variety of caWinona
will
host
THE MORE softly the group Society, Wabasha; St. Nicholas ises. Mrs. Le Roy Kohlmeyer, reer opportunities in the health Thomas . Fillenworth, personsang, the less intelligible the and St: Theresa'sVaocieties, Caledonia, sister of the bride, care field, the program will be nel director at the hospital, has
words became. The texts of all Rollingstone, and St. Aloysius was organist and soloists were presented in 15 hour-long ses- been coordinator for the panel
the numbers were printed on and St. Anne societies, Elba, Mrs. Harold Kruse and David sions. Each will include a film, discussions. Assisting from the
the program but it was diffi- at a joint installation Tuesday Tewes, Caledonia.
"Horizons Unlimited," and a guidance departments are Erncult to follow even the English. at 8:15 p.m. at .the Teamsters
panel discussion by health pro- est Buhler and Mrs. Neil SawPRESENTED at the altar by fessionals with an auxiliary yer, Winona Junior H i g h
In Benjamin Britten's "A Hymn Club.
School; Joseph Gerlach, Cotter
to the Virgin" the English and Michael E. Ettel, St. Paul, her father, the bride chose a member as moderator.
High School, and Louis SchoenLatin texts blurred to the point president of the Catholic Aid As- white cage styled gown of
of complete confusion.
sociation of Minnesota will in- chantilly lace over a satin PROGRAMS will be present- ing, Winona Senior High School.
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from normal diction were the speaker.
stals and pearls held her veil at Winona Junior High and Fri- day, auxiliary officers said. "It SPRING GROVE, Mum CSpeuse of "Heem" for "Him" Lunch will be served by mem- of
Century Hand Cream
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illusion and she car- day at Cotter High School.
may come as a surprise to cial — Candidates for t n e
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a
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bouquet
of
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Three
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are
many young people that the March 11 election In Spring
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to encourage) and a French
roses.
Panelists will be Mrs. James largest hospitals have as many Grove Township may file with
closed "o" in jhe word "Lord." EXTENSION COUNCIL
Miss Joyce Kruse and Miss
nursing, George Car- as 200 different job classifica- Clerk Olal Sta-ven until Feb. II.
Fleming seemed to be so PRESTON, Minn. — The first Dorothy Kruse attended their Rowan,
roll,
pharmacy
and Earl Hag- tions and the entire health field The three-year term of Thomas
enamored with the tones his meeting of the 1969 ;FJllmore sister as maid of honor and berg, administrption;
Tay- offers opportunities to people Moen, supervisor, and the twochoir produced that he was re- County extension home, council bridesmaid respectively. They lor, physical therapyJack
and
K. with a wide health care field
terms of Maynard Brevig,
a
vowel
luctant to interrupt
will be held Tuesday at 1:30 were' gowned identically in Herbert Eunze, X-ray technol- offering over 700 job possibili- year
treasurer, and Odin Grorrvold,
sound for a good "s," a "t."- p.m. in the courthouse court- royal Blue brocaded dresses ogy; and Mrs. L. L. Korda, ties. ¦
or even a final "k" in a fortis- room. Officers will be elected with matching headpieces and dietetics, William Baechler, lab- "Health careers offer oppor- constable, are expiring.
simo "Awake!".
and Mrs. -Geraldine Daley, they carried' white carnations. oratory technology and Miss
to people with a wide LAKE CITY SKATING PARTY
The group sang remarkably home agent, will conduct a."pro- Mrs. Paul Krzebletke was her Joan Black, medical records. tunities
range
of
interests and skills. LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
in tune; chords progressed gram planning discussion. Two sister's personal attendant.
Moderators will be the Mmes. The person trained in a health — The junior teens of St.
cleanly and harmonies were films on cancer detection will Julie Skadsem, La Crescent, John Breitlow, health careers career can find employment John's Lutheran Church will
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
*
was flower girl. She -was dress- committee chairman; F r e d wherever he lives and will find have a roller skating party 0
clear in even the most chroma- be shown.
©
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ed similar to the bride and Naas Jr., co-chairman; George job satisfaction from working Thursday evening at the Wan- 0
3
carried a bouquet matching the Joyce and Robert Doerer, com- with a team of people dedicat- amingo skating rink. The bus
attendants* flowers. Calvin mittee members.
ed to the service of others." will leave the church at 6 ;S0.
Knebietke, Caledonia, was
ring bearer.
Roger Pohlman; New Albin,
Iowa, was, best man and Dean Freezing Fine
Skadsem, La Crescent, was
his brother's groomsman. Har- For Fish When
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ever, another satisfactory methThe chuple will reside in Ro- od is to freeze the fish on
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day.
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take more room in the freezer.
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storage temperature of —10 deic Sensible Price*
grees Fahrenheit Is still better.
ir Larfli Selection
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at zero degrees Fahrenheit or
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Workmanship er
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When you are ready to use
the fish, defrost it completely
or partially in the original
Hwy. IT, MJnnetota City
wrapping material. If the fish
Phone: B-3103 (Winona)
is only partially defrosted, allow additional cooking time. If
Open 8 a.m. p.m.
you like your fish breaded, it
Lyle & Jonnn Zlegeweld.
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completely ; otherwise bread or
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competition, it will drive credit
rates down," predicted Kirchner, a Richfield banker . He
said, in effect, anyone of good
character could go into the lending business.
The bill is tailored after the
GET YOUR LUCKY NUMBER FREE! 1-5,000 STAMP WINN ER
uniform consumer credit code
compiled nationally by the na- PLUS 15 1,000 STAMP WINNERS WEEKLY!
tional conference of commissioners on uniform state laws.
It also is along lines of the
federal Consumer Credit Protection Act , also known as the
"Truth - in - Lending Act."
Sen. Robert V. Leiseth, Detroit
Lakes, another sponsor of the
Senate measure, told reporter
:
that the federal act is to apply
-i :' . . . ' ;' * , • . . . • ' . ¦¦ ' , : ' ' ". "- . ¦ ' , ' • '
000
STAMPS
5,
—
at mid-year unless state legislaMEATY
FRESH 1EAN—590
tion is enacted.
15 OTHER WINNING NOS.
A third sponsor was Sen. John
¦imifV lf
T. Davies, Minneapolis, who
served on a Senate Commerce
¦
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subcommittee which drew up
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10,980 the bulky proposal .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,790
^
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70326
71397
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45,089
38,601
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At present, state usury stat70379
71426
71950
42,977
37,492
aggregate of taxes on the 1958 Maxville
_
M
U
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30,521 '
Milton
25,500 utes limit banks to 8 per cent
rolls of Buffalo County is $2,- Wodcna
47,669
40,314
interest
on
loans
but
there
is
,
49,275
Mondovl T. ............ 59,178
WHITEHALL? Wis. — Home- 467,183, an increase of $267,511 Monfant
53,216 . 0,885 no such limit on savings and
Naples
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.,
53.396
46,865
loan associations, credit unions
stead tax relief clinics ha-ve over the 1967 aggregate of $2,- Nelson
88,056 .
77,529
WaumandM
71.334
62,958 and other lending institutions.
been announced for Buffalo and 199,671.
Cochrane
40,015
35^459 Customary charges are
$6 per
70,019
Trempealeau counties by the The total of general taxes on Alma Clly . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86,374
SAV
BuffaloClty
.;..., 50,210
41,109 $100 on a new car loan through
53,572 a bank; $8 through
Western Dairyland Economic the rolls this year is $2,458,120 Fountain Cily ......:... 53,624
car
deala
Opportunity Council.
compared with $2,192,845 last Mondovi Cily ; . . . . . . . , 181,579 151,2(0 er and industrial loan company,
Persons who believe they are year. ¦ . .'
Totals
. . . . . „ . . ..$U4i,5I5 $1,1M,44I and no limit on a dealer's
eligible may call at the follow- State taxes on property are
The aggregate of all levies charge for other consumer
ing places and hours.
goods. Car dealers could add up
Feb. 4 — Gaiesville city hall, $13,346 —- higher than last raised by the municipalities for to $16 per $100 per year on a
their
own
purposes
is
$17,886.88
'
ALL BEEF GUARANTEED TENDER
I
8 a.m., to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. year's $12,766.
used car sale.
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Feb. 5 — Arcadia city hall 9 County taxes are $688,002, up higher this year than last, al- The basic maximum interest
though
towns
of
Canton
,
Cross,
a m . to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. from last year's $639,272.
rate in the code is 18 per cent.
Alma city hall 1 to 4 p.m. Town, city and village taxes Dover, Gilmanton, Maxville, But it could go to 36 per cent
Waumandee at the bank, 9 a.m. total $413,245, an increase from Modena , Mondovi and Naples per year on unpaid balances up
lowered their levies.
to noon.
to $300, 21 per cent from $300 to
$395,358 on the * ' tax- , roll ' last ,
The following table compares $1,000 and 15 per cent over $1,
city
Feb. 6 — Independence
year. .
hail, 9 to noon and 1 to 4?
The total of local school tax- the local tax rolls of this year 000. The composite actual rate
CUT—WRAPPED—FROZEN FREE
Feb. 11 — Nelson community es went up from $1,145,448 on and last:
under those graduated scales
GUARANTEED TENDER!
hall, 9 to noon, and Gilmanton the rolls last year to $1,343,535 Municipality
1M»
1WI
would level off at 18 per cent.
Alma
T.
19,294
$
15,647
....,..$¦
town half, 1 to 4.
this year,
12,569
11,056
The proposed credit code proFeb. 13 — Cochrane village The aggregate tax rolls com- Bclvldert
Buffalo
3,939
3 ,901
Canton . . . . : . .
11,790
15,988 hibits a seller from both reposhall, 9 to noon.
pare as follows:
Cross
17,668 sessing goods and claiming the
..... 17,554
Feb. 18 — Fountain City hall,
Dover
29,647
39,113
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1M»
lf«»
l. tO §YY. : ' ' .
15,877
15,922 unpaid cash balance on sales of
Alma T.
. , . . . . $ . 8 2 3 0 8 $ 76,621 Gilmanton
46,27*
37,479 less then $1,000.
88,078 Glencoe
100,147
Feb. 19, Trempealeau village Belvidere
2,928
2,644
81,847 Lincoln
Bultfllo
.'¦ 95.296
In contract sales, the buyer
hall, 9 to noon and 1 to 4.
Maxville
8,817
8,820
.2J5
79
Canton
83.401
5,795 . 5,228 could go to the loan firm in case
7?,8?1 Milton
Persons may be eligible for Cross .. ........... 87,831
¦
16,516
101,824
105,114 Modena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,715
Dover
'PORK
of product default , rather than
a refund if they were 65 or Gilmanton
2,522
4,958
113,213 . 103.348 Mondovl T.
19,754
18,880 trying to get justi ce through the
123,168 Montana
146,879
over Jan. 1, 1968; their income Glencoe
18,24? . 18.472 original seller who might shrug,
69,447
61,40-1 Saples
Lincoln .
was under $3,500 last year; if Maxvllla
27,938
24,188
66,330 Nelson
74,136
22,402
15,006 him off.
they lived in Wisconsin all last Milton
45,519 Waumandee
51,990
Cochrane
14,15*
9,981
80,502
84,312
The summary of the national
year; paid rent or owned a Modena ................
12,901
lt,«0
84,950 Alma Clty
Mondovl T. ............ 95,504
837
600 code after which the bill is pathome in 1958, or are now receiv- Montana
90,362 BuffaloCltv
... 104.611
....;..,.. 32,027 , 30,004 terned states that interest rates
VS.478. Fountain City
108,100
ing county old age assistance, Naples 7.
72,014
160,798
141,400 Mondovi City ............ 76,248
Nelson
are based on the premise that
aid to the blind or totally and Waumandes ........... 134,492 116,337
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Totals ...............* 41 3,24I «»5,MI
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"economic forces of free enter64,964
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permanently disabled.
118,761
Special
assessments
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prise
and
suppl
y
and
demand
Such personse must file for BuffaloClty ........... 78,745
65,453
the tax roll totaled $6,583. They should set rates through im112,283
121,896
refunds before April 15.
Founlain City
318,346 were $159 in Canton; $2,195, Nel- proved competition within maxi.......... 358,210
Mondovi
City
bring
social
When applying,
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security number, exact informa- ¦ '. Totals .......,...J2.«7,U1 »M».«7|.. son; $153, Cochrane; $249, Buf- mum ceilings . . ."
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City
;
Fountain
City,
$1,057,
It adds: "High maximums
tion on income including social
permit more persons to obtain
security payments and interest, Taxes levied by local school and $2,767, Mondovi.
and 1968 real estate tax bill or districts plus the new vocation- Delinquent utility charges credit from legitimate sources ;
Information on rent paid in 1968. al school taxes, increased the placed on the roll totaled $208 in low maximums decrease the
Persons in doubt as to eli- total $198,077 from last year. Fountain City and §598 in Mon- number of persons who may ob' - ?'
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tain credit. "
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gibility are invited to call at This doesn't include $30,000 in- dovi.
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one of the centers and find out. cluded in the county levy as Woodland taxes totaled $416, Gov. Harold LeVander said
Buffalo
in
Compari,
Cross,
Dover,
Gilschools.
county aid to
through aides that he supports
300
sons of .total school district lev- manton , Glencoe, Lincoln, Max- the bill in principle but could
39(f
ville,
Modena,
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this
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Wabasha Co. ARC
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vi, Montana , Naples, Town of part of it since he hasn't seen
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Drive;
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Municipality
.............. * 41,709 t .40,618 crop taxes on the rolls totaled
LeVander said the attorney
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KELLOGG, Minn. — Gus Canton
39,815 coe, Lincoln, Maxville, Modena , ing a summary and he expects
46,440
46,390 ' 3?,690 Town
of Mondovi, Montana , to have that background by the
Timm, Kellogg, will head the Cross
43,867
48,679
membership drive in Febru- Dover
57,778 Naples, and Nelson. Both are time he sends his message on
65,462
Gilmanton
303 size
Tumblers 2/29c or 83c ea.
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at special lower rates because consumer protection to the legary of the Wabasha County Asof special treatment of wood- islature.
sociation for Retarded Children,
lands.
The appointment was an- Mrs. Onassis Plans
The governor added he was
Grain taxes were $150 and pleased that the bill was offered
nounced by Harlan Schroeder, Long Stay in Athens
all levied in Cochrane.
association p r e s i d e n t , who
this early in the session so it
stressed this will be a drive ATHENS, Greece (AP) - There are beekeepers in Town could get adequate committee
for new members and not a Jacqueline Onassis plans an in- A l m a , Buffalo, Belvidere , hearings.
fund drive.
' definite stay in the Greek cap i- Cross, Dover, Lincoln, Glencoe,
Milton , Modena, Town of MonMembers will be enlisted tal , reliable sources say.
from business, industry, civic Mrs. Onassis arrived here dovi , Montana , Naples, Nelson,
groups and the professions as Monday aboard a yacht from Waumandee and City of Mondoy p
well as from among parents of her husband's private island of vi assessed at total of $209 in
2/490
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the second nine weeks at Lin- A committee to set up the public health nursing super- save my job."
SUPER
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Stark,
whose
John
protest
was
coln High School, Alma Center,
visor. They were named by
were: Seniors — Lynette Ander- proposed personnel policy for Mrs . Kenneth Poblocki , Winona , reported last month , had support from across the country.
the
Winona
County
public
son, Sue Grupe and Marilyn
chairman.
Some
congressmen had asked
Scholze; juniors—Phyllis Bou- health nursing service and a
the Post Office Department for
THE
ENTIRE
committee
and
Jane
cher, Susan Janke
salary schedule was named at
clemency.
Prindle; sophomores—Judy Call a meeting of the Winona Coun- asked the two county commis- But the mailman, a 10-year
and Mary Laverty; freshmen- ty Public Health Nursing Com- sioners who also serve on the veteran , said he has been notinursing committee why nurses
Diane Knuzelman and Theron mittee Monday night.
fied that his appeal from acting
Prindle, and eighth graders — Committee members are were overlooked in the cost of Postmaster James R. Graves '
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mended a 5 percent increase
for two nurses , which was also "time to look for a job "-but,
"I'm convinced that President
rejected by the board .
Commissioners Paul Baer Nixon couldn't save my job, so
and James Papenfuss declined it's just a matter of accepting
to answer and advised Miss the facts."
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a home health agency later this
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collaborated in drafting the
proposed code, gave the measure his unqualified backing.
Among other things, the bill:
—Protects a delinquent debtor
from garnishment of his wages
up to 40 times the federal minimum wage. For example, at
$1.60 an hour for a 40-hour
week, the first $64 would be untouchable. However, in case of
mortgages, the . garnishment
could not be applied to amounts
under $1,000.
—Provides that the dollar
Atty. Gen. Douglas Head, who amount of c r e d i t service

-ST. PAUL (AP/ - A bill
making sweeping changes in
Minnesota's consumer credit
code winch backers say would
give the buyer a better idea of
installment plan costs was introduced in the Minnesota Senate
Monday.
The bill's chief sponsor, Sen,
William Kirchner of Richfield,
said the measure is aimed at a
balance to give both the consumer and the creditor protection.

charges and other fees be
spelled out in a conUact.
—Requires a three-day period
in which a buyer could cancel
his contract with a door-to-door
salesman.
—Limits the maximum interest on revolving charge accounts to 2 per cent per month
up to $5O0 and 1% per cent over
$500?
—Frees lending institutions on
maximum loans and other restrictions in hopes of promoting
"freedom of entry " and more
competition. "By allowing open
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The Dally Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hourai Medical and surgical
patlsnts: J to 4 and 1 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children vndar 12.)
Matsmlly patients) 1 to J:30 and 1 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.J

Winona Deaths
Mrs. Grace Robinspn
' Mrs. Grace Robinson, 67,
Berkeley, Calif. , a former Winona resident, died Monday at
a Walnut Creek (Calif.) hospital, She had suffered a heart
condition 10 days ago.
The former Grace Woods, she
was born here Jan. 23, 1902, to
Charles and Louisa Woods and
was married to M. Arthur Robinson in Honolulu in 1928. She
spent most of her lifetime in
Honolulu and California.
Survivors are: One son, Arthur, Orinda, Calif.; two grandchildren; one brother, Ed A.
Woods, Winona, and three sisters, Mrs. Vincent (Josephine)
Modjeski, Mrs. Anton (Frances)
Paskiewicz and Mrs. Frank
(Louise) Mlynczak, Winona.
Her husband has died.
Funeral and burial services
will be in California.

JANUARY 28,' 1969

Two-State
Deaths
¦

Seaford College
Californians Asks
Light Caused
License to
Determinedto Operate Bar
By Russian
Rebuild Homes
Spaceship

GIVING ANALYZED

DeBo/f Nairied
ChestPresident

PETWORTH, England <AP)
— Seaford College, a toys'
school operated by a Church of
England clergyman, is applying
for a license to operate a bar.
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mr. The headmaster,, the Rev, CHICAGO (AP) — The brUand Mrs. William Sugden Charles Johnson, said the stu- liant flash of light seen by resiwalked into their $70,000 home dents would be able to buy beer dents in a four-state area Suninv the flood-swept suburb of and wine "but not spirits."
day was a piece of Russian Dr. M. L. DeBolt, who served • Employe average giving:
Glendora. The floor of the "Obviously there will have to space hardware burning up as as campaign chairman of the Less than $2 average—5 firms;
ranch-style stucco house was be a limit to the amount they it struck the atmosphere over
$2 to $5 average—27 firms; $5
covered with two feet of mud, are allowed to consume," he Chicago, an Air Force spokes- 1968-69 Winona Community to $10 average—26 firms, and
Chest fund drive, was elected over $10 average—13 firms.
man said Monday.
the furniture was soggy and be- added.
yond repair, shelves were cov- Other members of the staff Brig. Gen. Martin Menter said president at the group's annual The highest employe averered with slime.
said the students would benefit the object was a rocket used to meeting Monday evening at the age giving; Winona State Col*
"My wife and I built every bit by learning how to run a bar launch a Russian communica- YMCA. John Woodwortti is out- lege, $22.62; Public Schools,
tions satellite, Moliya, some two going president.
of this house ourselves 12 years and how to behave in one.
$20.03; Winona TV Signal,
years ago.
ago and we will rebuild it our*'
Robert Lembkey replaces $17.50; St. Mary's College,
Gen. Menter, command judge David Sauer as vice president, $17.17; Nelson Tire Service,
selves," said Sugden, a superadvocate of tbe Space Defense and Ralph Petz replaces Her- Inc., $15, and Northern States
vising engineer at Lockheed
Command located near Colorado bert Hassinger as treasurer.
,
Aircraft.
Power Co., $14.*67.
Springs, said the returning hard- Re-elected were Mrs. A. M. The average per subscriber
Sugden'i determination was
ware was identified 30 minutes Goergen, secretary;
Mrs. for Winona VIBS $21.37.
typical of other California
before its entry by the North Dorothy Gallien, executive sec- Woodworth, outgoing presihouseholders as they surveyed
America Air Defense Command. retary, and Ferris C. Booth, co- dent, expressed thanks to the
the damage done to their proSky watchers in Illinois, Iowa, ordinator. New directors at givers, the budget committee,
perty by mud, water and debris.
Wisconsin and Michigan report- large on tbe executive commit- headed by Gerald Timm; board
There were 91 known deaths
ed seeing the brilliant glowing tee are Mrs. Fred Burmeister members; executive commitin nine days of heavy rains. Sevobject at 12:50 a.m. Sunday in and David Sauer. Woodworth ali tee ; Herbert Hassinger, treas*
en other persons were missing
the midwest skies. Some reand presumed dead, in mud- MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Minne- ported a sound similar to a so will serve on the executive urer; Mrs. Dorothy Gallien,
committee.
executive secretary; Mrs. A.
slides and flooded rivers.
sotans are suckers for worthy sonic boom accompanied the
M. Goergen, secretary; the
Damage was estimated at $35 causes, and some not so worthy, flash.
NEW directors at large on the campaign people, led by Dr.
million by Gov. Ronald Reagan but there are indications they're Some reported to have seen Winona Community Chest board
M. DeBolt campaign chairman,
before he set out today on a pri- starting to get tired of it all.
landing spaceships and others for three-year terms are Leon- who "did such a splendid job
vate airplane tour of the flood- The saturation point is near, said flaming objects fell a short ard Loppnow, James Frankard,
in last . fall's campaign," and
stricken areas. The estimate concluded ah annual report on distance from them.
F. E. Utecht, L. A. Haugen, the director, Ferris Booth,
was expected to go millions of charities released here by the Menter said there are 1,536 Ralph Petz and Wayne Kirk. The
dollars higher.
Minnesota Community Research objects in orbit around the following will serve one-year
Families with brooms and Council, Inc.
earth. Some 353 of these are terms: Mayor Norman E. Indall
hand shovels trudged up hillside
payloads, including 274 that be- and James N. Doyle.
streets to their mud-caked The? report, pointing to high long to the United States. The Re-elected directors at large
homes. Strewn in their paths cost bf fund-raising and admin- Russians are responsible for were Robert Lembkey, Dr. M; L.
were boulders rolled like peb- istering the solicitations, urged 67 payloads. The remaining ob- DeBolt, Ben Miller, Robert C.
bles from the several California more selectivity in dealing with jects, Menter said, are des- Olson, Norman Schellhas, the
Mrs. Clarence Brotzman mountain ranges paralleling the "the multiplicity of solicita- cribed as "space junk," which Rev. A . TJ. Deye, Everett Mueltions." Also recommended were consist of spent boosters, covALMA, Wis. (Special) — Fu- Pacific Ocean.
ler, David Sauer, Mrs. Fred
neral services for Mrs. Clar- State officials said nearly strict, standard accounting pro- erings, and other useless items. Burmeister and Herbert Schlaence Brotzman, 6*6, were 9,000 Californians were evacuat- cedures so donors would know
dinski.
conducted last Tuesday at a ed from their homes in similar exactly what chunk of then* doJames Doyle was named genfuneral home at Galena, HI. circumstances.
nations actually go to charity. EMK Reports Brother eral chairman for the 1989-70
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
Burial was in Greenwood Ceme- Nearly 1,000 persons were iso- 1 United Fund operations reWas Making Only Try fund campaign.
M» — The Rev. Ian Paisley,
tery.
lated because of washouts, land- ceived high remarks in the reThe treasurer's report showed
The Alma native died of a slides and wrecked bridges port. So-called charitable bingo WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. a balance of $60,731 on hand Northern Ireland's militant Proheart attack Jan. 18 while con- throughout the state. Helicop- operations were criticized for Edward M. Kennedy says his for Jan. 1, 1969, compared with testant leader, challenged the
government to put him behind
valescing at home following ters, flying under bright sun, having "the sorriest record in late brother, Robert F. Kennetwo weeks of hospitalization came to the aid of the sick and terms of percentage going to the dy, had decided to make only $52,700 for the same time last bars today and said he refuses
year. The 1969 receipts are "to bow the knee" to Prime
with pneumonia which develop- the elderly.
•cause."
one try for the presidency.
$63,295 and unpail pledges, $91,- Minister Terence O'Neill.
ed after she had contracted the
MCRC said there were 14 orPaisley said he had decided
'
The floods brought promises ganizations reporting an esti- The Massachusetts senator 382.
Hong Kong flu?
said in an interview Monday
against appealing a three-month
She was born Jan. 11, 1903, of emergency credit and other mated $880,000 in bingo receipts that if bis late brother had lost
GOAL for the 1968-69 camto Herman and Ellen Landis aid including the distribution of for 1967,7 with less than 2 per his 1958 bid for the White House paign was $147,000. At the close jail sentence imposed on him
Mengelt and was married here government food commodities cent going for charitable pur- "he said he would just go back of the campaign $151,719, which Monday i|6r unlawful assembly.
The same decision was an*
from the U.S. Agriculture De- poses.
Aug. 25, 1922.
is 103 percent of the goal, was nounced by Maj. Ronald Buntto
the
Senate
and
not
run
Survivors are: Her husband; partment. More than 2,800 Pa- The Disabled American Vet- again."
raised. Since then, additional ing, commandant of a militant
three sons, Lloyd, Whitewater, cific Gas and Electric Co. re- erans was said to have helped
amounts on incomplete returns organization known as the Loyal
pairmen
worked
Monday
to
reWis.; and Glenn and Marvin,
TAP PROPOSAL
promote
and voluntary subscriptions Citizens of Ulster, who was sen"foreign"
charities
Galena; three daughters, Mrs. store normal service to the through sale of its mailing lists. ST. PAUL (AP) — A proposed have been received.
tenced jointly with Paisley in
Dubuque,
state.
Johns,
James (Lois)
The
DAV
"shows
Each
main
division
exceeded
an
income
constitutional
amendment
to
Armagh.
Iowa; Mrs. Donald (Betty) Work crews lifted mud and. of $152,670
from rental of its con- abolish personal property taxes its goal: Task force goal, $109,- "If Prime Minister O'Neill
Stock, Galena, and Mrs. James debris from the state's major
¦(Audrey) Bennett , Shullsburg, roads and railways. Limited tributor list to other organiza- and limit real estate taxes to 3 400; achievement, $115,447; thinks we are going to appeal in
classified,
that he might not DO emWis.; 40 grandchildren; four traffic began to move again on tions during 1967," the report per cent of market value was cial gifts, $27,000, $27,114; spe- order
barrassed, he can think again,"
$8,000,
and
$8,313
said.
"In
addition
to
renting
out
introduced
Monday
by
Rep.
great-grandchildreni;
one
sisPacific
Coast
highway,
the
a
¦
Paisley and Bunting said in a
its own list, the DAV spent $52,- Dwight Swanstrom, Duluth. If residential, $2,600, $2,719.
ter,' - ,Mrs. Floyd Harrison, major north-south artery.
joint
Alma', and one brother, Walter, Health officials warned many 378 renting lists from cutside approved by the legislature, it De Bolt said the total amount . Thestatement.
two men were sentenced
requested
by
all
agencies
last
sources."
would
go
before
voters
in
1970.
Mondovi.
California residents to boil all
for marshalling opposition to
summer
when
these
budgets
tap water. In areas ol many citwere reviewed was for $ire,- one of the many civil rights
Roxanne Oseth
¦
¦
WW
—" "*•—- ¦¦""¦nr'-^TrrnrTrrfT iLiiiiiTntiii »
i WKw^ r FF ^
*""
ies, raw sewage was afloat in
marches in which the Roman
400.
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) the
streets. Sewage disposal
VITAL statistics of the most Catholic minority has been pro— Funeral cervices for Roxout in sevtesting that it is discriminated
recent campaign:
anne Oseth, one month, were plants were knocked
eral
communities.
There are 10,000 register- against. Protestant militants
held Friday la La Crosse, the
•
Rev. Paul Roe officiating. Looters were reported on the
ed full-time prospects. 7,290 contend that O'Neill is making
Burial was in Oak Grove Cem- loose in several isolated areas. j ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ • ¦
gave
, 2,710 did not give; or 73 too many concessions to the
¦
•
V
• ¦¦
A cumber of schools were
„:7_ V
..___
:' . " I percent gave, 27 percent did Catholics, while the Catholics
v.
etery, La Crosse,
She died Wednesday In a La closed because of damage and
not. Last year 75 percent gave, say he is not going far enough.
impassable roads.
Four of O'Neill's Cabinet
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This
return I received in the 25 percent did not.
Crosse hospital.
members
have broken with him
column 0} questions most
mall is wrong. What should
She was born Dec. 17, 1968,
• 24 large firms had 100
I do?
frequently asked by toapaj/in La1 Crosse, to Mr. and Mrs.
percent participation—last year and resigned. He faces a crucial
vote of confidence in the provinert on federal income tax
Roger Oseth.
13 did.
A—Draw
a
line
through
the
cial
Parliament Wednesday. If
matters
with
authortf
offae
Survivors are: Her parents;
• 35 large firms gave the
have to quit,
answers is provided by the incorrect part and put in the same as last year (in 15 of he loses, he may
paternal grandmother, Mrs.
. *¦
office of the district director proper information. Return the these firms there has been no
Louise Oseth, Caledonia;, maReport- Lee Remick
ternal grandmother, Mrs. James
oi internal revenue, St. corrected label with your return change in eight years.)
when you file so that your rePaul.)
Krien, La Crosse, and maternal
• 8 large firms gave from Divorced 3 Months
turn will be properly identified
grandfather, Arnold Kroacfe,
$5 to $250 less than last year.
NEW YORK (AP) - Actress
Q—If
I
file
for
a
refund
and
the
needed
correction
can
Kenosha.
• 21 large firms gave from Lee Remick has been divorced
of taxes withheld on a sum- be made on your tax account.
$9 to $1,000 more than last from her husband since NovemJohn M. Stiever
NAHA, Okinawa (AP) - Lt. mer Job , will my parents
ber, her attorney says.
Q—Why was color used year.
WABASHA, Minn. (Special) Gen. James Lamport was in- lose their exemption for
• Total employe and firm The blonde actress went to
on the 1040 tax form I re-John M. Stiever, 77, former stalled today as U.S. high com- me? I'm a college student
giving—25 gave less than last Juarez, Mexico Nov. 23 to obceived.
Wabasha City treasurer, died missioner of Okinawa and the and not married.
year ( from $6 to $320 less).
tain the divorce from director
of a stroke at 2:30 a.m. today other Ryukyu Islands and
A—Color is used to draw atA—Your
parents
will
not
lose
• Total employe and firm giv- William Colleran. Miss Remick.
at St. Elizabeth Hospital. He immediately plunged into contention to the lines on the tax
was admitted to the ^hospital sultations with local officials on you as an exemption, so long as form that give people the most ing—42 gave from $10 to $2,- 33, married Colleran in 11)57 and
they
furnished
009 more than last year.
they have two children, .;
over
half
your
Monday night.
the i n c r e a si n g resentment
trouble. It is hoped''that the
He was born April 4, 1891, at against the U.S. military bases support. The same exemption number of errors made .on tax
can be claimed on two returns,
Pierre S.D., to Mr. and Mrs. ra Okinawa.
returns will thereby be reduced.
Andrew Stiever and came to Lamport promised in a televi- yours and your parents'.
Last year, one of every nine
Wabasha as an infant with his sion address he would strive for
Q—What insurance premi- income tax returns filed conparents. He attended St. Felix two goals—improving the wel- ums are deductible as a
tained an error that slowed prograde and high school and the fare and living standards of the medical expense?
cessing. If the taxpayer was
Winona Business College. He Ryukyuns and maintaining the
expecting a refund, it was deA—Premiums
paid
for
poliwas employed at the former U.S. military role to guard noncies providing medical care nre layed until the error could be
First National Bank of Waba- communist. Asia.
sha and was a partner with his He met with Chobyo Yara, deductible as a medical expense corrected.
brother in the Wabasha Mer- chief executive for the Ryukyus, for taxpayers who itemize. No
Q—Do you have to report
cantile Co. several years. He prior to Yara's departure for deduction can be taken for life as income insurance cominsurance
premiums
or for pensation for Injuries rewos employed as bookkeeper Tokyo to confer with Japanese
for the J. G. Dill Co. here from officials on a mass protest those paid to provide weekly ceived in an auto accident?
1932 to 1954, when he retired. strike scheduled Feb. 4 in the benefits in case of disability.
Remember that medical in- A—No, damages for injuries
He served with the U. S. In- islands.
fantry in France in World War U.S. B52 bombers used In surance premiums should be suffered in an accident are tax
I. He was a charter member Vietnam are based at Okinawa. handled differently than other free.
of American Legion Post 50 and The islanders are demanding medical expenses. Most mediQ—I mailed a check to a
a member of the Minneapolis removal of the B52s, a halt to cal expenses need to be reducchapter, Disabled American visits by nuclear-powered U.S. ed by 3 percent of the taxpay- charity in December bnt It
Veterans, and the Knights of submarines and withdrawal of a er's gross income before they was not cashed until this
January. Does this mean I
Columbus. He vtaa city treasur- labor ordinance proposed by the can be deducted.
er from 1934 to 1934 and treas- United States. The ordinance For medical insurance premi- can't deduct It on my 1968
urer of the KCs and St. Felix Smrantees better working con- ums, however, one-half of this return?
parish many years. He married tions for Okinawans employed cost up to a maximum of $150 A—You may take the deducVera McClarney at St. Felix by tbe U.S. military, but it pro- may be deducted without re- tion In the year you wrote and
Church in 1020.
gard to the 3 percent rule. The
hibits them from striking.
Take command with a Payment-Ease
Survivors are: His wife; two Lampert succeeds Lt. Gen. excess is then subject to the 3 moiled the check. This means
that a check dated by you in
sons, Robert, St. Paul, and Ferdinand T. Ungcr , who is now percent rule.
December, 1968 , can be deducFrancis, Pierre; two daughters, stationed in Washington.
Q—The
ted on your 1968 return.
label
on
the
tax
Margaret and Mrs. Robert
(Helen) Schones, Minneapolis;
one grandson, and two sisters , Twas Only
Mrs. Leonard (Anna) McDonald and Kate, Wabasha. Two Being Used to
Pay credit and charge card balances with one
brothers have died.
loan from us. Have just one sensible monthly p ayMeats
Barbeque
Funeral services will be
ment you can ha ndle. Call us and we 'll tell you
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at St.
)
how much we can reduce your monthly payments.
Felix Church, the Rev. John NAPLES, Italy (AP - "Fire,
consulate,"
fire
at
the
American
Daly officiating. Burial will be
in St, Felix Cemetery. Mem- a frantic Neapolitan said ln a
TAKE COMMAND
bers of the American Legion telephone coll to the fire department.
apply for a loan from
will be pallbearers and will
F i r e f i g h t e r s , with their
conduct graveside rites.
WINOMA
JR.
HIGH
AUDITORIUM
Friends may call at Abott- trucks' sirens walling, rushed to
8:00 P.M.
Wlse Funeral Home after 2 tho scene Sunday night.
p.m. Wednesday. Tho National Consul General Homer M.
Council of Catholic Foresters Byington Jr. came out to meet
Topic: "Are Parochial Schools Worth It?"
will say the Rosary at 7:?0 them.
Byington said tlicre was no
— FREE ADMISSION —
E.m. and tho parish Rosary will fire unless the firemen, wanted
a at 8.
MINNESOTA LOAN & TH RIFT
to count the big, carbon-fed
Sponsored By
Tlie first commencement at flames that cooks used for an
Hi Walnur Street
Winona
•
Citizens For Educational Freedom
the University of Missouri was indoor barbeque By ington hostFOR PHONB LOAN SERVICQ DIAL 8-2976
held in 1843 with two graduates. ed.
.

"
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John A. Johnson
RUSHFORD, Minn? - John
A. Johnson, 95, Pyallup^ Wash.;
a former resident here, died
there Tuesday morning at a
Lutheran home where he had
been a resident about seven
years.
A retired butcher, he was
born at Rushford April 11, 1873,
to Ole and Mary Johnson and
married Caroline Honsey here.
He also lived in Dakota and
moved to Washington about 32
years ago. His wife has died.
Survivors are: Three daughters, Mrs. Homas (Cora) Nisbit, Stockton; Mrs. Conrad (Etta) Myhre, Nome, N.D., and
Mrs. Arnold (Bertine ) Egge,
Sumner, Wash.; five sons, Clarence, Port Orchard, Wash.; Arthur, Tacoma, Wash.; Robert,
Enumclaw, Wash.; Lloyd, Buckley, Wash., and Leonard, Lisbon, N.D., and one stepson,
George, Deer Creek, Minn.
Winona Funerals
Funeral service* were held
Otto P. Pietsch
Friday in Pyallup. Burial was
Funeral services for Otto P. in a Buckley cemetery.
Piets'ch,' 815 W. sth St., will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Cen- Mrs. Rosemary Becker
_ Futral Lutheran Church, the Rev. ST: CHARLES, Minn?
G. H. Huggenvik officiating. neral services for Mrs. RoseBurial will be in Woodlawn mary Becker, St. Charles, will
be held at 10:30 a.m. WednesCeinetery?
Friends may call at Fawcett day at Fawcett Funeral Home,
Funeral Home this evening Winona, the Rev. A. U. Deye,
from 7 to 9 and at the church St. Martin's Lutheran Church,
Wednesday after 1 p.m. A de- officiating. Burial will be in
votional service will be held at Woodlawn Cemetery.
the funeral home this evening Friends may call at the fuat 8:45?
neral home today from 7 to 8.

MONDAY
ADMISSIONS
* Anthony Masepohl, 722% W.
King St.
Gergory Eichman, Trempealeau, Wis.
Romea Dienger, 655 Grand
St.
Kevin Mulyck, 857 E. Sanborn St.
Scott Lande, Dakota, Minn?
Paid Lande, Dakota, Minn.
Harold Anderson, Lewiston,
Minn.
Mra. Denmore Appel, Cochrane, Wis.
Mrs. Leonard Helgemoe, 321
McBride St.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Lawrencee Gilhooly, 626
Westdale St.
Miss Naomi Frick, 417 Lucas
Hall.
Baby Boy Kurth, St. Charles,
Minn.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rawen, Fountain City, Wis.
Mrs, Wayne Hunger and
baby, Trempealeau, Wis.
Anthony Masepohl, 722% W.
King St.
Mrs. Jacob Schlink and baby,
Rollingstone, Minn.
Mrs. Henry Neumann and
baby, Altura, Minn?
Randy Beyers, 126 W. Wabasha St. :?:
¦ ¦
Mrs. Cletus Burbach, 86 Otis
St. .
Two-State Funerals
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard BruMrs. Galena Rygh
ley, Winona Rt. 3, a son.
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —Hall
Mr. and Mrs? William
Funeral services for Mrs. GeJr., Winona Rt. 3, a daughter. lena Rygh , 86/ were held today
at Trempealeau Valley LutherBIRTHS ELSEWHERE
an Church, the Rev. Vera Barlow
officiating. Burial was in
1 MARSHALLTOWN, Iowa the church cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Dungy, a Pallbearers w e r e
Orville
son Saturday. Mrs? Dungy is Knutson and John
Petersburg
the former Nancy Schwanke. of Blair and Gordon Simonson,
granddaughter of.Mr. and Mrs. Bert Skaar, Lloyd Nehring and
William Schwanke 445 Macemon Ole Gilbertson of Taylor.
St., and Mrs. Harold Nelson, She died Saturday at Black
729% E. 4th St., Winona.
River Falls Memorial Hospital.
She was born Aug. 18, 1882,
in Brystol Township, Worth
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
County, near Lake Mills, Iowa,
Barbara Jean Welch, 466 St. to Thorbjorn and Gonild Huso.
Charles St., 5.
She was married to Hans Eygh.
Donald Wantock, 169 Me- Survivors are; Three sons,
chanic St., 4.
Fritz, San Diego, Calif., and
Sverre and Thorbjorn, Taylor;
one daughter, Mrs. Glenn E.
Weather
(Margaret)
Lee,
Portland,
Ore.;
three
grandchildren;
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS two brothers, Albert, NorthHigh Low Pr. wood, Iowa, and Theodore,
Joice, Iowa, and one sister,
Albany, clear . . . . . . 17 -5
Albuquerque, clear 62 31 .. Mrs. Edna Kaasa, Milwaukee.
husband died in 1934, one
Atlanta, rain ... .... 38 32 .. Her
sonxWagner. died in 1952, and
Bismarck, cloudy .. 18 -12 .. ' a
daughter died in infancy.
Boise, snow . . . . . . . . 39 25 .39
Boston, -clear . . . . . . . 25 7 ..
Buffalo, dear ... ... 10 1? ,..'
Municipal Court
Chicago, rain ... ... 31 28 .12
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 36 33 .07
WINONA
Trial on a charge of using obCleveland, cloudy .. 24 17 ..
Denver, cloudy ...? 46 27 .02 scene language against Mrs.
Des Moines, rain ... 26 23 .06 Lois Waletzke, 39, 825 Front St.,
Detroit, cloudy ..... 24 14 .. was continued to 9:30 a.m. Feb.
Fairbanks, clear . .. 9 2 .. 11 by Judge John D. McGill on
Fort Worth, cloudy .78 63 .. request of defendant's attorney,
Helena, cloudy . .. .. -6 -22 .07 Dennis A. Challeen. Mrs. WaHonolulu, cloudy ... 78 4
letzke was arrested at 9:23 p.m.
Indianapolis, rain . .. 35 32 .36 Jan. 19 on High Forest Street.
Jacksonville, fog ... 64 54 .. The defendant is free on $25
16 -3
Juneau, cloudy
bail. Frank Wohletz, assistant
Kansas City, rain .. 33 31 .02 city attorney, appeared for /the
Los Angeles, cloudy 58 46 ., state.
Louisville, snow ... 36 34 .43 Linus L. Stern, 20, Spring51 48 T field, Minn., entered a plea of
Memphis, rain
74 67 ... guilty to a charge of driving
Miami, clear
Milwaukee, rain .... 29 27 .10 too fast for conditions and was
Mpls.-St.P., snow .. 23 21 .24 fined $25. Jle was arrested at
New Orleans, fog ... 76 61 .01 9:45 p.m. Jan. 15 on Main
New York, clear ... 24 11 v . Street between Broadway and
Okla. City, rain ... . 71 38 T Sarnia Street.
26 12 .02 FORFEITURES:
Omaha, cloudy
Philadelphia, clear . 30 12 ..
Ronald M. Taufeu, 22, South
Phoenix, cloudy .... 68 52 .02 St. Paul, $30, speeding 70 m.p.h.
Pittsburgh, clear ... 29 21 ., in a 55 zone, 8 a.m. WednesPtlnd, Mo., clear ... 26 4 .. day, Highway 61 at Highway 43,
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 34 20 .04 arrest by the Highway Patrol.
Rapid City, snow ... 5 -3 T Robert F. Kahle, 212% E.
St. Louis, cloudy ... 34 31 .08 King St., $30, speeding 40 m.p.h.
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 35 15
in a 30 zone, 10:14 p.m. ThursSan Diego, rain .... 59 '7 .06 day, East 3rd and High Forest
San Fran., cloudy .. 49 43 ,36 streets.
27 20 .52 Ellwood G. Peterson, 811 E.
Seattle, snow
74 60 .. Mark St., $35, stop sign violaTampa, clear
Washington, clear .. 35 20 .. tion, 5:07 p.m. Saturday, East
Winnipeg, clear ... . 17 -17 .11 Wabasha and Wall streets.
(T—Trace)
PARKING IN A SNOW REMOVAL ZONE ($10 fine):
Jerry Guerink, 113 W. King
St., 2:16 a.m. Saturday, 120
Main St.
Gordon S. Tomazewski , Ivanhoe, Minn., 11:26 p.m. Friday,
West 2nd Street.
Fred R. Prudoehl, 115 W. Mill
St., 11:45 p.m. Friday, West 4th
and Main streets.
Robert C. Olson, 479 OlmUMAHIA, Biafra (AP) St., 12:15 a.m. Saturday,
stead
Biafra Monday proposed a Johnson Street.
cease-fire in the Nigerian civil Mabel Rodgers, Park Plaza,
war to be accompanied by a 5:10 a.m. Saturday, no location
halt in arms supplies to both of violation given.
aides and withdrawal of Nige- Ralph Schneiderwlnd, Huron,
rian troops from Biafran terri- S.D., 11:20 p.m. Friday, West
tory.
2nd Street.
A government spokesman In Larry D. Eckhardt, Blue
Lagos, the federal Nigerian cap- Earth, Minn., 4:30 a.m. Wedital, called the proposals "inter- nesday, West Howard and Huff
esting."
streets.
¦
In a document entitled "a
cease-flro that can work ," the
Biafran Ministry ol Information Burton Offered
said the troop withdrawal would $74,000 for Pearl
permit millions of Biafran refugees to return to their homes. It NEW YORK (AP) — Actor
¦aid an international team Richard 'Burton haa been ofpicked by both sides should su- fered $74,000 for a pear-shaped
pervise the evacuated areas aft- pearl he bought last week for
$37,000.
er the proposed withdrawal.
The d o c u me n t said any , Aaron Frosch, Burton's lawcease-fira should be followed by yer, said a man who identified
"aerious negotiations" for a per- himself as Princo Alfonso de
manent settlement but one of BourbonAslurlns told Frosch he
tht most urgent objectives wanted to give the pearl , known
ihould be active encouragement as La Peregralna, to Queen Vicof massive relief for Biafrans toria-Eugenia , former Queen of
Spain.
and Nigerian refugees.

Biafra Asks
Cease-Fire,
Arms Reduction

TUESDAY

Minnesotans
Beginning to
Wake Up

Paisley Dares
Government to
PutHiminJail

T
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Federal Income Tax
Questions and Answers I

New leader of
Okinawa Explores
U.S. Resentment

Credit Card payments
getting out of hand?

Fire

TONIGHT...

IS THE NIGHT TO HEAR

Virgil C Blum

&MD

ML&T C

No Need to Guess; Buffalo Takes Simpson
WHS Drops
Sth in Row

WSC Win String
Broken By Toms

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Winona
State College had its five-game
basketball winning streak broken Monday night by a tough St.
Thomas team, 69-61, but coach
Hon Ekker was not particularly
disturbed by the outcome.
"I don't think this will hurt
our momentum," said Ekker of
the head of steam the Warriors
have built up in Northern Intercollegiate Conference play.
•'Maybe we weren't thinking ser-

iously enough about tliis game.
This might be just what the
doctor ordered. We should learn
a lot by losing and this game
emphasized the spots where we
need the polish. "
THE "POLISH", of course, is
needed for the remaining seven
games of the NIC schedule
which include two each with
UM-Morris and St Cloud and
one with Moorhead . iTie Moor-

Vikings Eye
Long-Range
Draft Help

head game comes up Friday
night at Memorial Hall. Morris ,
Moorhead and Winona are currently tied atop the NIC with
4-1 records, while StY Cloud is
3-1. Morris and Moorhead tangle
. ' .' ¦ . . tonight.
A poor first half and St. Thomas' free throw shooting spelled
the difference in the game. The
Warriors "made mistakes we
haven't made since the start
of the season" in the first half
according to Ekker and fell behind 33-24. State pulled within
61-59 with 1:50 to play in the
game, but then Jack Blum and
Howie Frank cashed in one of
six straight free throws for the
Toms to put the game out of
reach .
"We had an excellent opportunity to come back on them,"
said Ekker, "but they went into
their . stall and hit their free
fiirows. "
In fact the Tommies, now 11-3
this season compared to Winona's 8-9, hit 27 of 33 free
shots during the game. Winona
outscored St . Thomas by 10
points from the field but had
only 15 attempts from the charity stripe, connecting en nine.
If there was a bright note
in the game it was the outside
shooting of senior co-captain
Gene Schultz. Schultz poured in
30 points for his second best
performance of the season. He
now has 54 points tn his lasj ;
two games.

PICTURESQUE APPROACH . . . Dale Douglass explodes
from a trap guarding the third green at Pebble Beach,
Calif., Monday en route to a par during the final round of
the Bing Crosby Pro-Am golf tournament. He had a onestroke lead over the field at this point but faded and George
Archer captured the tournament title. (AP Photofax)

Gustie Sextet
Nips Redmen
In Overtime

ROCHESTER, Minn. — Generally speaking, a team which
has lost four games in a row
and has only a 5-7 season record would have to play beyond
its capabilities, or at least up
to them, to have a chance to
defeat a 9-1 team.
Unfortunately for Winona
High, the Hawks played one of
their poorest games of the year
in losing to Big Nine leader
Rochester John Marshall 6249
in a game postponed by bad
road conditions last Friday.
"WE'RE definitely not a
Monday night team . At least
I know that now. Another thing
I know is that we lack aggressiveness against an aggressive team like John Marshall," said Hawk coach John
Kenney today.
In losing their fifth in a row,
the YHawks hit only 19 of 62
shots from the field for a miserable 30 percent, blew layup
after layup and committed 20
turnovers.
"We passed and handled the
ball very poorly over there,"
said Kenney. "They used a
press and zone defense about
half the game, but it didn't
bother us as much as our own
mistakes. I know we missed
at least six or seven layups."
The Hawks were in the game
for only a little over a half.
They trailed 16-13 after a quarter and then after closing to
within two at 21-19 fell behind
29-22 at intermission.

The Hawks never got closer
than 13 points after that and
trailed 60-39 midway through
the final quarter before JM
substituted.
Hanson finished with 19 points
and 6-5 Craig Jensen had 17 to
lead the Rockets who shot 50
percent in the second half after making just 11 of 30 for
37 percent in the first half.
JM fjpished with a 42 percent
shooting percentage, far below
its season average of 52 percent.

Kunz, Keyes
Next to Go
Jn Pro Draft

NEW YORK (AP)-The Buffalo Bilkyif the American Football League chose Southern California's 0. J. Simpson, an AilAmerican halfback who won the
1968 Heisman Trophy, as the
third annual combined pro football draft got under way today.
The choice of Simpson as the
No. 1 pick came as no surprise .
Simpson has indicated that he
would demand as much as a
$600,000 bonus, equaling the
SCOTT Fcatherstone was the
only Winhawk to make double highest price ever paid for a
graduating collegian. Donny Anfigures with 10.
The Hawks, now 2-6 in the derson of Texas Tech reportedly
Big Nine, host Rochester Mayo received that figure in a. longSaturday at 8 p.m. in the Sen- term contract with the Green
ior High gym.
Winoni High (49)
John Marshall (Ml Bay Packers in 1966.
fg f t p f p
. fg.ff pftp
The 10 teams of the American
Patterson M 5 5 Hinson
7 5 319
'McCown 4 0 3 8 Jensen
5 7 217 League and the 16 of the older
i
Fetherstne
1 4 2 1 0 Sens)
1 2 4 4
¦]Crplewikl M 1 ( K. Wold 2 0 1 4 National / Football League wUI
Hazelton
1 1 3 3 Still-well
o i 11
Bauer
3 0 o i Zackery
0 1 2 1 choose 442 college seniors durMueller
2 1 0 5 Hollander 5 2 312
.
Ferguson 1 0 2 2 Poll
t o i l ing the next two days.
]Kenney 2 0 2 4 Burfelnd 1 0 0 2 Simpson, a 6-1, 207-pounder
Gilbertson
0 0 1 0 cear
10 11
*
KoHsch
OOOO
rushed for 1,709 yards, an alltotals Till214» Johnson
Mil
time record , and scored 22
M. Wold O O O O
Erickson 0 o 11 touchdowns.
Totals 22 )81742
Atlanta , the second to pick,
WINONA HIGH .... 13 » 10 17—4»
JOHN MARSHALL .. II tl . 11. 15-43 chose George Kunz, a tackle
¦
.
from Notre Dame. Kunz is 6-5,
245 pounds.
The Philadelphia Eagles,
third in line, picked Leroy
Keyes, Purdue's great running
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Baltimore Bullets ended halfback and pass-catcher. He
TWO FREE throws each fey their National Basketball Asso- is 6-3, 205.
Dave Czaplewski and . Scott ciation losing streak just in The owners, general managFcatherstone narrowed the gap time.
ers and coaches of the 16 Nato 29-26 in the first minute of With all but one-half game of
tional
Football League and 10
the second half before 6-4 their Eastern Division lead
Football League
Rocket forward Mark Hanson melted in the heat of a three- American
scored 12 of his team's next game losing
clubs hoped to complete their
streak? the Bullets selection lists in
14 points to lead the Rockets
two days time.
to a comfortable 43-28 lead pulled out of the sag with a 126- Last year, the pro clubs spent
with two and a half minutes to 106 victory over Detroit Monday more than $4 million scouting
night. It restored their lead to and signing rookie prospects.
go in the third quarter.
Winona did not score a field one game over idle Philadel- Cincinnati's AFL expansion
goal until six and a half min- phia.
1
team opened its first season
utes had elapsed -in the third In the only other NBA game with 23 first-year men on the
period and hit only one of 13 played
, the Seattle SuperSonics roster. Los Angeles and New
:
shots from the field in that turned back the Milwaukee Orleans of the NFL went with
? •
quarter.
VBucks 128-107 in Tacoma , Wash. just two apiece.
As it turned out, the 1968 rookie crop was one of the bes( in
recent years.
Detroit's Earl McCullouch ,
Atlanta's Claude Humphrey,
Philadelphia's Tim Rossovich
and Cleveland's Marvin UpshaW, all No. 1picks, had standout freshman seasons in the
NFL. Bob Johnson of Cincinnati, Miami's Larry Csonka,
Kansas City's Mo Moorman and
Buffalo's Haven Moses were
among the first round choices
who clicked in the AFL.
However, running back Paul
Robinson of Cincinnati and defensive back George Atkinson of
Oakland emerged as the best of
the AFL lot. Robinson was the
Bengals' fifth pick in the draft
and Oakland didn't tab Atkinson
until the seventh round.
The world champion New
York Jets got plenty of mileage
from offensive tackle Sam Walton, their No. 3 pick. But their
top choice, touted fullback , Lee
White, injured a knee in the
first game and was lost for the
remainder of the season.

Bullets' Slump
Finally Ended

"GENE HAS come back Into
ST. PAUL «¦> - If each of have been selected.
his
own in the last couple of
and
pass
receiver
Linebacker,
the other 25 pro football teams
offensive guard are the posi- games," said Ekker. "We're
minutes
take the maximum 15
tions the Vikings will attempt going to need his outside shootallotted for each selection in to beef up when they make ing for the tough conference
today's college player draft it their delayed entry.
games and now it looks like
will be 6:30 p.m. before the Then, with many All-Amen** we're going to get it.''
Steve Protsman was the only
Minnesota Vikings make their cans already in the pockets of
other
Warrior in double figures
get
the
Vikings
their
opponents,
first choice.
with 11. Blum finished with 26
going
in
the
second
round
with
The draft began at 9 a.m. to- two selections. The drafting con- and Frank 17 for St. Thomas.
4:00. Penalties—none.
ST .PETER , Minn. - "We (unassisted)
SAVES:
•day?
tinues Wednesday.
The 69 points St. Thomas made about four mistakes in Schuelr
(SM) . 1 1 1? • J 0—34
The Vikings traded, their first "We might as well not show scored is nine above; the WarMlckellettl (GA) ... » 12 IS 4-40
round draft choice to New Or- up until 5:30," Jim Finks has riors' average which is the the " game and it cost us four
leans of the National Football joked about the Vikings 39th sixth best in the nation among goals," stated St. Mary's ColLeague a year ago for quarter- and 43rd place in line.
NAIA schools . Ekker contribut- lege hockey coach Lynn Bannisback Gary Cuozzo. So they won't
On a more serious note, Finks ed part of that discrepance to ter. What he didn't add, is that
get a pick until S8 other players still thinks the Central Division a zone defense the Warriors exchampion Vikings of the Nation- perimented with in the first it also may have cost the Redmen the MIAC championship.
al Football League will get half.
some good athletes.
Winoni (tl)
Sf. Tftomaj («)
St. Mary's lost to defending
Hpftp
fg ft pf lp
"We'll probably take the best Protsman fg
s 1 211 Blum
i l * AU champion Gustavus 4-3 in overathlete available," he said. "It Beckley 1 0 1 2 Fritz
2 4 410
1 0 1 1 Kudrle
2 4 2 8 time Monday. Although the
woud be foolish to take a need Wilke
Besonen
1 0 2 2 Frank;
t 3 017 verdict only tied the Gusties
for a position when you aren't Starzecki
1 1 4 3 Tambli
4 0 4 <
¦
i
sure he can make it and leave Carrier 1 0 0 2
with SMC for the league lead
Schultz
12 * 4 30
Totals 21 2714 »
one on the board you know is Gibbs
with 14 points each, the Gust2 12 5
going to make it."
Jabrosky 0 0 4 8
ies
are in the drivers seat with
Coach Bud Grant says, "We
Totals
24
»JS
4I
a
7-1
record compared to 7-2
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS can use help and depth at of- WINONA
24 37—41
fensive guard, receiver and line- ST. THOMAS
33 3*-4» for the Redmen.
Macalester and St John's con- hacker and not necessarily in
"We had our chances. It was
tinue their neck-and-neck run that order."
really a disheartening loss,"
for the Minnesota Intercolle- Grant said during a radio insaid Bannister. "I'm sure we
giate Athletic Conference bas- terview, that the Viking draftcan win the rest of our games,
ketball title,, while Minnesota- ees probably will help Minnebut now we ve got to get help
Morris and Moorhead collide sota on a long range basis rathfrom someone with Gustavus."
tonight in the battle for the top er than in the immediate future.
The Redmen had walloped the
spot in the Northern IntercolleWhile the actual drafting is
Gusties 9-3 in an earlier game.
giate Conference.
done in New York , the Vikings
Macalester held Concordia to brass will dictate their moves ROCHESTER, Minn. — Wi- Gustavus jumpe d to a 2-0
18 points in the second half and fr om the Twin Cities by tele- nona High's B squad , playing lead in the first period , but
drubbed the Cobbers 68-46 Mon- phones to a representative.
its best game of the season ac- the Redmen stormed back to
day night, while St. John 's kept
The Vikings officials , includ- cording to coach Jim Elliot, tie it in the second frame on
pace by crushing Augsburg 104- ing player personnel director trampled Rochester John Mar- goals by Larry Shomion and
76. Both have 6-1 records and Jerry Reichow , are armed with shall's sophomores 55-31 Mon- Tom Sundby. It appeared the
are tied for first in the MIAC. the names of more than 450 day in the Rocket gym.
momentum was shifting in faMorris and Moorhead , tied fqr college players. The Vikings The Little Winhawks led 25-18 vor of St. Mary 's late in the
CHARLES SIDELINED
first with Winona State with 4-1 have prepared a list of prefer- at the half , increased their ad- second period and early in the
BOSTON (AP) - Defensive '
marks in the NIC, meet tonight ences.
back John Charles of Purdue,
vantage to 43-29 after three third , but the Gusties burst the
at. Moorhead. Winona is idle.
the Boston Patriots ' No. 1 draft
"We have people we hope will quarters and then held the bubble when with a goal at the
CLOSE-UP . . . Bill Toomey (left) rec
65th dinner of the Philadelphia Sports
Only other action tonigh t has be there when -we draft and peo- Rockets to just two points in 1:15 mark of the final period.
choice
in the 1967 American
ord-setting
winner
of the Olympic decathlon,
Writers Association Monday night. The two
Southwest State at Mayville, ple who probably will be there ," the final period to win going Bill Rossini tied it for the RedFootball League draft , is schedand
Denny
McLain
,
31-6
pitching
star
of
the
N.D., State.
were honored as amateur and professional
away.
men with only 1:30 to play in
Reichow says.
uled to
undergo surgery
In other action Monday night ,
athlete of the year. (AP Photofax)
Now 4-6 for the year , the WHS the game, but Dan McCuskey's Detroit Tigers , clown with a borrowed camWednesday for repair of damHamline nipped Minnesota - Duera while posing for photographers at the
sophs were led by Art Yeske goal four minutes deep into the
aged cartilage in his right knee.
luth 58-56 in MIAC play. Bemidji Packers to Play
with 13 and Mike Semiing with overtime accounted for the winState downed Bethel 68-57 and
12.
ing marker.
St. Thomas turned back Winona Arcadia Cagers
Winoni B (55)
J.M. B (Jl)
St. Mary 's, now 8-2-1 for the
fg fl pf lp
69-61 in nonleague activity.
'3 « P» »P
ARCADIA, Wis. (Speciali - Plckart 1 0 4 J TutHe
3 0 0 4 year, returns to action Friday
1 0 0 2 Wlllh
1 1 1 3 night when the Redmen meet
The Green Bay Packer basket- Ouren
Sclm
o o i o
Burteind 3 1 1 7
JOHNSON 'S BIGGEST
ball team is scheduled to play Sauer
3 a i I Pilno
n il Hamline at Aldrich Arena in
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP ) ; the Arcadia city team on Sun- Follnun 1 3 1 4 Shiff«r
4 0 4 1 St. Paul.
5 3 3 13 Gill
0 14 1
FIRST PERIOD SCORINO: 1. OuitavFormer St. Paul pro Howie day, Feb. 16, in the high school Ycske
Scrollng
A 4 3 12 Howe
0 0 7 0 i»J, Engstrm (Anderson) 2:20- 2. GusJohnson won his biggest pay- gymnasium.
Bell
1 1 1 3 colgan
1 0 4 4 tavus, Frykman (Engstrom) 17:13. Pen3 J 111 Whtren
0 0 3 0 alties—Palmer (SM)
»:•»» Krueger
check of his pro golfing career
The event is being sponsored Stolli
McVcy
0 0 1 0
(OA) 14:00; Ebersold (GA) l»iM; ShomMonday. He won $9,666 in tying by the Band Parents OrganizaTotilj
13
S
21
31
ion (SM) lf:40.
*
Tolalj 1» 1714 55
SECOND PERIOD SCORING: 3. St. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS in second place. The next four
for second in the $150,000 Bing tion to raise funds for the Ar- WINONA
D
I
I 11 )• u-sj Mary 's, Shomion (Rossini) 15:30; 4. St.
cadia High School Band.
Crosby Golf Tournament.
JOHN MARSHALL B 7 II II 2—3) Mary 's, Sundby <Flynn-Rell) 19:44. PenThe powerful UCLA Bruins, teams also retained their posialties—Shomion (SM) 10:51; Marceau again
a unanimous choice for tions. They are Santa Clara , DaCS) 15:58 .
THIRD PERIOD SCORINO: I
. Out- first place in The Associated vidson, Kentucky and St. John's
favus, Anderson (Engstrom-Lundbohm) Press major college basketball of New York.
'
1:15; 4 .St. Mary 's, Rossini (Shomion)
11:30. Ponallels—Shomion (SM) 3:50; poll, take on two teams with opFrank McGubre's South CaroShomion (SM), major, hlgh-sllcklng, posite records when they return lina Gamecocks are the only
11:30.
OVERTIME: 7. Gustavus, McCukskey to action on the West Coast this new additions to the rankings.
weekend.
They took over 19th place while
Back from a successful two- Notre Dame dropped out altoBOTH
Jfc
Cftonces arc thatyou stltl have
game stand in the Midwest gether.
|H
H
doubts oven altar dropping FEDERAL
where they defeated Northwest- 1. UCLA (38)
14-0 760
^
^-^"
J^
cm and Chicago Loyola to in- 2. North Carolina
13-1 664
your return In the mailbox.
AND
^P >^^p^pK
crease their record to 14-0, the 3. Santa Clara
16-0 549
You can trot* that* doubts
STATE
I
V^i
m
___________ my ^_$___W_ \_ ^_ ^_ ^_±.^_ ^_
14-1 461
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ed Bruins meet California , 10-4, 4. Davidson
Wild « trip to your nearby
WO
mmmmm.
12-2 402
Biles has resigned as head foot- Friday and Stanford , 4-10, Sat- 5. Kentucky
BLOCK -office. TMi year, bo ¦
¦ H
Wfjj H
6. St. John's, N.Y.
12-2 365
ball coach at Xavier University, urd ay, both games at home.
confidant.
LUL13
12-1 347
and from all indications he's Thc Golden Bears may turn 7. Illinois
JP
^
^
I
bound for tho New Orleans out not to be so gentle because 8. New Mexico State 16-0 344
TurrnntiTrr
,
^T!!L_^
L
I
14-1 229
Wc guatonttm occuratc preparation c{ armry laa return. If 1
Saints of the National Football they havo played well and two 0. LaSallc
of
their
four
10.
Villanova
13-2
173
wc
wake
any
errors
that
cost
yen
any
penalty
er
setbacks
have
been
Inlemr
l«aguc and an assistant coach. I
I
w will pay thc penalty or tnlcrctt.
by a single point, 70-71 to Cin- 11. Duquesno
IM 164
ing job.
cinnati
and
12.
Ohio
Stato
U-2
153
7*1-73
to
Washington.
Biles, 37, sidelined all ques14-2 118
tions pertaining to where his Another defeat was to Purdue, 13. Tulsa
14.
Purdue
10-3 87
now
holding
down
14th
place
in
new "position in coaching"
15. Kansas
14-3 71
would take him, saying only it the weekly poll.
UCLA was named the top 16. Marquette
America's Largest Tax Service) with Over 3000
13-2 68
Office*
would be "out of Cincinnati and tea m b
14-2 61
y all 38 members cf thc 17. Colorado
rot as a head coach."
AP's national panel of sports 10. Columbia
13-1 53
However, tho Cincinnati En- writers and broadcasters in the 19. South Carolina
10-2 27
quirer reported today it had latest balloting based on games 20. Dayton
13-3 22
learned he has been chosen to through last Saturday.
Others receiving votes, listed
handle either tho backfield or North Carolina , which faces alphabetically: Colorado State,
Tet, a-jow
Weekdays » cm. to » p.m. - Stl- » *»"* • ••"»- «<¦• « P"¦¦
¦
receiver coaching chores for the Maryland, 5-10, Saturday, in its Louisville, Notre Dame , Texas
*¦/-. AOD/MMTJUPNT WFn=«;«;ADY CCMMM__
Saints.
only game this week, remained A&M.

Mac, Johnnies
Continue Tight
MIAC Chase

Hawks' Sophs
Smash JM

Ho-Hum! UCLA
Still Rated 1st
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Do You Know All the Answers
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Quick Lunches

Xavier Coach May
Move to Saints

INCOME TAX

«•« UBEl^D®H?co.
1 161 EAST THIRD ST. ]

Rushford,
Redmen Move
Up in Poll

Archer Charges to
Crosby Open Victdry

By WINONA DAILY NEWS
SPORTS STAFF
Rushford and Gale-Ettrick , a
pair of once-beaten area quintets that lad been resting
quietly in the wings, made
their moves toward the top ol
the Winona Daily News area
basketball Top Ten ratings this
week.

PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) Palmer at 73—297 were well out added the $3,500 first prize to
— Your average golfer doesn't of contention while young John his .winnings.
generally consider double bog- Lotz, shooting a 72, came up to Archer, fourth leading money
eys and triple bogeys blessings take fifth place at 285.
with more than $150,000 on tha
in disguise. But then, George Dickson and actor Jack Ging, tour last year but still not the
Archer isn't your average golf- won the pro-am best ball best known of golfers, now sets
er.
competition with a 64 on Mon- bis sights on the Masters, U.S.
Sitting in an overstuffed chair day and a 257 total. Dickson Open and PGA titles.
.
while, sipping a short beer,
Archer was flushed with victory
BUSHFORD, winner ol Its
after carrying off the $25,000
last eight games, moved from
first prize in the Bing Crosby
fifth into a tie for third this
National Pro-Amateur Golf
week thanks to a pair of lopTournament. He shot a 71 Monsided victories? And the Trojans
day for a 283 total, five strokes
get a chance to avenge their
under par.
only loss of the season Friday
One stroke back on the Pebble
night when they host Spring
Beach course were Bob Dickson
Grove.
and Howie Johnson, who found Inclement weather continued was played occurred at West
Gale-E 11 r 1 c k, meanwhile,
missed putts costly; and third- to plague area basketball teams Concord in the Wasioja ConferJumped from seventh to fifth
round leader Dale Douglass, as two of the three games post- ence where the host school upin the ratings. The Redmen
who got that close with a birdie poned from Friday to Monday set second place Dodge Center
have won their last six and
on the final hole.
night were postponed again.
81-79?
have moved up among the best
?hey were that close only be- The only area game which
defensive teams in the area
THE PINE Island at Clarecause of what had happened to
with a 52-point defensive avermont
game in the same circuit
Archer
the
day
before.
Playing
¦
'
age. ' V - 7 YV . ?¦ •
was set back to Feb. 18, While
the back nine of the Spyglass
Both Rushford and Gale-Etin the Maple Leaf Conference,
Hill course, Archer got bogged
trick are within an eyelash of
where Leroy-Ostrander was to
down in sand on the 17th and
being unbeaten. Rushford lost
travel to Lanesboro Monday
18th holes and took a double and
to Spring Grove by a single
n i g h t, another postponement
triple bogey.
point, while Gale-Ettrick fell to
occurred. Those two teams will
He came in with three birdie
Onalaska by two.
try again Tuesday night.
putts and finished at even par,
" And lr the words of LanesTHEY'RE OFF , . . They're off and running at Sarasun. The snowmobile races were held on the practice field two strokes behind Douglass
SPRING GROVE was one of
and one in back of Johnson.
boro coach Larry JStaffon, "H
of the nationally known racetrack . <AP Photofax)
and not thoroughthe casualties of the Top Ten toga Springs, N.Y., but it's snowmobiles
in the late
"If I hadn't made double bowe get bad weather Thursday
this week. The Lions, an upset breds with^the temperature near zero
afternoon
gey and triple bogey," the 29night I don't know where we're,
victim of La Crescent, dropped
year-old pro said, 'Td have
going to put it on the schedfrom sixth to a tie for 10th;
Winona
High
didn
't
win
its
teed off today with a five-shot
ule."
Kenyon, beaten soundly by a
lead and I'd have been scared to dual wrestling meet with un- Several more makeup games
BO-SO West Concord team at
beaten
and
second
ranked
in
death. It's the hardest thing in
mid-week but an easy winner
the state Rochester John Mar- plus tbe usual light round of
the world to keep a lead."
over a good Kasson-Mantorville
mid-week contests are on tap
Dickson who turned 25 Satur- shall in the Senior High gym in the area tonight.
team over the weekend, dropday, shot one of the day's best Monday, but Hawk coach Dave
ped out of a third-place tie inOsseo-Fairchild is at Elevarounds,
a 68, but missed a tie Moracco couldn't have b«en Strum
to sixth place.
In a Dairyland Confermuch more pleased had his
for
the
lead
when
he
blew
a
10At the top of the heap Durand By HERSCHEL NISSENSON celebration for the third time scoring leader and defending The NCAA, however, threw out
game,
while
Elgin tries to pad
team
won,
stretched its poll-leading mar- Associated Press Sports Writer this season and Rupp claimed champion to another 21, this five games played in Israel in inch putt while three-putting the
its Centennial .circuit lead when
"It
was
a
tremendous
match;
Uth
hole.
gin slightly and picked up an- While" Adolph Rupp and the his 800th coaching victory Mon- season's low, with a Chinese de- 1966 but Kentucky uncovered
winless Faribault Deaf invades.
ether first place vote , while Kentucky Wildcats are having day night following an 83-70 fense in an 81-68 victory over three previously overlooked vic- "It's one of the shortest putts three matches could have gone In the Hiawatha Valley ZumI've ever missed," he said. "I our way easily and we might
Onalaska is securely in the run- their cake arid eating it, too, overtime conquest of stubborn the Tigers.
tories in the early 1900s and cel- rushed it. I guess I wanted to have won. It was definitely our brota tries to snap a threenerup spot. Osseo-Fairchild re- Ray Mears and his Tennessee Alabama.
Kentucky enjoyed its first ebrated again two games later.
best effort of the year," said game losing streak when it
mained in a third-place tie al- Volunteers are thriving on an Meanwhile, Tennessee, which cake after beating Mississippi Now comes Rupp with his 800 get it over with.
Moracco after the 28-16 defeat. hosts Lake City, and St. Charles
"I
have
quite
a
record.
I
do
though the Chieftains changed unlikely Chinese dish named held Louisiana State's Maravich State on Jan. 6 aid claiming it wins, including the five in Istravels to Stewartville? "
quite well in a tournament or I A CROWD
partners.
of
nearly
1,000
Pete Maravich.
to lows of 17 and 21 points last was the first school to post 1,000 rael, so perhaps the menu miss the cut. I've still got a long
witnessed the activities Which THUS ONLY Boot River ConThe Kentuckians had a cake season, limited the national college basketball triumphs. should have been matzo ball way to go and a lot to learn."
FOLLOWING sixth p l a c e
ference affair has Peterson at
soup instead of cake.
Kenyon is Whitehall, up one
Jack Nicklaus, at 71—287, Bil- began with a 32-16 Winhawk Mabel-Canton. The Houston at
B
squad
triumph.
notch from last week, while
Tennessee's Mears described ly Casper at 7O—290 and Arnold "The B team
did a great job Spring Grove game has been
Spring Valley, which made its
his Chinese defense as a zone
and
really
got
the
crowd going set for Feb. 8.
first appearance of the season
with two men concentrating on
for the varsity match," added Meanwhile Spring Grove will
in the ratings last week vaultMaravich.
host North Winneshiek, Iowa,
Moracco.
ed from 10th to elghthY
"It takes more than one guy
in one of several nonconference
The
Hawk
coach
said
the
Elgin remained in ninth,
to stop him," said Mears, noted
three matches Which could games, and Houston is at Preswhile Gilmanton made Its first
for his teams' defensive play.
have been victories for his team ton.
appearance in the top ten, tyMaravich, averaging 4s points
instead of the Rockets were the One of the top games in Mining Spring Grove for 10th.
RESULTS
a game, made eight of 18 shots LOCALMONDAY'S
112-pound event where Jerry nesota tonight has unbeaten
SCHOOLS—
Following is the Top Ten with
under intense pressure.
St. Thomn a, Winoni Stall 41.
Tindal
lost 4-1 to unbeaten John Waseca entertaining Owatonna.
votes awarded on the basis of
Rochester JM »2* Winoni High 4*.
The only other teams in The WASIOJALeach after the match was tied
10 for first, nine for second,
Associated Press* TopTwenty
Wut Concert! II, Dodga Center Tt.
at 1-1 in the third period; the year in dual meets while John
eight for third, etc.
besides
Kentucky to see action
TUESDAY
133-pound duel where Mike Marshall stands 6-0.
TOP TEN
Monday night were 13th-ranked BIO NINE—
B 33
Lindstrom
led - 1-0 until 15 sec- WINOMA
1. Durand (3) 10-1
.. 39
JOHN MARSHALL 111
Farlbiult at Rid Wins.
Tulsa,
which
overcame
North
onds
remained
only
CENTENNIALto lose 2-1 K-Rori Rleso (JM) won by forfaii;
i. Onalaska (1) 11-1 .., . ?.? 36
Texas State 104-94, and Dayton, <- Faribault Deal it llgln.
and the 165-pound event where 103-Mlk» Toograd (JM) p. Dan Zlmmar
8. tie Osseo-Fairchild 10-1.. 3d
DAIRYLAND(W) i»? 112-Tom Re«f (W) p. Ron
No. 20, a 72-64 winner over Xa& Rushford 11-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . SO
Bill Haxtori, ahead 6-4 in the Caifta
Otsao*PalrcMM at Elava-S ltvm.
(JMl tiT) I20-Bel> Topa (W) ami
vier
of
Ohio.
HIAWATHA
VALLEYthird period, was pinned at 4:50. John Riot* (JM) draw 2-H W-Rldi
R tGale-Ettrick IM ......... 24
Laki City it Zumbrota.
Shaw
(Wl
Bob Ronl (JM) «> l»Bobby
Smith
fired
in
32
¦ " St. Churls* at Stewarrvilla,
"Really, the match could Dou0 Fattenp. (W)
6. Kenyon 11-2 ............. is
da. Din Moalltr (JM)
points,
19
in
the
second
half,
as
ROOT
RIVERhave gone either way. Our 3-2.
7J WhitehiaUaO-2 . . . . . . . . . . 15
Patarson
al
Mabil-Cmton.
Tulsa
came
from
points
back
14
¦
showing was quite an accom- llS-Dava Llndatnm (W) p. Tim Ol8. Spring "Valley 8-3 . . . . . . . .11
Houston it Spring Orova.
ion (JM) 3:i7; 145-Dan Sehmantkl (W)
to whip North Texas for its 15th HONCONPBRBNCBplishment for a team which has p.
9. Elgin 8-2
6
Ron Gibson (JM) Tit*/ W4—Ron DoOnilaska Luthar at onalaska.
win
in
17
games
and
seventh
won only one meet all season lts (W) p. Bill Hoffman (JM) IsW; 1«10. tie Spring Grove 8-2 .... 5
Ellsworth at Mondovi.
Dava Ledabuhr (W) and Curt Buck (JM)
straight in Missouri Valley
Taylor at Necedih.
and which was without two reg- draw
Gilmanton 8-2 . . . . . . . . . . . 5
WJ 175-Stav« Van Hovtan (W)
Gilmanton it Atawppa.
Conference? play. ^
ulars,"
said
Moracco
dec
MeTamney (JM) Mi Hwt—Ora*
.
Houston al Praalon.
The losers, led by Joe Hamil.
Both 103-pound Rick Pome- Uuien (Vi) and Wayna Plka (JM) draw
Caledonia at Hirmony.
North Wlnmihilk (lowi) it Spring roy and 154-pound Wayne Lede- •*•
ton and Leroy Winfield, started
Orova.
almost flawlessly and held a 56JOHN MARSHALL A 21
buhr missed the meet.
Adamt at Grand Mtadow.
WINONA A It
46 halftime lead. But Smith, aidElkton at Wykoff.
Willnir (JM) da«. Mlka Sk*lSt. Patar at Mankata.
MORACCO landed the efforts tonf}-Jlm
ed by Ron Carson's 23 points
(W) t-H 10»-Din Hatxl (JM) da*.
Owatonna at Wasaci.
of 127-pound Jack Reed, 138- Al Todd (W) Mi Ill-John Leach (JM)
and Rob Washington's 21, was
Jerry Tindal (W) 4-1; 120—Cllfl
pound Tim Meinke and 145- dac.
too much for the Eagles. Smith BEAMON TO ENTER
Hawllt (JM) die Bob Dunn (W) 11-0
moved into third place among BOSTON (AP) - Olympic pound Gary Zlebell for their 127-Jacle Rtad (W) p. K*n Blel (JM)
J:U) 1»—John Johnun (JM) dec Mlka
Tulsa's career scorers with champion Bob Beamon, who ac- victories, and said:
Llnditrom (W) 2-1.
taunded the track world with a "Those three have done real 115-rim Meinke (W) dec Rich Har1,146 points.
Austin who was fixed in December. Noll
NEW COACH AND BOSS . . . <ftuck Noll
MM) W; lU-Oary Zlebell <W>
Co-captains Dan Obrovac and broad jump of 29-2 in Mexico well for us lately and make irova
(right) poses in Pittsbiu'gh Monday with
comes to the Steelers from tha Baltimore
Steva Steavtrton (JM) 4-0; 154" dac.
us
strong
in
the
middleweight.
City,
will
compete
in
his
specialDan
Sadlier
netted
23
and
Kelth
Clirlatenion (JM) p. Tom Stytl
20
Colts where he was a defensive coach. (AP
Dan Rooney, general manager of the Pittsty at the 80th Boston A.A. In- The Hawks are now idle until (W) liSSi liS-Chrli Stapfeten (JM) 9.
points,
respectively,
as
Dayton
Dick Seeling fired 245-647 to burgh Steelers of the NFL. Noll was named
)
Photofax
Bill Haxton (W) 4:50? 17S~Jlm Smllh
upped its record to 14-3 against door Games Saturday at the Feb. 7 when they host Owaton- (W) won ba default; Hwt.—MirV Lamplead Bunke's Apco to 2,859 in head coach of the team, succeeding Bill
High
is
1-8
for
tbe
(JM) dec. Dennli Burke (W) *-l.
Winona
na
garden.
har*
Xavier.
The
6-10
.
losers'
Luther
the Hal-Bod VFW League and
Rackley scored 15 points in the
take Monday's individual honfirst half but the Flyers went
ors in the process. Hal Leonard binski's 528, Marge Moravec's
into a zone and held him to one
Music recorded 080 in the same 526, AUrleda Fuglie'a 521,
point thereafter.
league.
Yvonne Carpenter's 516, Doris
Gordon Fakler powered 618 Bay's 511, Barbara Weinberg,
Tlmti I0.Z.
Mr. Willia m Bruring,
for Sunshine Cafe in the Hal108-Yird Praattylai 1. Jiff Haven
'
Ess
506,
's
Young
508,
Tess
er
(W), 2. Tornforfi (R), t. Tony Hoyt (W),
Rod City League while Jack
President of
Tlmei ll.o.
Critchfield hammered 255 for ther Pozanc's 506, Les Krage's
100-Yird Backttrokai I. Mark Partllnsnian (Wl, 2. Wilcox (R), 1. Htdglln
Williams Hotel. KWNO and 504, Betty Englerth's 503 and
(R). Tlmo: 1:03.1.
Golden Brand Foods shared
400-Yard Frtoitylat 1, Mtthak (R), 1.
were
other
500
Geneva
Timm's
team highs with 089 and 2,853,
Leo Firdlnaman (W), 1. Hanlay (R).
(AP)
PHILADELPHIA
mark
of
65
passes
for
1,236
Tlmai
4141,1.
honor counts.
respectively.
Mike Ditka is delighted , . . and yards and seven touchdowns in lOO.Yird Braaitifrokai 1. tl*ln (R),
516
for
forged
Larry
Donahue
Errorless aeries were rolled
>. Jool Llungkull (W), 1. Johnion.
Dave McDaniels is excited. It his junior year.
Tlmoi ItOr.O.
by Emil Nascak (579), Hal Bilt- {sunshine Five and Marlene just goes to show what a change
400-Yard Fraaityla: Tlmai 2:44.7.
gen (551) and Ken Donahue Flanagan thumped 210-506 for of scenery in the National Foot1. Manhall (Camrud, Otrnaai, Buih,
Schwartiw.) 2. Winona.
(539).
Montgomery Ward In tho Alley ball League will do for you.
The night's only other men's
WINONA B (»
JOHN MARSHALL B 44
honor count was ln the Com- Gators League. Jeannette's The Philadelphia Eagles Monday
traded
former
All-Pro
tight
200-Yird
Mldlty
Ratayi Tim* 1:11.1,
munity League at Westgate Beauty Salon grabbed team
1. Winona (Sanden. Flichcr, R«cd,
end
Ditka
to
the
Dallas
Cowboys
Schorer). 3. Rochuttr J.M.
where Lyle Jacobson tagged highs with 895-2,596.
200-Yird Preaitylai 1. Fllipatrlck (R),
609. Sunbeam hdd 1,025-2,924 HAL-ROD — Char Kragon's for untested split end McJ. D. Hagberg (W), l. W. Colclough (W),
Daniels,
prompting
these
euphobehind Mel Benter'a 228.
Tlmo l 2:19,9.
170-339 paced the Psychedelics
»0-Yard FraettyUi i .Breroton (R), 2.
Mary Emmons' 221-577 for to 677-1,336 in the Park-Rec rious comments:
Olblllico
(R), j, K. Linen (W). Tlmn
Ditka: "I don't know anything Winona High's swimming 24.P.
Haddad's ln the Westgate Lad- Junior Girls League.
team
evened
its
season
record
200-Vtrd individual: 1. Ipl^ar (R), J.
les League led women bowlera ATHLETIC CLUB - Sharon alout it, but if it's true , I'm de1. Taylor CW), l. O. Hoflirun (W). Tlmn
nt
4-4
In
dual
meet
competition
lighted."
.
registered
a
Monday. Haddad's
2137.J.
Pozanc toppled 200-471 for Tem1. Dan Plcha (W), l. Ipanltl
914 game while Midland Co-op po in the Nlto Owl League. Cur- McDaniels: "I'm real excited Monday nt the Senior High pool Dlvlngi
Pli.i 11I.X).
with
a
51-44
triumph
over
RoBusiness Phone 5350
finished with 2,007.
100-Yird Bultirllyi i. Jim Rtad (W),
ley's Floor Shop ripped 907-2,- about going to Philadelphia. The chester John Marshall.
t. Tern Orlndland (W), }. Machnaka (R).
main thing is that I will get a
Other honor counts were 435.
Hom« Phono 3506
A RESIDENT OP WINONA AS
Todd Taylor and Jeff Sievers Tlmai 1:07,0.
Shirley Gchlhaart 204-522, Mnry Ches Pozanc hit 232-591 for chance to play."
10O*Yird Fraottylai 1. Brtrolen (R),
were
double
winners
for
the
SAIES REPRESENTATIVE FOR WlSerwa 614 and Doris Bay 503. Elome Beverage Service in the Ditka was obviously happy
2. Staricka <W), s. Hindi (W). Tlmai HI.
_—_
Winhawks while Mark Nichols 10O<Yinl Backatrokti I. Llamor (R),
's
about
clearing
out
League
but
Bunko
of
town.
Ilia
NONA
AND
WINONA
COUNTY,
Monday
3
(R),
1.
Hamburgor
Irene
Bronk
Hoffman
(VV).
.
P.
WESTGATE —
and Mark Ferdinandsen also
1:11.*.
Uced 553 for H and M Plumbing Apco swept team highs with battle with Coach-General Man- won an event for Winona. Nich- Tlmai
MINNESOTA. »
4011-Yard Prautyl*: 1. Dwlght Higa ger Joe Kuharich was en open ols' 233.85 points in diving is borg
and Heating in the Pin Topplers 876-2,794.
(VV), 3. Day (R), 1. Bill Colclough
(W). Tlmai iioi.f,
Gail's Appliance In the Go war. In fact , Ditka had said a pool and team record.
MR. PRICE, A VETERAN BROADElectric
League. Polachek
lOO Yird Braattitrokn 1. Splcar (R),
tumbled 942-2,685 and Vivian E, Getters circuit bagged 077-2,474 publicly ho would never again Taylor turned in his' best 2. J. Taylor (W), i. Ip'art (R). Tlmo:
CASTER Will BE CONTACTING
M »
* « «<m M M iH
*fM
Brown hit 205-549 ior Main while Chris Whetstone wos play for tho Eagles' field boss. times of tho season in taking 1:11.0.
M
A
BUSINESSES
IN
THE
GREATER
Wlloo-Yard
Fraattyla
Tlmai
4:01,2.
Rilayi
for
Winona
177-478
g
rifling
Ditka, 29, m eight-year NFL tho 200-yard Individual medloy (Bait B Tlmo). 1 .Winona (Hindi, StirTavern.
NONA AREA TO OFFER THE COMveteran, had hia brightest years in 2:18.4 and the 100-yard but- lck», Scheror, Larien), 2. Rochaitar.
Hl¦jH
Buth Hopf's 537, Leona Lu- Plumbing.
MMMM I
with tho Ciiicago Bears. Before terfly in 60.2 . Sievers won the
MERCIAL SERVICES OF THE AREA'S
HW W W IBt-M
coming here two years ngo in a 100 and 200-ynrd freestyle
NEW AND USED
MOST
POWERFUL
RADIO
STATION.
pf W W 0 0 1
trade for nuarterback Jack Con- races.
cannon, Ditka was Rookie of the
WIHON/V A It
WATTS
JOHN MAR IMALL A 44
Year In 1981 nnd four times a
SKATE
Xtx
y
Ya
Time
liSI.0.
n
MedUy
Relay
—
member of the All-Pro team.
tools wininij flttlnp,
BLANKETING 25,000 S Q U A R E
'
,
I, Wlnont (Ferdlnitutn, Llungkull, MobWhen worklno wound powir
., &J
F
¦ ' AtS&k
short-sleeved dolhlng. Novor w«»r n»ck|l». Watch«
The
Eagles
Exchange
were
apparently
Inton.
Hohmoliter.
3,
Rochetter
J.M
i^r 1
'
c,n
caU5 l^',"'v•
,0°
MILES
IN
MINNESOTA
—
WISCON^lno,
;
•nd
200-Yard
fretilyln 1 Jiff Slavart <W>,
*¦ r * ,_W\ ' I
*
building for the future in acquir(R).
Tlrnti
(R),
I.
Maihak
1.
Htnl.y
demands
proper
coy
Proper protection today
.^aaat/wP -VJam.
SIN — IOWA.
ing McDaniels, 23, a speedster 1U7.7.
mmmtiT -Wm aroga. This means "All Bisk" protection lor IXT from Mississippi Valley College 50-Yard Fr*»iitylM l, Tom Ford. (R),
m\^_m_r _ ^_m_l aortal liability, «> (well ei catastrophic medical coy
SKATES
). Dill siaveri (W), a. •ahn (R). Tlmai
W l l /m M m cnoe tor Vmr family.
chosen as tho Cowboys' second lt.l.
__ ^_
SHARPENED
4
draft pick last year,
300-Yard individual i 1. Todd Taylar
(VV), 1. Frtemm (K). t. Wilcox (R).
McDaniels was a super pros- Tlmai
SENTBY.JpNSURANCE
J111.4.
DUANB
pect in college , where he set n Dlvlngi 1. Mirk Michel* (W), 1- D.
SALES A IRRVICI
Tf" Hardwire Mutuels Orfiplritlotl
RltJGLER
(R). I. WilUd (W). Ptl, MJ.U.
National Association of Intercol- Uwillar
lc> lw - "»»
Phont SMS
401 ManWalo AV*.
loo-Yard BulUrlly l, Todd Taylor (W),
Phon*; 7M1
legiate Athletics' r e c e p t i o n I, T«m Poblnion (*W), 1. Fr««mm (R).

Two More Area
Tilts Postponed
Hawks Fall
Despite Best
Mat Effort

VOLS STOP MARAVICH
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City Sports
Calendar
WEDNESDAT

IASKBTBALL-

St. Miryi at SI. Thomas.

THUR SDAY

tVRISTUNG—
Winona Slate at Moorhead.

FRIDAY

IASKBTBALL-

. •Moortieid at Winona stata, 7:20 p.m.
Senilde at Cotter, * p.m.
WRESTLINGWlnona Stata at Korth Dakota U.
HOCKEY31. Miry 'i va. H*mllna at Aldrlch

Arana.

SATURDAY

¦ASKKTBALL-

Sf. John's a f St. Mary'i. 7:20 e.-m.
Rochester Mayo ait Winona High, I
PJTI.
IWIMM1NOvvmona Stata -at Macilester.
Eau Clalra North it Winona High,
M
»
? ' ' ?¦ ' . , .
HOCKEYSt. Jotm'a »f St. Mary'i, I p.m.

1 p.m. New York
Stock Prices

Pro Basketball
,

'¦
' . . ' ' NBA

'

Monday's Rtsulla
Baltimore! 126, Octroi! lOi.
Seattle 131, Milwaukee 101.
Only Games scheduled.
Today's Games
Atlanta at Boston.
San Francisco at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at New York.
Chicago at Los Angeles.
Only games scheduled.
Wednesday 's Games
Jan....Francisco at Detroit.
Seattle vs. Boston at Philadelphia.
Atlanta it Philadelphia.
Los Angeles at San Diego.
Milwaukee vs. Phoenix at Tucson.
Only garnet scheduled.

ABA

Monday's Reju Hi
No gimes scheduled.
Today's Oirm
All-Star Game at Lovlivilla, Ky.
Only game scheduled,
Wednesday 's Games
Houslon at Kentucky.
Indiana at Denver.
New York at Dallas.
Only games scheduled.

¦

College Basketball

Macalester it, Concordia 41.
St. John's 104, Augsburg 7*.
Hamline St, Mlnnesota-Duluth .
I
Bemidji a, Bethel 57.
St. Thomas «», Winoni It.

GRIN AND BEAR IT

PIN TOPPLER'S
W. L.
Wtltgatl
3
1
Polecats: El*c«ric
a
1
Lakislda Gull
3
1
Winona Paint K Gliu
1
HIM Plumb. « Hilling . . . 1
1
2
Witklni Cosmetic*
1
2
Miln Ta vern
1
2
Sth St. I.G.A
1
2
Himemik'i Bar .
COMMUNITY
Weitgati
W. L.
Sl 17
Sunbeam
. ........
1st Nat'l Bintx
. . . . . . . . .. Vi'/, 23'A
Bensons Fltd Mill . . . . . . . . 21 27
Hippy Chat
iJVi 33'fc
EJ 31
Blumtntrilts S tor* . . .
Jerry 'i Auilo Silai
33 1<
31 31
Gibson's
Tempo
21 31
Frickton'i Auctioneer- .... 21 44
TO
SI
USS AGRI Chemicals
..
WESTCATE LADIES
Weitgata
W. L.
/S4
4
Midland Co-op ; . . ..
Tl
7
Sifranek'l . . .
Winoni Typewriter
?
*
?
Haddad's .. . . .
*
Ken's Hirtlwan '. . . :
• 10
Clrcli "G'< Ranch . . . . . .. . 3 IS

Hal-Rod

VFW

y t . L.

Winona Excavating
31
Bunka's Apco
23
~l»
Wason'i Suppar Club . . . . . .
ia
Blanche'! Tavern
Wilkin's - House ot King . 1 1
Jones & kroeger
17IS
Sand Bar .. . . . . ...
Koehler Aula Body
TS

S
10
14
is
IS
1*
l
i
11

BamleV D-X
13
11
Robb's Cycle Shop
Hal Leonard Music
11
Bauer Electric
•
CITY
Hal-Rod
Vf.
Sunshine Cala
ai
¦A.D. Bootiry
...... T»
Golden Brandt Foods
Tl
K.W.N.O.
I
I
Wllliim 'l Holll ......". ..,.. Tl
Jl Hid Hardwire
i
I
Holiday Inn
Tl
country Kitchen
1!
Oasis Bar «. Cata
12
Park Plaia
12
Cheer's Barber Shop
11
Pepsi Coti
•
NITB-OWL
Athletic Club
W.
Curley's Floor Shop
II
Tempo . . . . . .
•
Dick's Marine
7
Wabasha Cleaners
I
MONDAY LEAGUE
Athletic Club
W.
Bunke's Apco
10
Quality Sheet Metal . . . . . . . . 7
Ouillin's l.G.A,
7
Joswlck's Full * Oil . . . . . . «
Home Beverage Service .... 4
1st National Sink
2
GO GETTERS
Athletic Club
W.
E.B.'a Comer
S
5
Gall Appllanca"
Steve's
4
Winona Plumbing
4

20
20
22
a
L.
(
11
12
12
14
14
14
I
11
I
I
1*
11
L.
4
7
I
10
L.
2
S
s
a
(
10
L.
4
4
S
I

DENNIS THE MENACE .

Allied Ch 35 Inland Stt 39%
Allis Chal 30% I B Mach 299%
N O T I' CI .
Amerada 109% Int Harv 37% Thla newspaper will be responsible
Am Can 56% Intl Paper 37% for only one Incorrett Enierllon of
classified artvertiscmertt publish75-% any
Am Mtr
12& Jns & L
ed In tha Want Ad terflon. Check
AT&T
52% Jostens
35% your ad and call 3321 II ¦correction
Am Tb
37% Kencott
51% must bet made.
Aaconda 60'/i Lorillard
— BLIND A.DS UNCALLED FORArch Dn 64 Mnn MM 100% ts-4t, 52, it. tO, 41.
Armco Stl . 6134 Minn P 1-* 25%
Card of Thpnkt
Armour 64*/< Mobil Oil 56%
Aveo Cp 47% Mn Chm 52% OPSAHL to extend our slncsrs thanks to
Beth Stl 32% Mont Dak 34% Weallwish
relatives, friends and neighbors for
Boeing
58% Marcor
52% card), letters and memor ials end gifts
food brought to nur h<emes, Special
Boise Cas 70% Nt Dairy "41% of
thanks to the graduating class ot '59 for
Brunswk 17 N Am R *40% sending flowers. Thanks to those who
In any way. Your kindness will
CatpUlar 44% N N Gas 58% helpid
never bo forgotten.
The Family of
Ch MSPP 57% Nor Pac f30%
Mrs. Dorjald Opsahl
Chi RIRR 28% No St Pw 28%
Chrysler 50% YNw Air
S4% Lost a nd Found
4
Cities Svc 73 Nw Banc 70
Sun., valuabls cameo pin. In
Com Ed 48% Penney
45»/4 LOST-last
or nea r Alma Hotel. Reward!I Call or
ComSat
51% Pepsi
52% write Mrs. O. J. Powers, , 3(5 Main St„
Con Ed 34% Pips Dge 51% Winona. Tel. 4679.
Cont Can 677» Phillips
TO% Personals
7
Cont Oil
77% Polaroid 128%
Cntl Data 143% RCA
44% REMINDER . . . for al'O Legionnaires
. . .
Deere
53% Rep Stl
50% to chwk their membership card
especially the last 4 digits. Today's I
Dow Cm 79% Rexall
42% numbers posted at the e:lub are O290.
Check at tha Club for your prize,
duPont 154% Rey Tb
46
LEGION CLUB.
East Kod 73%i Sears R
61%
DINE-A/WiC SANDWICHES. We don'l
Firestone 61 Shell Oil 72
"mske" them, we "creite" them. HamFord Mtr 50% Sinclair 113% burgers,
soups, salads, all your other
Gen Elee 90% Sp Rand 49% favorites. Try us, you'll see what we
mesnl RUTH'S RESTAU RANT, 126 E.
Gen Food 80% St Brands 44% .3rd S1., downtown Winona. Open 21
Gen Mills 33% St Oil Cal 67% hours every day except Mon.
Gen Mtr
78% St Oil Ind 59
WELL Kept carpets show the results ol
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning. Rent
373/4 St Oil NJ 80
Gen Tel
GiUette
51% Swift
30% electric shampooer Sl, R. D. Cone Co,
Goodrich 62% Texaco
81% A THANK YOU to my competitor now v*
catlonFng In Hawaii, however Instead
Goodyear 58% Texas Ins 98% of
cards send money. Ray Meyer, Inn*
Gt No Ry 60% Union Oil 58% keeper, WILLJAMS HOTEL.
Greyhnd 25% Un Pac
59% BEST TASTE In town . Compare! Wed,
Gulf Oil
43V4 U S Steel 44% Special: Spaghetti end ground beef,
vegetable, salad, roll, bu tler, beverage,
Homestk 39% Wesg El 68% ?0c.
SIDEWALK CAFE, Miracle Mall.
Honeywl 118% Wlworth 33%

Minus Signs
Slightly Ahead
Of Plusses -

"I'd like some details befon voting on that motion to
eliminatesome commanity eyesores... Does if
ipeary nrcet/j.s/uim.or husbands? '

'...MO HIS MOTHERWASWOftttED 6EC4US6HE WANED CATSUPCH
m> CAWOS. WEIL.ITRIE0 ITAMD,By6gOfl0B .lt OOWPLETBLy
¦ ¦JCt
USTHAT CA&OTY vmi •
m

APARTMENT 3-G

REX MORGAN/ M.D.

By Alex Kotaky

By Dal Curtis

NEW YORK (AP) - Continuing to weave an uncertain
course , the stock market this
aiternoon was irregular in moderately active trading.
A slight early advantage of
gains over losses evaporated
and minus signs were a bit
ahead of pluses.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 1.06, at
935.41.
The market was mixed at the
start despite a good assortment
of favorable earnings reports.
Stock splits and other special
situations highlighted the action.
Armour was up a couple of
points as General Host — off
slightly — planned to sweeten
its offer for Armour stock.
Sobering gained a point as it
proposed a 2-for-l stock split.
A 2-for-l split proposal for
National Lead and approval of
a 3-for-l split for Tishman Realty were accompanied by fractional losses in each stock.
American Smelting was down
about 3 points in a continued reaction to the court- order suspending Pennzoil's order for Asarco Stock.
Prices were irregularly higher on the American Stock Exchange.

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

NANCY

By Ernia Bushmiller

These quotations apply to hogs deliver
ed to the Winona Station by noon today,
HOGS
Hog market: Steady.
Meat type, 200-230 lbs. .. 20.OO-JO.5O
Butchers, 200*230 lbs.
20.00
Sows, 270-300 lb!.
14.50
CATTLE
Cattle market: Stesdy.
High choice and prima
27.50
Choice
2t.5O-2d.30

Good

2J.0O-24.25

Standard
Utility cowi
Cenner and cutter
VEAL
Veal market: Steady,
Top choice
Good and choice
Commercial
Boners

20.00-22.50
15.00-18.00
13.50-17.25
14.00
24.00-33.00
lt.OO-23.00
17.00

Bay State Milling Company

MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

Elevator A Grain Prices
One hundred bushels ot grain will ba
tlie minimum loads accepted it 1he elevators.
No, I northern iprlng wheal . . . 1.43
No. 2 norlhcrn iprlng wheat
t.43
No. 3 nor Ihfrn iprlng wheat
1.39
No. 4 northern iprlng wheat .... 1.35
Nn. I hard winler whent
1.35
No. 2 hnrd winler wheel
1.33
No. 3 hard winler wheat
1.31
No. 4 limit winler wheel
1.23
No. I rye
1.07
No 2 lye
1,03

Frocdtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. ta 4 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays)
Submit sample before loading.
Darley purchased at price- iub|ect to
market.

Winona Egg Market

(Winona Product, Zlebell Product)
These quotations apply is et
10:30 o.m. today.
Grade A |umbo
40
Crnde A lame
.,
33
Grade A medium
Jl
Grade D
Jl
Grade C
12

PRODUCE

TIGER

By Bud Blake

Want Ads
Start Here

CHICAGO (AP ) - Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; S3 score AA 66- 92
A 66; 90 B 63'/4 ; 89 C GOte ; COTS
90 B 64; 89 C 62.
Eggs unsettled; wholesale
buying prices unchanged; 80 per
cent or better grade A whites
45 ; mediums 43 ; standards 41;
checks 27-A. i

1 ¦

EAST
Indiana, Pi. «, Waynesb'g 44.
Slippery Rock *5, Clarion St. 42.
SOUTH
Miss. Slati 73, Georgia 71.
Florida IS, Mississippi 44.
Tennessee 11, La. Stile 41.
Kentucky I), Allbimi 70, OT.

VMI n, oid Dominion

n.

MipWBST
Indiana 17, DePiul l
l
.
Dayton 72, Xavier, Ohio al.
Crelghton n, Ha. llllnoli I/.
Okla. SI. 71, Nebraska 52.
So, II). 72, No, Iowa S3.
SOUTHWEST
Tulsa 104, No. TIX. Stale fl.
FAR WEST
Utah 104, Wesl Texas St. It.
Seattle I
, TexisBI Pass 71.

WOOL JKIRT too long 1« be a Mini?
We'll alter hems, fat or skinny. W,
Belslnger, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.

DOES ONE of your loved ones have I
drinking problem? If so, contact the
Winon a Alanon Family Group. Write
«?% VV. 3rd.
COME TO VS. for an early spring. II
some fresh green money sprouting from
your wallet could chase the wintry
gloom from your budget, see MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK for • loan
today. To consolidate bllUs, buy seasonal needs, or to fix up •your home, get
a low/ cost bank loan and have an
early iprlng.
MOHAN TAX Servlce-Stafla and Federal
tax return preparation. Reasonable
rates. 306 Mankato. Ev eninga by appointment. Tel. 8-2367.

Business Services

14

AAAN WANTED for general farm work,
1 or 2 days per week. Married ma«
preferred. Sea George Feullnfl, Foun.
tain City, Wis.

REMODELING
PLASTERING

MAN WANTED for farm work. No milking. Start immedlitely. Write A44
¦
.
Dallf News.

REPAIRING &
REFDMISHING
BASEMENT WALLS

CHAUFFEURS WANTED-«r Pjrt-J|nW
work 6 p.m. to midnight; full-time
shifts available also. Must ba 21. Apply
In person, yellow Cab Co., 260 WJrd.
$17,000 PLUS REGULAR CASH BONUI
for man over 40 In Winona area. Taku
short auto trips to contact customer*.
Air mail K.D. Pate, Pres., Texas R»
finery Corp., BOX 711, Fort Worth,
Texas 76101.

Spraying of any
kind, incruding colors.
"
JOHN JOSTOCK
Tel. 8-4541 evenings.
21

Plumbing, Roofing

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Tal. 9509 or 6436

I-year-fiuaranMe.

CET THE ONE that' s Number 11 It' i Ihi
In-Sink-Erator stainless steel garbage
disposer, lfi fast, quiet, service-tree,
powerful, corrosion-free and lem-proof .
Wore disposers are made by In-SlnkErator than by any other manufacturer.
Quality 1s the reason I

' Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING & HEATING
751 E. «th
Tel. 2371

Service
Jerry 's Plumbing
¦
827 E. 4th?¦ •. .

Til. 93?«

Sewer & Drain Cleaning

SANITARY

PLUMBING S, HEATING
Til. 3737
148 E. 3rd St.

Female — Jobs of Int. — 26
"WAITRESS - 40-hour-week , day shift,
weekends oil. Paid vacation, holidays,
sick leave. Apply Mrs. Tripp, Sauer
Memorial Home, 1635 Service Drive.
WAITRESS WANTED — for 10:30 a.m.
shift. Apply In person. Dairy Bar, 114
E. 3rd.
KITCHEN HELPER-40-hour-week, day
shift, weekends off. Paid, vacations,
holidays, sick leave. Apply Mrs. Tripp,
Sauer Memorial Home, 1635 Service
Drive.
PART-TIME KITCHEN help, weekends.
Good wages.
Lutherhaven, Dakota,
Minn. Tel. 643-6827.
WOMEN? show latest Lisa Jewelry. Earn
high commissions, work with full kit
and color catalog; No Investment. Managers needed. Write : E. A. Boltl, Pres;,
556 Main St., Orange, NJ. or TeJ. collect 201-678-3377.
AVON
WANT a nice vacation this year? Start
to earn for It today. We'll tell you how
AVON can help. Territory openl Write
Helen Scott, Box 764, Rochester.

RUTH'S RESTAURANT
126 E. 3rd St.
needs

TWO WAITRESSES
— 1 afternoon
-1 night shift
Apply In person only ,
any day but Mon.

TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
estimates. B long 's Treat Service, Wl*
nona. Tel. 8-5311.

GRAIN

44 Male —Jobs ef Infrereit— 27

Business SarvieM

FIBERITE
CORPORATION

MATURE
MAN
NEEDED
for fulltime position as
safety lane inspector in a
Rochester trucking firm.
Must have knowledge of
trucks. Company benefits.
Tel. 2883331, ext. 41
weekdays before 5 p.m.
D. MILLER
"An Equal Opp ortunity
Employer "

Help—Male or Female

28

STAFF PERSON—to develop and coordinate volunteer activities throughout tha
•4-county area of Jackson, Eau Claire,
Trempealeau and Buffalo. Salary $5,000
plus mileage. Apply, Western . Dairyland E.O.C., Inc., Court House, Whitehall, Wis. 54773.

CLERICAL
POSITION
Fulltime night position for
semi-retired or retired male
or female to do clerical
work. Hardly any physical
work involved In this position.
Tel. 288-3331, ext. 49

\

weekdays before 5 p.m.
"An Equal Opportunity
Employer "

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
WILL DO IRONING in my home, Tal.
8-5213.

Situations Wanted—Male 30
TEACHER, Writing, advertising, TV-ra*
dlo sales, sales promotion or public
relations. 22-Year-old family man w ith
BA in English from Tulane and M.F.A.
In creative writing from the State University of Iowa wou ld Ilka to relocate
In the* Winona area. 16 years advertising agency experience as owner, J
years teaching college English, commercial manager TV-radio station, published poet with novel nearlng publication. Martin McAuliffe Jr., 5842 Gating, New Orleans, La. 70124. Til (504)
'
482-2925.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat
receipts Mon. 91; year ago 332;
needs
trading basis unchanged; prices
Secretary .
% higher; cash spring wheat
for general office worfc;
basis, No. 1 dark northern 11-17
shorthand and typing reprotein 1,583A-21.4%.
ciuired.
Spring wheat one cent premiPleasant working condium each lb. over 58-61 lbs;
Business Opportunities 37
tions. Apply in person.
Spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb. under 58 lbs.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
FOR LEASE-l-bay service station. Tal.
4743.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
501 W. 3rd St.
1.53%.-1.83%.
SMALL
SERVICE station on Hwy. in WIWinona, Minn.
Minn-S.D. No. i lard winter
nona. 2 working stalls and 1 hoist. Will
sell
lease
and stock for less than $1,000.
1.51'4-1.80%.
Must sell due to health. Tel. t-2745l
No. 1 hard amBer durum, Male —Jobs of Interest— 27 after 8 p.m. Tel. 8-2165.
choice 1.96-2.10 ; discounts, amFOR RENT—Office apace. 1 room plua
MARRIED MAN, experienced In dairy
ber 5-10; durum 10-35.
shared reception, available for
11
and general farm work, separata house,
months. Street level, perfect location.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.12-1.13.
references required. Donald Behnken,
Write, Box A-65, pally News.
Elgin, Minn. Tel. 876-3348.
Oats No. 2 extra iheavy white
WANTED—Veterlnsrlan to buy drug dis67-71.
tributing company. Includes building,
MECHANICS
Barley, cars 38, year ago 109; U02TRUCK
drug supply, seed Ingredients arid equ'liPER HR. plus excellent fringe
good to choice 93-1.23; low to in- benefits for e>perlenced gas or diesel - ment. Priced to sell! Twalten Realty,
Houston, Minn. Tel. 896-3500.
Journeymen, year-round employment In
termediate 93-1.20; Seed 80-92.
fully-equipped shop of leading motor
Eye No. 1-2 1.19*^-1.22%.
carrier. Stop In, call or write Mr.
Ambll.
Flax No. 1 3.06 no na.
BRIGGS TRANSPORTATION CO.
Soybeans No. l yellow 2.551/4.
2360 W. County Rd. C, St. Paul

LIVESTOC K

SOUTH ST.1 PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. Iffl — (USDA)
— Cottle 2,500; calves 4O0; active ' trade
on ilronpjly reduced supplies of slaughlir
cattle; ilauflhter steers and heifers strong
to a his/her; extremes on heifers up sot
cows strong to 25 Mgtieri bulls fully
steady; vealers and aSaughter calves
mojlly
l.oo higher; feeders scarce;
choice *75-1200 Ib slau(jh»er steers 27.5028.50; mixed high good and choice 27,0027.50; good 24.50-27.25; choice 850-1075
lb slaughter heifers 27-00*28.00; mixed
high good and choice 25.50-27.25; good
23.00-26,50;
utility
arvd
commercial
slaughter cows
l8.5D-19- .00t few high
yielding utility 19.50; canner and culler
16.00-18.50;
utility
arvd
commercial
alai/Qhter bulls 21.OO-24.0Cli few commercial 24.25-24.50; cutter 19».50-21.00; choice
veatera 12.00-35.00j tew nlttled 3t.0037.00; good 28.00-32.00; choice slaughter
calves 23.00-26.00; good 30.00-33.00; feeders scarce.
Hogs. 5,000; barrows and gills welghla
under 250 lbs strong to mostly 25 higher;
some 50 higher; heavle-r weights fully
steady, trading uneven; 1*3 190-240 lbs
21.75*22.00; 2-3 190-240 lb sll.50-21.75 ; 2*4
240-260 lbs 20.50-21.50) 2-4 240*260 lbs
19.50-2TOO; 3-4 28O-300 lbs 18.75-19,75;
I
OWI steady; t-3 30O-400 lbs 16.50-17,50;
2-3 400-600 lbs 15.25*17.00; feeder pigs
fully steady; 1-3 120-1M lbs 17.00-18.00;
beers fully steady.
Sheep 600; alt represented classes fully steady; trading fairly active ; choice
and prime 80-110 Ib wooled slaughler
lambs 28.00-29.00; 110*125 lbs 26,00-27.50;
good end choice 27.50*28.00; utility and
good wooled slaughler ewes 7.OO-8.0O;
choice and fancy 6515 Ib wooled feeder
lambs 24.50-27.50.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO Ul — (USDA)' - Hogs 4,500;
butchers steady to most ly 25 lower; 1-i
205-223 Ib butchers 21.25-21.75; 1-3 !0O240 lbs 20.50-21.00; 2- 4240*260 lbs 20.0020.75; 3-4 270*300 Ibi 18.25-19.25; sows
fully iteody; 1-3 325*400 lbs 17.00-17,75,2-3 500-600 lbs 15.25*16.25.
Cattli 1,400; calves none; ilaughler
steers and helfe n fully iteody; mixed!
-iloh choice and prlm-e 1,100-1,275 Ib
ilaughler steers 30.00-38.00; choice 1501,250 lbs yield grade 2 to 4 28.75-30.00 *¦*
mixed good and choice 27.75-28.75; mixed
high choice and prime 950-1,000 lb ilaughler heifers yield grade 3 and 4 21.7529.21; choice MO-t.OM lbs yield grades
2 to 4 28.00-28.75; mixed oood and choices
26.15-21.00.
Sheep 200; not enough salei for m
market test.
(First

Pub. Tuesdsy,

Jan. 28, m»)

Stile ot Minnesota ) is,
County of Winona
) In Probale Court
File No. 10,513
In Ra Estatt* of
John D. Keyes, sls-o known as
John Dwlght Keyet and J. D. Ktyii,
Decedent,
Order for Hearing on Partial Account
and Petition (or Decree of
Partial Dltlrt butlon.
The- representative ot Ihe above named
estate having tiled lis partial account
and petition for settlement and allowtnca
thereot end for a Decree of Partial Distribution to th* perions thereunto entitled.!
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing
thereot be hod on February 1?, 1949 ,
at 11 :1S o'clock A.M., ftelora this Court
In Ih-e probate court room In the courl
house** In Winona, 'Mlnmejota, and |ha1
nollce hereof ba given by publication
of this order In tha Wlmona Dally News
and by mailed nolle* as provided by low;
Dated January 24, 176?.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probata Judgi,
(Probata Court Seal)
Siieofer, Murphy & Dtroinahan,
Allorneya for Petlilomr.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MEN WITH soma experience In woodworking and sawmen, electrical, appliance work, welding. Full-time steady
work, paid vacation and holidays, good
hospital group. References required.
Apply Krajer Koach Inc./ industrial
Park.

STATION
FOR LEASE

Train for PRINTI NG

Small investment required
or will finance stock for
responsible applicant for
our North Star Station at
Winona, Minn.
This is an attractive , independent operation with no
service work and located
on a very busy intersection
offering an outstanding opportunity for an ambitious
operator . Must be aggressive, neat and responsible.

•ft Hand Composition

Tel. 612-646-4055 , Collect
or write

ACCOUNTANTS—At once who are thoroughly qualified to prepare
Form
1040. Must be experienced In atl phas
es of individual Income tax relurns.
Men selected will receive high salary
and ba employed In our Wlnonas office.
H A R Block Inc., 16? E. 3rd. Tel.
8-3097.

Linecasting and Presswork
Write

GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
A pproved fer Veteran Training

Personnel Manager

OSKEY BROS.
PETROLEUM CORP.
2250 University Ave.
St. Paul, Minn. 55114

Money to Loan

40

Quick Money . . .
on any article of value . . ,
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

SEVERAL OPENINGS FOR

SALESPEOPLE

In large retail store located in Rochester.

Previous experience helpful but not necessary as we
will train. You mast be aggressive and desire to
make a good IncomeOpenings available in Home Fashion , Home Improvement, Automotive, Fencing and Appliances.
THE FOLLOWING REWARDS MAY BE YOURS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CHALLENGING AND INTERESTING JOB .
WORK FOR THE LEADER IN ITS FIELD .
YOU DETERMINE YOUR OWN INCOME POTENTIAL
MANAGERIAL OPPORTUNITIES.
PROFIT SHARINGHOSPITALIZATION" PLAN.
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE.
EMPLOYE PURCHASE DISCOUNTS .

Write Box 2030,
Rochester Post* Bulletin
with resume ' of past experience.

.*
-** '

Wantad fo Borrow

41

IHVESTMBNT-JnterestwJ in Inveatlng In
a Real Estate First Mortgao* paying
4VV* Interest? Confidential. Writ* Box
109G, Wabasha, Minn. S59S1.

Degt, Pets, Supplies

by leary

GRAFFITI

42

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER puppies, AKC
registered. Happy, loving dispositions,
Intelligent. No sheddlno. Top bloodlines.
1096 off on Jan. tales. Stubsr Farm and
Kennels. Tel. Fountain City 6874773.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

PUREBRED DUROC slock hogs, vacclnated. Leonard Sfoskopf, Harmony,
Minn., lVa miles N. of Henrytown. Tel.
OM-MS1 or 88W151.
REAL GOOD feeder saiga, ' 85. Wormed,
castrated and ready to go. Also 2 reg*
[stared Hereford bulls for rent through
winter to Tight parry. Herb McMamer,
Houston. Tel. 894-3153.

64 Farmtt, Land for Sal*

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

WHITE ELEPHANT SPECIAL SS3 arm- FARM WANTBD-Stetfcn f* W KW.
With oood buildings. On contract. By
less Kroehler sld* chair, orange naugaApr. 1. Sevtr J. Olion, Ttl. Spring
hyd* with walnut trim, 125. BURKE'S
Vall»y VMSX).
FURNITURE MART, 3rd & Franklin,
.
Open Wed. and Frl. evenings. Park behind the (tor*.
FOR SAJLE-OM er tti« top dairy firms
In WIriona County, 47S acrat with 2(4
DAVENPORT and matching chair. Vary
acres tillable. ExcalNnt tet ef build«5. Tel. Arcadia 323good
ings. Nrw plpellns milk transfer sys¦ 3424; condition.
t»m< bulk tank, etc. Good terms, i
ethtr dairy farms In tha Winona area,
aS» DISCOUNT on all Braid Rugs, sizes
Contact Alvln Kohner, Rt. 3, Winona,
10x14. 9x12, 8x10, 6x9. Sea th* big seTel. 4980.
lections at SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. Srd
IF YOU ARE In ttie market for a tarrn
home, or are planning to sell real
Good Things to Eat
65 or
estatt of any type, contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT
COMPANY, Real Esfats
RUSSET POTATOES, 10 lbs. 35c; banaBrokers, Independence, Wis., or Eldon
ras, 10c lb.; bu. apples, 12; S-pacx
W, Bern, Real Estate Salesman, ArPepsi, 79c. Winona Potato Market.
cadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7130.
~
FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wfls.
Tel. Office J97-3&J
Re». «?M157
We buy, we tell, we trade.

NOTICE

CHESTER WHITE ope-n gilts, also Criester White boars. Wesley Beyer, Utica,
Minn. Tel. Lewiston •««.
BREO CILT SALE: Duroc - Hampshire Yorkshire. Selling approximately 20
quality purebred gilts of each breed.
Many suitable for club projects. Several Hay, Grain, Feed
50
select boars of each breed. Sat., Feb. 1
at 12 rioon. Guernsey Pavilion, down- FIRST AMD acaond crop Hay? delivered)
town West Salem, Wis. For catalog,
also straw. Eugene Lehnertz, Kellogg.
write to Paul" Linse. Rt. 1, Onalaska,
Tel. Plainview S34-1763.
Wis., or Bill & Fred Sdiomberg, Rt. 1,
La Cross*, Wis.
HAY—delivered In truckload lots. Order
now. Richard Wrlsht. Tel. Sparta, Wli.
WANTED — harness and collars for a
26M202.
team of work horses. Also sleigh belli,
breaking eart. Tell us what you have GOOD COB CORN for salt. Herman EichIn draft horse equipment. Write M. A.
man, Trempealeau, Wla. Tel. SU4ta.
Fritz, 2716 Shady Lane, Dubuque, lows
52M1.

Article* for Sal*
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We Are Now Closed
For The Season

Houses for Sal*

We Thank You For
Your Patronage
HEUER & JOHNSON
Bluff Siding, Wis.
Musical Merchandise

70

NEEDLES

Hardt's Music Store

10-Dose Pack . . . . $2.90

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown & Miracle Mall

JUNGERS kitchen oil heater; snow tires, WE HAVE A good selection et used sew
Ing machines, ilg zag and straight
7:50x14, 6:70x15 on Rambler wheels;
stitch, cabinets and portables. WINONA
20" gas stove. Tel. 9171.
SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th St.
RUGS a mess? Clean for less with Blue
LustraJ , Rent electric shampooer, II. Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
75
Robb Bros. Store.

HOSPITAL INSURANCE. Get It today, OIL OR gas heaters. Siegler, Duo-Therm,
others. Paris and service. RANGE OIL
tomorrow may be too late I Sweeney's
BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St. Tel. 7479
Insurance Agency, 922 W. Sth, Winona.
Adolph Michalowski.
DEKALB 20-WEEK PULLETS GROWN WEDDING. DRESS, site 7-8, and veil.
Tel. 8-3138 or 4725 W. t\h after 4:30. Typewriters
BY PROFESSIONALS. Two 6,000-blrd
77
floor-type houses, one 10,000-blrd cagegrowing house. All In and all.out. Birds WE HAVE ZENITH color TVs, many TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
models to choose treat at big savavailable year around. SPELTZ CHICK
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
ings. See USl FRANK LILLA J. SONS,
HATCHERY, Rolllngstone, Minn. Tal.
delivery. Sea us for all your off ice sup761 E, 8th. Open .evenings.
eB»-2311.
plies, desks, files or office) chairs.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO. Tel. 5222.
BABCOCK CHICKS-For the most money SHOES—work, dress. Savings guaranteed.
Remodeling our store across the street.
from th* egg business, Babcock B-300
78
Doubling . shoe display. Haielton Vari- Vacuum Cleaners
Is fops. Random sartiple test or farm
ety, 217-218 E. 3rd. Tel. 4004.
production. Day old or ready-to-lay
pullets year around. Get Early DisHOOVER VACUUM CLEANERS
counts Now. Tel. 8-4667, Winona Chick DRAPERY FABRICS-Newest colors and DISCOUNTS on all floor model, uprights
weaves In solid patterns. See all our
Hatchery, Breezy Acres, Winona, Minn.
and canisters. AREA SEWING MAquality fabrics at either one of the
CHINE Co., 129 E. 3rd. Tel. 6474.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES, 9th & ManWanied--LIvBs«oclc
46 kafo or 62 W. 3rd.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44

Wanted to Buy

,

81

FARMERS, If you want to get top dollar MID-WINTER CLEARANCE begins Monday. Clothing In bins, 10c; Vi price on WANTED—Hems you do not wish to take
for your dOO-SM lb. Holsteln heifers,
with you when . moving to Hl-Rlse or
rack; chairs, 50e. floor lamps, $1; rumopen or bred, call Ed Lawrenz, St.
Rest Home. Write P.O. Box 955, Wimage Items, 5c & 10c. CADY'S, W. 5th.
Charles -W2-461S or 932-4474.
nona.
transmission,
PONTIAC, 19M, standard
LtTWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
30,000 actual miles, I owner, excellent PIANO WANTED-ln good condition. Tel.
A REAL GOOD auction.market for your
S-2121.
condition; 1959 Ford, cab-over with
livestock. Dairy cattl* on hand all
cattle rack, oood tires; D7 dozer; Mas- ~~~"
«ae»<. I Ivestoek bought every day.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
sey Ferguson 500 backhoe; 1963 Ford
Truck* available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
for scrap Iron, metal*, rags, hides,
%-ton, 4-speed, runs good; 1944 John
Ttl. Lewiston 3657 or Wlnont 7SU
raw fur* and wool!
Deer* B; 1953 Chevrolet 36-passenger
school bus, runs good; 1967 Mercury
Farrst Implements
48 390, automatic, 39,000 actual miles, 1INCORPORATED
owner. Tel. Rolllngstone* 8689-2745.
450 W. Srd
tel. B47
MANURE LOADER to fit DC Case tractor with manure fork, larga bucket and CLEARANCE PRICES on all remaining
1968 G.E. refrigerators, ranges, wash- WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
goo*, snowplow; also 1Moor -W-bu. hog
ers, dryer* and freezers. Buy naw and
CO. pays highest price* for scrip Iron,
feeder In vary good condlllon. Norbert
laval B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
metal* and raw fur.
Lltscher, Fountain City. Tel. 687-7JM.
Closed Saturday*
WANTED-lnternatlonal Model 350 Wli- MILLIONS of ruga have been cleaned
ia W. 2nd
Tea. J05T
with Blue Lustre. Ifs America** finest.
Ily tractor. State price and condition,
shampooer tl. H. Choate Rooms
Write George Feuling, Fountain City, ¦ Rent electric
¦ •
Without Meals~ .V- 86
Wis.
& Co.

Sam Weisman & Sons

•ULIC TANK-225-gal. Van Vetter, with KITCHEN CABINETS by HAGER - Top SLEEPING ROOM .for gentleman. Tel.
8-2349.
quality construction, 1en door styles,
separata compressor. Leo Rowekamp,
tour finishes, Oafr . er Birth wood.
Lawlsto/t. Tat. S741.
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 21$ E. 3rd. Tal. SLEEPING ROOM for eentlemen. Tal,
'¦'
45S9.
4219. ¦ '?
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENTRATH wash tanki, fans, air Intakes, host
ROOMS FOR MEN, with «• without
ELECTRIC HEAT
parrs, storage cabinets.
housekeeping privilege*. No «tay »leep>
& GUTTER TAPES
Ed's Refrigeration 4 Dairy Supplies
;
art. Tel. 4839.
BAMBENEK'S, 9th & MANKATO
T«l. 55»
*» eV-ftrV

WINTER PRICES
*-*M6del 135 ^MInnesota,f
single beater manure
epreaders.
t—Model 110 "Minnesota*
single beater manure
spreaders.
1—Used Model 110 "MINNESOTA" single beater
spreader. Excellent
•condition.
1—Used ALLIS CHALMERS
WD 45 tractor with wide
front end.
1—1965 D 17 tractor with
wide front end, power
steering, 1400 hours.
1—New Schwartz manure
loader to fit : WD , WD
45 or D17 PRIOR to
series IV tractors.
SPECIAL deal on
Model 990 David Brown
tractor.

KEN'S SALES
& SERVICE

Hwy. 14-61 E.
Winona
Tel. 9231

99

The
Go rdon Agency,
REALTORS

OLDS CORNET and case, reasonable,
PUREBRED DUROC boars and gilts, vac
Tel. 8-1955.
clnatsd. Clifford
Hoff, Lanesborv LADIES' WINTER ear coat, spring dresies,
size
lit
hand-painted
2
pictures
Minn* (Pflof Mound).
complete with glass and frame; 2 slabs
COMPLETE WESTERN STORE. Saddles, cf glass, 16x20" each; also luncheon
For All Make*
cloths, hats and miscellaneous articles.
Wtitam anil Engllarv halter*/ bridles;
Call at 5*2 E. Sarnia,. Wed. and Thuri.
Of Record Players
bltn saddle blankets; collar pads, all
sizes; hoof oil; leather oil; cow halters.
Alto boarding, breaking, training, shoe- ROSS ONEWAY snowplow With TD6
mounting. Wanted wheels and axles
itS-118 E. 3rd
ing and Jiorsea for sale. Bob Przybylski,
from mobile home trailer* also wheelEast Bums Valley Road. Tel. 3857.
chair. Bernard Jacobson, Rushford,
Sewing Machines
73
Minn. ;

Sulmycin-K
For Mastitis

98 Houses for Sale

H0MELITE CHAIN SAWS
Apartments, Flats
90
Sales & Service
Used Saw Sal»,.J35 and up.
ROOMS with bath, water and
POWER MAINTENANCE t, SUPPLY CO. FOUR
heat furnished, garage
available.
2nd a Johnson
Tel. 5455
Adults. Available Feb. 1st. Tel. 8-1127.
BARGAIN PRICES . . . Motorola Color TWO-BEDROOM apartment, excellent
TV In crate. We service all make*.
residential location. 129 E. 8th St,
SCHNEIDER SALES CO.. Tel. 7356.
Rent $100. College students acceptable.
Inquire Merchants National Bank, Trust
ONE ONLY HOMKO SNOWBLOWER
Department.
11W at SCHNEIDER SALES CO.
1«1 W. 5th
PARTIALLY FURNISHED apartment al
222-226 W. -4th St., $80. inquire MerHAVE A HAPPIER farnlly roomi cheer
chant* National Bank Trust Dept.
up th* spot the family gets together in
wllh a bright new coat of Elliott's
Whlta Veneer Tinted Eggshell Paint, Business Places for Rent 92
Completely washable yet a low-luitr*
finish of beauty and elegance, pick a
heppy color from the many available
at your

Inc?

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME!
Let us put you in your own
business that grosses over
$40,000 per year! Ideal moneymaker for husband and
wife. Well established restaurant with all equipment
plus good lease. Call now
for details!
GI LOAN .. . NO DOWN
Here's your chance to own
your own home in good
East central location. Big
rooms, new carpeting, full
basement, new* gas furnace.
Only $12,900.
NEAT AS A PIN
If you're on a budget don't
miss seeing this cute 2 bedroom home East with new
roof? nice garage, fenced in
yard. Gl loan ? . . no down
to qualified veteran!
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING" "
Sp acious 4 bedroom home
with big living room and
dining room, aewly carpeted. \Vz baths, very nice
basement, new double ga**
rageY $20,000.
m

i

'

¦
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¦

—
—
—
i
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TOE

GORDON
AGENCY

175 Lafayette
Tel. 5340 or 4400 after Biours.

Trucks/Tracf* Trailers 108

FORD—1968 F-10O pickup, WJStom cab,
radio, heater. West Coast Junior mirrors, aulomatlc transmission, <f box,
EX. NEW HOME BUILT In 1946 located
WOO miles. Tel. 8-3128 after 5:30.
close to the rlvor. 3 bedrooms. 2-car
garage with a larga storage area. Full
basement. It has everything. Excellent
109
opportunity for someone who Is Inter- Used Cars
ested In hunting and fishing or » retired person. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 BUICK ' — 1964 Riviera,, flood condition.
Welnut St. Tel. 8-43W.
Tel. 7736.

mSdoHt,
T RGALTOR

f20 ctHTER- TH»2S49

3 Piece Walnut Finish Bedrom Suite, 6 drawer
BOW $ 99.95
double dresser, chest and bed,
Hollywood Beds, complete with mattress,
$ 49.95
spring & headboard. Twin size only
Short Sofas, Early American and Modern.
mow $139.95
Save from $20 to $70
$174.95
reduced
to
Long 90 in. Sofas now
Recliners covered in long wearing soft vinyl .... $ 59.95
Save $160 on 3 Piece Living Room Group,
Modern Sofa, with Matching Mr. & Mra.
now $299.95
Chairs. 3 Pc. Reg $469.85
$ 29.95
$119.95 Walnut Desks
Sofa Beds
30x40x48
and
5 Piece Dinettes. Table
$ 49.95
4 Matching Chairs
Save $60 on a Hideaway Bed with
now $199.95 w.t .
Foam Mattress
Save from $10 to $40 on Rockers,
$ 69.95
now starting at
Chairs
on
Occasional
,
$40
to
$10
Save from
$ 49.05
now starting at
now
Rocker
$159.95
RccHna
Save $40 on LaZBoy
now
$ 8.95
Lamp
Table
Save $3 on a
One Group Table Lamps, Values up to
$ 9.95
$17.05, now, your choice

BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE STORE
Convenient Terms

Free Parking

Dial 8321 for an Ad Taker
to The Winona Daily Newa

|W . 9eCD^fc

I T REALTOR

Tel. 2378.

¦^

Wa

advertise oui prlet*.

?^^

45 Years in Winona
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday Afternoons

WALZ

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111

Buick - Olds - GMC
225 W. 3rd
Open Friday Evenings

.

Many homes to choose from «t
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E., Winona.
Tel. Olt .

Three Bedrooms—West
Moderately priced;, three
bedroom. L a r g e living
room. Nice kitchen with
breakfast area. Bath . Full
basement, garage.
River View
Two-bedroom home with
garage. Minutes from Winona . Extra large lot. Living room, kitchen, bath.
Ample closets. Insulated.

FORD-1964 XL 2-door hardtop, 390 with
4spatd, vinyl top and bucket aaata. Tel.
538-2415, Rt. 1. Blair, Wis.
CHEVROLET—1957 2-door, 327, 4-speed
transmission. Clean. Lubertus Loerch,
Rushford, Minn. Tel. 864-9213 or 864*
7705. . ' : . : .
CHEVROLET—1954, automatic transmission, starts good, runs good. May be
seen at 1066 W. eth.
PONTIAC-1967 Firebird. 34,000 miles.
Reasonable. Tel. Cochrana 248-2387.

Income Investment
Three - apartment building.
Convenient location near
Winona. All very spacious
with living rooms, Scitchens,
baths, and two and three ; ¦
bedrooms. Double garage.

Truly You rs

Completely modern and convenient, three • bedroom
home. Carpeted living room
and bath. Large picture
window. Lovely kitchen
with built-ins. Ample closets. Garage.
Residence Phones: After 5
_ : Bill Ziebell ... ;... 4854
Mary Lauer .... .. 4523
E. J. Hartert ..... 3973
Charles E. Merkel — Realtor

T ^g^lBj ^"^

N^^^^g^

You're invited to Sc5eour 1969

^

Good for 2 Years ?

1963 OLDS
Dynamic 88

4 door sedan, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, deluxe
radio, like new whitewall
tires, beautiful blue mist
with matching ny]on interior? CLEANEST '«33 OLDS
in town. Test drive today
FOR ONLY

S^e^R^siieft
V
s^siie
'ia'ia'iHt^si
8HLef->*|
*a^^He^aenfttfi
H^P
^^^BHH

^H^^^f^H^V

The Camaro double-header display with
¦ cutaway engines and transmissions!
Demonstrations you operate yourselfI
Entertaining, educational, fun for the
whole •family! Come on out!

$995

1960 PbNTIAC
Catalina

Auction Sales

4 door sedan, automatic
transmission, radio, deluxe
wheel covers, power steering, power brakes, whitewall tires, tu-tone paint,
burgundy body with white
roof, spotless interior. By
Far the sharpest '60 Pontiac in town. A REAL
BARGAIN FOR ONLY

FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all alzes and kinds et
Tel. Dakota 643-2943.
auctions.

"We service what we sell."

601 Main

Tel>5141

FREE! INTERESTING! INFORMATIVE!

Wed., Jan. 29th thru Wed., Feb. 5th. Open Every
Night Til 9 P.M. During Our Third. Anniversary
Sell-A-Bration. Our Sales Staff Will Be Taking
Orders On The

FOLLOWING SPECIAL PRICED
MODELS:

$495

Ray Literski's
SPECIAL

ALVIN KOHN ER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed and bonded Rt. 3, Winona. Tel.
4988.

1 cans
' AND GRAIN:
PEED
|

'

1

1,000 bales of crimped mixed hay. |

FARM MACHINERY

BUILDINGS
FOR SALE

PEERLESS CHAIN CO.

$895

BUICK—1559, 4 new tires. In good running condition. Tel. 8-2468.

John Deere 530 tractor, very Rood; John Deere MT
Telephone Your Want Ads
i tractor; McD. 3-16 inch tractor plow, on rubber; tractor
cultivator to fit MT; McD. 8 ft. tandom tractor disc; JD
|
l| No. 5 power mower; tractor chains to fit 530; Van Brunt
!*] B ft. disc grain drill; JD manure spreader; Case 4-bar
|
| side dpllvci7 rake; McD. No. 45 hay baler; 1959 Inter§ national 2% tooi truck with 14 ft . flatbed; rubber tired
fi wagon; steel flare box; E2e Flo lime spreader ; 3-sectlon
lij steel drag; Da=vid Bradley 24 ft. grain elevator; rubber
X i tired wheelbarrow; 2 cle«tric fencers ; platform scale;
|
|emery wheel with electric motor; hyd. cyl ; air coml| pressor.
I HOUSEHOLD GOODS: Double bed; single bed; dresser;
In anticipation of its move to new facilities
|
| wash stand; kitchen cupboard ; 2 buffets ; 3 rocking chairs;
|1 piano; table; day bed; magazine rack; baby buggy
this fall Peerless Chain Company is offering
% sewing machine; maps tt case; Aladdin lamps ; kerosene
iron; f lat irons; kraut cutter ; sausage stuffcr & meat
m
all of its present buildings ior sale for occupancy
I] grinder; glass churn ; large coffee pot; fruit jars; jars
p| ond jugs; wash boiler; 2 doll buggies; baby bed; old
after its move.
|! doors and windows . For more information , contact tlie
tl Thorp office in Rochester. Minn., 507-288-4041.
l/S

at our main office .

63 FORD
V-8

BARRACUDA—1964, excellent condition,
V-8, aulomatlc. Tel. 9377.

1
|iqO cENTiivm,234s I
i

Interested parties please
contact Mr. A. J. Bambenek , President

109

Fairlsj ie 4-door. No miles
at all on newly installed
engine exchange. You get
a new car warranty on ths
block assembly.

READY FOR
YOUR MOTORING
PLEASURE

I SAT., FEB. 1-12 NOON j

This Is Just a Partial Listi ng
Of The Terrific Buys

y

-36-

Village store with post office, established growing
Minnesota Land &
trade. Three bedrooms, livAuction Service
ing quarters, all in good
Everett J. Kohnercondition. Asi for particuWinona, Tei. 3814
Jim
Papenfuss,
Dakota. Tel. 443-19)
lars.
Boyum Agency, Rushford. Tel. 8*4-9381
Building suitable for service FEB. 1-Sat. 12 noon. 5 miles N. of CalOpen Mon., Thurs. &
edonia, Minn. Relnhold Xllnskl. owner;
business plus a very nice
Fri. Evening
Schroeder Bros., auctioneers) Thorp
three-bedroom home nest
FIRST FLOOR door.
Sales, clerk.
PAINT DEPOT
Ask for details.
167 Canter St.
^^^mmm^mmi^mm^m^^m^^^mm^^mmmmm^^
BUSINESS
Downtown business locaDAILY NEWS
tion, corner on Third, good
ANOTHERj 'T
MAI L
BUILDING
traffic, excellent for car
HORP[AUCTION §
|
wash
or
service
business.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
for
May Be Paid at
New commercial building
barber shop, beauty shop,
TED MAIER DRUGS
64x50 approximately, 36*00
UO TELEPHONE ORDERS
square feet on large Lot
cafe, jewelry store, dentist
WILL BB TAKEN
200x175. Next to four-lane I SALE SITE : 5 miles nortSi of CALEDONIA, MINN., or (
or photographic.
highway.
FREEZERS
P 8 miles southwest of Hokah, Minn., on Hwy. 44. Watch §=
IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Com*
for the Thorp auction arrows. Lunch stand on grounds. p
Will remodel to suit.
Sales floor plus apartment I
In and get our prices. WINONA FIRE
& POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. SOU.
on East Broadway, good
16 HEAD OF HOLSTEINS
I
|
location, good condition.
Next to
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
§S
*¦*"-:
Operating motel , good con- I 3 cows, milking, due ln May ; 1 cow, milking, due in Ij
First National Bldg.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and etiloy
the comfort of automatic personal core,
dition. Owner has left city 1 June; 8 cows, milking, due in July ; 2 yearling heifers, W
on Fourth.
Keep full aervlea—complete burner
1 open; 2 yearling steers. Tested for Interstate shipment. If
and wants quick sale.
care, Budget aervtts. Order today
Tel. 8-2984.
I Individual certificates furnished.
Irom JOSWICK FUEL t, OIL CO,, 901
p
AFTER HOURS CALL:
E, Sth. To). J3B«.
i 105 HOGS: 8 mixed brood sows, wet; 78 mixed feeder il
Laura Fisk
ins
Myles Peterson
Am
I pigs, weaned; 20 mixed heavy feeder pigs; 1 steel hog |
|
Leo Koil
4581
Houses for Rent
95
feeder.
|
|
|
|
Laura Salka
7672
TWO-BEDROOM house, partially furnishI DAIRY EQUIPMENT: DeLaval milker; 2 Surge seamless I
ed, near downtown. Reasonable rent.
i units; DeLaval No. 19 ciream separator; Wilson 4-can If
Available Mar. 15. Write P.O. Box 798.
Ik
BOB
|
U milk cooler; International 4-can milk cooler ; several milk |
THREE-ROOM house wllh oarage, no
children, Inquire at 252 E. Mark.

109 ! Used Cars

SELECTVALUE-RATED
USED CARS

JX. HAS A LARGE PANELLED rec DODGE—1965 Dart, 6-cylinder, standard
room, 4 bedrooms, large living room,
transmission. Tel. 8-2978 before 5.
beautiful kitchen, gas heat. Built In
1967. Will consider your homo In trade. DODGE—1952 D-400, good tire!. Contact
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 15S Walnut Sf.
Lew Gasink. Flberlla Corporation, Tel.
Tel. 8-4345,
8-3611.

BOBT^"

CLEARANCE ITEMS

m Mankato Ave.

Frank West Agency

Bid*.
© Exchange
Winona

IJr

Cars

LOOKING FOR
A GOOD
LATE MODEL
CAR? WE HAVE

AFTER HOURS

V

106

BAST CENTRAL-Modern Mamlty house ELECTRIC MOTOR for Wle>. May be Used
with larga garage, 20x40. Rent terms
seen et Winona Monument <o„ 452 E.
to reliable party. C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.
2nd. wagner, 15 h.o., 1750 rpm,* two
Reliance, 15 h.p., 1740 rpm) westlnohouse,
7V4 h.p,, 1160 rpmi WestingSEVENTH ST. <J145-Goodvlew. 3-bedroom
house, 3 h.p., 1130 rpmi Cleveland, 2
home, rec room with pool table and
to 4 h.p., 900 mm; Generil Electric
punching boa, oarage.
V/i h.p., 114*0 rpmi Weitlnghouse, 25
h.p., 2-speed.
.
DX. IF YOU HAVE $5,000 you can.own
this charming duplex. Let your tenant
107
make all the rest of the payments, Motorcyclos, BfcyclM
while you live rent free. ABTS AGENCY, INC., IS» Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365.
GARVIN HEIGHTS Cycle Sales & Salvage proudly present* Kewasakl, the motorcycle designed and built by aircraft
ATTENTION VETERANS, NO DOWN
engineers. It? you're Interested in a
PAYMENT. 41* Franklin -St. Central
precision-built
motorcycle, stop up or
location. A-l condition, 4 bedrooms, 2
Tel.
4235 or 1-2002 after S p.m. weekcomplete bathsi combination windows,
days or on SMurdaya.
attached garage, 2 enclosed porches.
FOR
FASTER, better service ROBB
578 W. 4TH, GOOD CONDITION. «
MOTORS, INC. now Is headquartered
rooms and full bath, hot water heat.
In
a
new location at ROBB' STORE,
Near Madison School and bus line. CorINC., 578 E. 4th.
ner lot, garage. Will arrange easy loan.

^

Pat Heise ?. - 5709 or 2551

99 Boats, Motor*, Etc.

1
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1969 BEL ALU
4-Door
A T
.
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As
Low As
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V $2399
J
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Paul Morin's
SPECIAL
1969 NOVA

U
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1969 CAMARO
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As Low As

ll

Bob Olson's Hi
SPECIAL
'

\

$2299 Jr

•6D CHEVY VAN
\

\\
N\

As Low

AO
As
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ll
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1069 %-TON
PICKUP
As Low
899As

$1
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I THORPISALESCORPORAmm [l
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SEE THE SHOW!!!
SAVE MONEY!!?

(^ a (tf aff w iM6) .

|
\

\

Jim Mausoli's
SPECIAL

^
^

^
|
|
%
[|
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ttwtt>'s i**scsrAueno a* nut WAII simtoi
Lmmmmmmaamaf
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Jerry Anderson's )
SPECIAL
I

|U
^
|1
|
|
H
fi
TEACHERS:
ifi
I? Call for arrangements
for special tour of your class,
ij
'
; of this very educational display. Call Bob Olson or
§
? Jim. Mausolf ,
p|
jl
U
VISIT CHEVYLAND!!!
|

REINHOLD KLINSKI, Owner

'?

I

1969 CHEVELLE ,
As Low As
//
ll

THORP ON - THE - SPOT CREDIT
|
|
U Sale managed by Clark Vessey, Rochester, Minn., 507- li
ti 289-8790. Strand Agency, Caledonia, Minn., representative. -X

i? Schroeder Bros., Auctioneers.

^^

Happy Dan
Petke'a
SPECIAL
___

121 HUFF ST.

BUZZ SAWYER

j

By Roy Cranr

f

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY Y

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna-Barbera

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

^^^

Sale of the year at HADDAD'S
^
j K
^^
^A CLEANING ORDER 1

FOR ONLY

M^L.
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mm
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3. Linings Repaired
4. Pants Cuffs
Opened, Brushed
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7. Hooks and Eyes
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Efficient Servic*
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Sweaters
Skirtsl
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Is tho Nicest

8. All Garments
Neatly Bagged
9. Sta-Nu Finish on
All Garments

EVERY S400

• Hore * Y our opportunity tor BIG SAVINGS on Haddad's finest quality cleaning.
Any $4.00 cleaning
large
order for only $2.98. During this slack season you
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closets now for garments you know will have to ba
cleaned anyway and take advantage of tho BIG BULK
SAVE savings todayl
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